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U.S. Beefs Up Backing
for Salvadoran Junta
Cm
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"Bespite some puffed up bra^docio
(be effect that the opposition, offen-

/guatehau

J,^:^ve-bas "failed" both U.S.imperialism
-and" its -puppet junta presented new

-•jjMdence this last- week what they,are

_ "deei^" worried about theii" ability to
maintain control of "their" Salvadoran

•r

"turf." While_the iVeIV York Times
look tosome bloated gloaung over "the

• 4

failure of the• offensive to-start a

popular insurrection and result in&ignimilitary victories for the rebels,"
ibe junta announced that, from now on
all boys over lO-years-old would be
considered potential guerrillas and

would therefore have to carry identifi
cation cards to ensure they were reliable
elements. Another Times article admit

ted thatk "Government forces are...
spread thin, locked Into static defense
positions in small villages. They have
been unable to mount an effective
cou nteroffensive."

At.ihe same time, varioiu agents of
U.S. imperialism have been scnrrylng

NICARAGUA

and implying that the U.S. would use E!
Salvador as a "test case" of its bloc's

willingness to unite for the worldwide
faceoff with its rival imperialist bloc
headed up by the Soviet Union. As the
general worldwide imperialist crisis and
the particular Central American crisis
continue to interpenetrate, this is one
form of drumbeating that is sure to
grow louder and more frantic in the
coming period.
The European trek is being headed
up by the appropriately named

COSTA
RICA

L'T^FANAMA,

Lawrence Eagleburger, a former aide to

Henry Kissinger and designated assis

all over Europe and Latin America

tant ^rciary of Stale for Europ>ean af

beating the drums farnew U.S. escala
tions to n^intaln the jtmta in power.

fairs. • Eagleburger's top-level mission

iCoiotim

Continued on page 23

Call to Take

May Firsts 1981
May First is coming, and a lot of peo
ple know it! May First 1980 was an
opening salvo for the decade, with a
class conscious section of proletarians
and others in the U.S. seizing the day
and proclaiming unity of cause with
their class worldwide. Who can forget
the impact of their actions as they took
to the streets that day? The slogan said,
"Take History Into Your Hands" and

that is precisely what they did as their
many actions challenged all who hate
this shit to think and act themselves and

join in the stand "Our flag is red—not
red, while and blue." May First was put
on the map as a fighting proletarian in
ternationalist day and, as a result, as
May First approaches this year, the
question of where will you be, what will
you be doing, is afoot.
Clearly since May 1st 1980, neither
the world nor the revolutionary forces
have stood still. Events over the past
year have borne out that truth thai in

deed this will be a decade marked by
upheaval, revolution and the threat of

U.S., Miami—once a city, now a battle
cry—gave a small reminder of the force

distribution of 100,000 Revohiiionary

world war. In the Persian Gulf, against

that lies latent in the millions of Black

fluence of a common revolutionary line

the backdrop of U.S.-Soviet contention
and the U.S. inspired Iraq-Iran war, the
imperialists have intrigued and attacked

people, and prisons called Walla Walla,
Walpole.,.erupted as prisoners said
"No more"!

nationwide every week.
There is a strong basis and a strong
necessity to do something bold on May

the Iranian people, but they have not

-

stilled their struggles. The Polish
workers continue to give the im

room, the magnificent sound of revolu
tion has echoed forth again from
China. There, Chiang Ching and Chang
Chun-chiao defied death and held up

perialists of all stripes fits, even as ihey
intensify their tug of war in that coun

try. Then there has been the continued
Soviet imperialist invasion of
Afghanistan, the U.S. staged military
coup in Turkey and the giant war

From the midst of a Peking court

the red banner of Mao and the interna

tional proletariat. And indeed, stepping
forward from the loss in China, anti-

revisionist communist

parties and

maneuvers of both sides in Europe.

oraanizaiions around the world have

Revolutionary struggles and rebellion
have gripped many places in Latin

Inward forging a line and the organized

America and Africa, with the staccato

liniiy of the international communist
movemeni. And here inside the U.S.,

made important progress this year

of armed struggle spilling into most of
Central America; cities in open revolt in
South Korea; youth taking to the streets
in West Germany and Switzerland, up

since the leap of May 1, 1980, there
have been further leaps in the position

in the face of the authorities; in the

portantly in the battle for sustained

of the class conscious forces, most im

H'orArers'—spreading the regular in

First 1981. Our intention is to match the

tempo being demanded by the times, to
advance further off the advances
already won. Our intention with the

further plans soon to be announced
and carried out around May First is
nothing less than another, major leap in
placing the class conscious forces in the
best position so that, should the real
possibility of a revolutionary situation

emerge in the U.S. in the coming decade,
we will emerge victorious. And no mai
ler what, we will make a big contribu
tion to the intcrnaiiona! revolutionary
struggle.

Last May Day, many things were
done. As people in all spheres of society
Continued on page 19
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Marcos to "Attain the Ends of God"

Pope Bestows Blessings on
C/.S. Rule in Phiiippines
Wherever the poor and oppressed rise
up to secure their liberation, the apostalic
fireman of U.S. imperialism is sure to ar
rive soon. And so it was that last week

Pope John Paul I! arrived in the Philip

island of Mindanao, continues its pro
tracted armed struggle against national

Cardinal Sin openly describes his rela

oppression by the Marcos regime. And
among the rank and file of the Catholic

"critical collaboration." This col

clergy and lay missionaries, thousands
have taken to support of revolutionary

far from unimportant, as 40 million of

to your prayer books, boys, and stay
the hell out of the revolutionary strug

tionship with the regime as one of

gles of the poor and the oppressed. Ho
ly Father knows best.
JPll also took the occasion of his trip

laboration by the Catholic hierarchy is

to score a few other licks for the U.S.

pines to deliver again his now hack
neyed message of passivity and subser

struggles against the dictatorship, with

the 47 million people in the Philippines
are nominally Catholic, and the

vience to oppression. On what has now

some priests regularly going about arm

Catholic Church operates one TV chan

become the stock feature of his political

ed.

nel, 20 radio stations, and runs six

plane to refuel on the way to fhe Phiiip

magazines and newspapers.
It is in this context that the Pope's

lackey General Zia was at the airport

junkets, the official visit to the official

For the U.S., the Philippines have

war bloc. It was hardly an accident that
the most convenient place for the papal

pines was Pakistan, where loyal U.S.

slum, the reactionary pontiff again laid

long been a vital military base of opera

down the law to the poor: "Do not be
tempted by ideologies that preach only
material values or purely temporal

tions. The giant U.S. naval base at
Subic Bay remains the largest U.S.

tions with tit-for-iat struggles. At stake

naval installation in the Far East, and

was attaining some stability in this coii-

phone booth with all the Catholics in

ideals, which separate political, social

was the staging area for all U.S. naval

flict, blessing the pro-U.S. bourgeois
opposition elements (which required

the Pope from holding mass at the na

and economic development from the

things of the spirit.. .the road toward
your total liberation is not the way of
violence, class struggle or hate-, it is the

way of love, brotherhood and peaceful
solidarity."

Ah, what a different tune the holy
father sings in the colonies of U.S. im

perialism than when he was unleashed
on Poland two years ago. Then he de
nounced "colonialism" (Soviet, of

course) and summoned the faithful to

take up the "temporal" as well as spiri
tual needs of man. Then did he lead
thinly-disguised anti-government
demonstrations displaying the emblein

of World War 2 anti-communist parti
sans. But now all is love and light for

Christ's vicar on earth—and the bloody
dictators of the Philippines, Ferdinand
and Imelda Marcos. Hailing the sham

repeal of martial law one month ago,
the great Pope, with the hangman Mar
cos at his elbow, said, "Recent initia
tives that are worthy of praise augur
well for the future."

But it is precisely the fact that the
future does not augur well for U.S. im

perialism that brings the successor of
Peter scurrying to the Philippines. The

principal stop in a 12-day tour that also
takes JPll to Pakistan, Japan and the
U.S. colony of Guam,the Philippines is

today a tenuous link in U.S. im

perialism's war chain. Politically, the
Marcos clique is far more isolated than

ever before, both among the peaants

and urban poor, as well as among the
Philippines' extremely large and welleducated professional and middle
strata. The New People's Army, led by

the Reconstituted Communist Parly of
the Philippines, has established 26 guer
rilla fronts over an area of the country

containing lOWt of its population. The
Moro National Liberation Front in the

southern and predominantly Moslem

operations in the Vietnam War. Today
with the Soviet Navy firmly ensconced
in the huge U.S.-built naval base at

some

Danang Bay in Vietnam, the U.S. is not

Marcos mass movement (hence the

about to part with-'the Phiiippines. The
islands were seized in the first place

official role of Marcos in the pape!

from Spain (whose'legacy accounts for

visit).

the Catholic influence) in 1898 to pro
vide the U.S. with the major naval base
of Manila Bay id further U.S. im

actually embraced Marcos far more

perialist expansion in the Pacific.' But
U.S.-control of the islands was ensured

only after a three^year bitter colonial
war against Philippine freedom-fighters

struggling for the independence of their
country. Following World War 2, the

colony was granted nominal in

dependence. but the country remains
politically and ecoftpmically controlled
by the U.S.

As part of the hype for the papal

mild

criticism

praise of the Marcos'"reforms" and the

pines from revolution. The ongoing tus
sle between Cardinal Sin and Marcos is

precisely over whether the velvet glove
or the iron fist will be most effective at

this time. Both share cornpletely the

goal of preserving the Philippines as a
reliable base for U.S. imperialism, and

representatives of the Chinese com

munity in Manila to play the Vatican's
China card, calling for renewing the of
ficial links between the Catholic Church
in China and Rome. Interestingly, it

was just about 10 years ago that JPII's

perialism, he might have added-.) The
pontiff's arrival at the airport, where he

predecessor, Pope Paul VI, visited the
Philippines and floated a similar trial

was* met by the Marco.s duo, was pro
tected by 5,000 plainclolhesmen

balloon to China. But it is only now,

with revisionism in power in China,
that the Vatican has a prayer of

reaching this wild ambition. And in
fact, a cardinal of the Catholic church

received a specially struck medal with
cos on it.

economic reforms can save the Philip

Then, in the Philippines, the Pope

took the occasion of a meeting with

ty thatds harmonious to attain the ends
of Gad." (And the ends of U.S. im

images of the Pope and President Mar

the bourgeois opposition of former

cooperation and collaboration;"-

wipe out all conflicts and set up a socie-

would control the Pope's visit,"where he

senator Benigno-Aquino and others
who argue that only a program of
bourgeois democracy and rapid

deeper and find still better ways of

stomach, resulted in Marcos' fawning
overiihe Pope, feigning humility, and
crying "Forgive us. Holy Father. Now
that you are here, we resolve we shall

the Catholic hierarchy over Just who

clique is a real one, however, although
j_ts terms are far different from those
presented by the press. The hierarchy,
led by Cardinal Sin (no joke, that's his
name), has been loosely aligned with

and Moslems will continue and grow

ihatt.mosi of the Philippine clergy could

who attended the official reception

Lady, could get out of it. The struggle
between the hierarchy and the Marcos

against Zionism, by praying aloud that
"Mutual respect between Christians

Tiheirfinal decision in which the Pope

media devoted a great deal of attention

would go, and how much mileage Mar

tional stadium. The Pope used the occa
sion to try to offset Islamic attacks on
U.S. imperialism and calls at the recent
Islamic conference for renewed struggle

of Marcos),

pilgrimage to the Philippines, the U.S.

cos and Imelda, the Philippine Dragon

Moslem Pakistan, but this didn't deter

without seeming to endorse an anti-

directed by 32 generals. And all those

to reporting a tiff between Marcos and

with an honor guard, brass bands, and
a 21-gun-saluie. You could hardly fill a

visit required some very careful negotia

paid an official visit to Peking last year

From his official reception with the

and said mass for the new mandarins.

ruling clique, the patriarch of Rome
dashed off to dress down a meeting of
members of women's religious orders.

ing the now flopped "foiir moderniza

Lauding the "pragmatism" of
China's new bourgeois rulers, and hail
tions," the Pope said, "Your country is
indeed devoting ail its energies to the
future. It wishes to ensure, through

JPll told the assembled nuns that they

should respect orders from their ec
clesiastical superiors. The reason for
the meeting was that hundreds of nuns
have left their religious orders in de
fiance of their superiors to live and
work with the poor. The pontiff then

scientific and technological develop

ment, and through the industrious col
laboration of its people, that its citizens
can live in true happiness." He went on

to pledge that Chinese Catholics

appeared before a meeting of priests in

the Manila cathedral. "You are priests

restored to communion with Rome

and religious. You are not social or

openly that he would like an invitation

would be "good citizens," and hinted

political leaders or officials of a tem
poral power," the Pope sternly com

to visit China himself. What a trip that

manded. "Let us not be under the illu
sion that we are serving the gospel if we

would be! We can see it now, "Pope

dilute our chrisma through an exag

Four."

Visits Great Wall, Warns Chinese

Catholics to Shun Remnants of Gang of

gerated interest in the wide field of tem

^

poral problems." In other words, stick
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Marie Osmond Law Passes
Since January I all doctors, health
care and social workers in the State of

California have been required, under
penalty of imprisonment, to report to
the authorities every unmarried female
under 18 whom they suspect of engag
ing in sexual activity. Any young
woman without a lord and master,(oh,
excuse us California legislature, we
know you said "husband") who seeks

16-year-old Eagle Scouts in a police
training program, not to mention

to patronize blackmarkei bulchers since
most young women will be unwilling to

who would listen (Time magazine, for

countless other incidents not so well

subject themselves to the reporting pro
cedure that medical professionals are
required by law to follow. All of which

example) that she is a virgin. After
seemingly countless prime time hours of
being forced to see and hear her, many
people were not surprised at Marie's an
nouncement. What was rriore politically
significant was that she coupled it with

Marie, 21, recently announced to all

publicized like the rape, in the back seat
of an L.A.P.D. police car. of an 8-yearold Black girl five years ago.
Or perhaps the list of such violators
will make its way into the hands of'
respected public servants such as
California State Senator Alan Robbins,
currently facing statutory rape charges
for reportedly (according to a number
of young women) inviting teenage girts
from around the state up to the State
Capitol at Sacramento to see how the
legislature really works. Perhaps this
could go up to the federal level where
Senators and Representatives (with an

"murder and maim young women"

"pure" until marriage. This was widely

law.

.broadcast as a "new thing." Marie,
along with Barbie and Ken, and the
Moral Majority, are to be our role

In a move that challenges the depths

extra share of "public decency"-types)

to be the particular contribution of im

of bourgeois hypocrisy this particular

stagger back and forth between sexual
debauchery and the sort they perform

perialism to achieve the widespread
combination of feudal moral righteous

officially in Congress.

ness with a pornography industry worth

Not surprisingly the California law is
supported by the "Moral Majority"
which is also helping to spearhead-antiabortion activity. Like the'- recent

billions. Somehovy the bourgeoisie's
massive and increasing promotion of
child pornography,and child prostitu

medical treatment such as birth control,
treatment {or even tests) for venereal
disease or any other treatment that im

plies she has violated the holy precepts
of the almighty bourgeois state must be
immediately reported to either the

police or an official child protection
agency.

perversion was added at the last minute
to a law supposedly designed to
strengthen penalties against those who
abuse and molest children.
Let's start with those to whom the

"young offenders" are supposed to be
reported. The various police depart
ments are perfectly suited to carry out
this law's intent on respecting the rights
of women. Take for example the past

disclosures of Los Angeles Police
Department officers' involvement with

only goes to show that the mutilation

of women, even very young women, is
quite consistent with the overall re
quirements of bourgeois morality. This
law could quite accurately be called the

One could laugh at the futility of
their attempt to stop teenagers from sex

a statement that this was a matter of

principle with her and she would remain

until one realizes that is not their basic

models for the 1980s. After all there are

intention anyway. While family morals
and prostitution have been a couple
since the dawn of class society, it seems

serious limes ahead. We are being

tion never entered their little lawmaking

prepared to fight the Russians and re
establish the moral, cultural, political
and economic superiority of U.S. im

perialism on a world scale. A selfrighteous official national morality,and
strict self-discipline are needed for such
a task. As for women, it's lime to conr
form to the total subservience script that

the imperialists have laid out. And just
for icing on the imperialists' cake, a
young woman who has'not gotten preg

Supreme Court ruling approving the

minds. No law was- about to come be

Hyde Amendment which -idenies
federally-funded abortions to poor
women, one effect of this California

tween Brooke Shields and her Calvin

nant is far more draftable cannonfodder

Kleins.

than one who's been fooling around.

law would be to deny young' women

This double-barrelled bourgeois of
fensive against women includes Marie

needed medical treatment or force them

Osmond as well as Brooke Shields.

International Women's Day
Poster
Now Available
Full Color—vibrant reds, purples,
blues, yellow and black
The maferia/s for reproducing (he
poster shown at right—color

separated printer's negatives and
reduced size full color

samples—are available this week
for individuals and organizations
to iook over and make ar

rangements for local printing and
use in connection with various

events on and around March 8,

1981, International Women's Day.

The foreground photo of Chiang

Ching was taken as she defiantly

entered the courtroom on the day_
the revisionists sentenced her to~

death. The background scene is
from (he revolutionary Peking

Opera "Red Detachment of
Women" in which Wu Ching-hua,

an escaped bondsmaid who join
ed the Red Army, and her com
rades battle the Kuomintang reac

tionary troops head on in a moun

tain pass. This opera isone of
the most well-known of the model
works produced during the
Cultural Revolution under the

leadership of Chiang Ching.
Ail those who want to par

ticipate in the fundraising, print

ing, and distribution of this
poster can contact the RCP in

one of the following cities; Atlan

ta, Boston^ Chicago, Detroit, Los

Angeles, New York, San Fran

cisco, Seattle, and Washington,

D.C. (for phone numbers and ad
dresses, see page 15). Those

wishing to produce this poster in
other areas should send $50.00 in
check or money order now to RCP
•Publications, P.O. Box 3486,

Chicago, Illinois 60654. Cost in
cludes printing negatives, full col
or sample and express postage.

Specify English, Spanish or

French. Please include Vour

phone number, address and the
nearest Post Office or Airport to

your location.
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Sign, Circulate and Post.
This Statement dratted by the National Committee to Free the Mao Tsetung
Defendants is now being circulated for signatures and donations and will run as an
ad in the Washington Post around MarchJO, when a legal petition is due at the
Supreme Court.

Drop All the Charges
Once and For All!

To the U.S. Supren^ Court:
We,the undersigned, condemn the continued and escaiating government persecu
tion of Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Centrai Committee of the Revoiutionary Com

munist Parly and the 16 other Mao Tsetung Defendants, in decisions of October 21,
1980 and January 2,1981, the D.C. Court of Appeais reinstated the previously dismiss

ed and outrageous charges which threatened each defendant with 241 years in jaii.
With this, the government has unmasked even further the politicai motivation that has
been behind this case afi aiong.

STOP
THE RAILROAD

OF BOB AVAKIAN

The government's iegai vendetta against the Mao Tsetung Defendants originated
with a demonstration against the visit of Chinese Vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping on
January 29,1979, which was attacked by poiice, injuring dozens and arresting 78. im
mediate and continuing protests against the poiice attack and the flagrantly political
prosecution which foiiowed have poured into Washington. Yet so determined is the
government to carry through'this thiniy-veiied act of poiiticai repression, that every

legal mechanism to prevent this poiiticai railroad has been closed off except for direct
appeal to the Supreme Court. A petition is now being filed with the Supreme Court.
WE DEMAND THAT THE U.S. SUPREME COURT HEAR THIS CASE, AND THAT
THIS BLATANT POLITICAL PROSECUTION BE DROPPED ONCE AND FOR ALL.
The facts reveal undeniably the character of this case as one of poiiticai repres-*
sion:

FREE THE

MAO TSETUNG
DEFENDANTS

• Arrested on misdemeanor charges, the defendants were then charged with
felonies, only to be foiiowed by two grand jury indictments eventually upping
the charges to 25 felony counts!
• The great majority of the charges are described as being committed by
"unidentified attackers" or committed against "unidentified officers." Almost
half Of those indicted, including Bob Avakian, are charged with no specific
criminal act. According to the government, "by presence and knowing par

ticipation each defendant aided and abetted each assault which took
place...

• A pre-trial motion,filed by the government, gets to the heart of the political of
fense which it is"actually prosecutingl'The governrnent intends to introduce into
'evidence those portions of the speech made by Defendant Avakian at a press
conference on January 25, 1979." "The government's theory is that Avakian's

speech and the activity and statement at the church are admissible against ail
of the defendants because they were In furtherance of a joint enterprise in
which ail defendants were involved." In other words, the charge is essentially

one of conspiracy", and the offense is Bob Avakian presenting his views and

critique of the new government of China'and of its alliance with the U.S. follow
ing the death of Mao Tjelung.

in response to a defense "request to combine the trials of two sets of defen
dants originally charged in different indictments, the government produced a
new single indictment doubling the charges against ail the defendants, in
court, the government stated that it only "gave the defendants what they asked
for." Under the pressure of mounting protests across the country, ail the
charges were thrown out by the trial judge who declared the government was
obviously engaging in "prosecutoriai vindictiveness."

On appeal by the government the charges were reinstated by a 2-1 appeais
court decision which by their own admission disregarded established legal

precedents to redefine "prosecutoriai vindictiveness." This provided conve
nient cover for the contradictory and poiiticaiiy motivated acts of the prosecumen( to
I proceed full speed ahead with the
tion, clearing the path for the government
railroad.

The obvious fiimsiness of the government's case serves only to highlight more
vividly the vicious and openly poiiticai nature of this attack.
While Kiansmen and Nazis stand acquitted of murder in open daylight in

Greensboro, while Miami police officers guilty by their own admission of murder are
set free, and while the U.S. government steps up its preparations for war, 17 people,
the Mao Tsetung Defendants, now face three life terms in prison.
This is not the first time we have seen such poiiticai attacks by the U.S. govern
ment. WE WILL NOT STAND BY SILENTLY AND ALLOW THIS BLATANT POLITICAL
REPRESSION TO PROCEED. WE DEMAND THAT ALL CHARGES IN THE CASE OF

THE MAO TSETUNG DEFENDANTS BE DROPPED AND STAY DROPPED.

k.

k
Partial List of Endorsers

Eqbal Ahmad, New York; Ismaol Ahmed, Director of Resources, Arab Community Center(ACCESS)'. Detroit; Timothy Ahu,
M D Honolulu- Joe Amoon, NYACK Peace Center, New York; Byron E. Barnes, Chairrr^n. Board of Directors. Seattle Indian

Center; Nornia Becker. New York; Mark Benson, LE.S. AID. New York Anti-Klan Network, * New York; Reverend Dan el Berriaan; Philip Berrigan; Barbara Bilge, Professor, Wayne State University, Detroit: James Boggs; Rick Bouchard, Counselor. Los
Angeles Indian Center. Los Angeles; Lemuel Bradley, Black Student Union, Los Angeles City College. Los Ange^^ Jack L.
Brummel, Administrator, Northwest intertribal Court System; Buffalo Chapter, National Lawyers Guild; Kenneth Cameron,
Historian and scholar. New York; Doug Cassel, Business and Professionals for the Public Interest. Chicago, Robert P. Ctier-

casen Indian Legal Project, Los Angeles: Reverend George Clements, Chicago; Ken Cloke, former National Secretly, Na

tional Lawyers Guild; David Cortwrlght, Executive Director. SANE. ex-GI activist: Harvey Cox, Professor of ^'V'ndy. Haivard
Divinity School, Cambridge. Mass..- Fifth Avenue News, Portland, Oregon: John Fox, Seattle Downtown fieighborhood
Alliance; William Ganley, Professor of Economics, State University College, Buffalo. New York: Mmmy GatreU. Yulanda Ward
Memorial Fund,former SNCC member. Washington. D.C.; Carlton B. Goodletf, M.D.. publisher Reporter

California; Norman K. Gottwald, Professor, New York Theological Seminary: Dick Gregory; Reverend Earl Grice, Director i^

Ethnic Minority Higher Education, Wayne State University. Detroit: Paul Harris, former president.
bie Hoffman; Alison Jaggar, Professor, University of Cincinnati; Aron Kay, Yippiepie thrower. Nevv
Women United lor Political Action. New York; Arthur Klney, Professor of Law. Rutgers Uriiversity. Yuri Kochiyama, New York,
William Kunstler, Center for Constitutional Rights, New York; Lament Laird, Shawnee /nd<an

Clergy. United Presbyterian Church. USA, Cleveland; Gerald Lefcourt, Attorney. New Yor/r; Sidney Le^s.CWcago, Karen Llnd
sey. Writer, poet. Women Opposed to Registration and the Draft. Boston; Richard Lipsltz, Attorney. Buffalo, Conrad Lynn,
torney, New York;Charles Meconis,Seattle Religious Peace Action Coalition; Ron Mllner, Wr/fer, Los Angeles,
med. former SNCC member: Mother of a Pontiac Brother, Los Angeles: Bertell Oilman, New York University. Department of
Politics- Henry F. Owens, III, Attorney, Boston; Grace Paiey, New York; Michael Paris!, Veterans for Peace. Phraric, FolksingY.
Los Angeles: Mark Pollock. Attorney. Los Angeles: John Relnsfein, Attorney Boston: Margie

American Civil Liberties Union- Rosco Louie Art Gallery, Et Al, Seattle: Rich Rosen. Attorney. Chapel Hill. North Carolina,

Richard Rubensteln. Professor. Antioch School of Law,^Washington. D.C.:

^

rhaniar netrnif Steve Smith Committee to Support the Continuing Revolution In Iran, Detroit, Steve Sonora, Los Angeles
Ann Arhnr Penn/e's Food Co-oo'- Robert Stoddard, Musician, Local 47. Los Angeles. Studs Terkel, Chicago, Kwame foure

(Stokely Carmlchael), AllAfrikan People's Revolutionary Paf/y; UN2-Glenn Qann

Wh^Ton

oroiiD Los Anaeles- Marilyn Waller. President. San Francisco Bay Area Chapter. National Lawyers Guild, Phil Wheaton,

Washington D C - Pmston Wllcox, Professor of Social Work, Columbia University, New York; John Womack, Jr..
Guy M- Yates, M.D., Honoiulu; Paul Zarembka, Professor of Economics. University of Buffalo.

Howard Zinn, Professor. Boston University'

•(organizations listed for identification purposes only)
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Tomseth's Univ, of Oregon Appearance ■■■■■■■■■■■■

Flaming Yellow Ribbon Sends
Hostage Hustle Up In Smoke
The stage was set for the latest act in
the yellow ribbon road show. It was

Monday, February 9, and the place was
the campus of the University of Oregon
in Eugene, Oregon. The air was filled
with anticipation, for ex-hostage Victor
Tomseth, the chief political officer in
the U.S. embassy in Tehran, was com
ing to speak to the students.
But as Tomseth stepped to the
podium, two members of the Revolu
tionary Communist Youth Brigade
(RCYB)—a man and a woman—moved
to the front of the auditorium and lit

one of the sacred yellow ribbons on fire.

As it burned up. they yelled.•'"We spit on
you; your red. white and blue; and your
whole stinking system. We stand with

the Iranian people!"
As Tomseth scurried behind the cur

tains, undercover cops emerged to pro
tect -him, attacking the two Brigade
members. But far from it being a one
sided battle, and far from what later

photos tried to depict, a number of stu
dents jumped into the fray and tried to
free the revcrtuiionaries. Visibly shaken,
Tomseth said from the podium: "This
exercise of the right of free speech and

lOC-

assembly serves to remind me as much
as anything that 1 am in the United

States of America." Actually, it must
have seemed too close to Iran at that

point, as boos and hisses from the au
dience suitably punctuated his state
ment. But the authorities temporarily
got

the

upper

hand; the

Brigade

members were dragged away, handcujXed and beaten,

Tomseth had lit lie-peace for thedura-

. tion of his talk. One man held up
another yellow ribbon and called for

solidarity with the Iranian people.
Significant applause followed. While
Tomseth lied through his teeth he was
continually interrupted by shouts of

"CIA." And during the question and
answer part, at least 100 students quiz
zed Tomseth about the embassy being a
spy nest, the U.S. training of SAVAK,

Photographer catches a quick shot of the scene as yellow ribbon goes up in flames.
tention off of the CIA-agent Tomseth
and onto the act of burning the ribbon
itself. "They could've burnt down the

Shah. E«en the local papers, from

Eugene and Portland, were forced by

was a top CIA operative at the time of

the scene at the speech to comment that
the audience was,50-50 for and against

(he famous Rex Theatre fire in Abadan

and the U.S. support of the dictator

Tomseth.

walked into the cafeteria, many of the

foreign-born students,, especially Iran
ians, began applauding. A member of
AIM (American Indian Movement),
immediately invited them to a Muslim

had il

luminated on the campus and beyond.

ballroom," the press shrieked. "They
endangered the lives of 1,000 people,"
they howled. (This was a particularly,
nauseating charge. Tomseth himself

viously effective political exposure that
the burning yellow ribbon

But in a certain sense tfie arson

charge does reflect exactly what the
authorities saw go up in.smoke through
their jaundiced eyes. With so much
staked on their hostage-homecoming,
that piece of burning yellow ribbon
must've indeed looked like the towering

when the Shah's troops locked 800 peo
ple into the theatre and set fire to it,
burning everyone inside alive. Tomseth
undoubtedly had something to do with

inferno! Photos of the arrests hit the

AP wire service across the country and
the action was reported on the Today

Student's Association meeting he was

going to that night, to speak about the
action. The call went out for the next

day to be "bail raising day" on cam

pus. Simultaneously, the police spread
rumors of more arrests pending—a fee
ble attempt at intimidation.

Within hours the charges came down
against the two—"first degree arson,"
a felony carrying the maximum of 20
years in prison and a $2500 Fine. (The
woman's charges also included
"assaulting a police officer.") The

it.) The "arson" charge and the deluge

show the next morning. For the next 3

of trying to paint the revolutionaries as
menaces to life and limb was nothing
less than a conscious political counter

days the campus would be electric with

raised by shaking cans in front of the

struggle and debate over the yellow rib-

student union; loans from students on

jjon burnjng.

the campus and

media scrambled to focus students' ai-

attack; an effort to fend off the ob

That very afternoon, as

agitators

By the next night, Tuesday, nearly ail
the bail had been raised. About.$100

supporters in

Continued from page 23

Why Do the Police Show a "Lack of interest"
in Bea Dong's Shooting?
Ii was on January 21si that Beatrice
Dong, a revolutionary activist for many
years and a full time distributor of the
Revolitiionary

Worker, was shot in

the neck and critically wounded. At the
time of the shooting, which took place
in a train station and which Beatrice

often frequented on her way to and

from paper sales, the Newark, New
Jersey police were quick to conclude
that the shooting was the result of a
crazed woman firing "wildly" into ihe

ped. an invesiiga(ion into the
shooting within days. Newark city

already (old friends of Beatrice thai a

trial would pfobably never materialize
since Waynetia is loo crazy. No

detective Sanlura, in charge of ihe in

vestigation, stated that this decision was
in accordance with his superiors. In
fact, the only investigation that took
place by the police was into Wayneiia's
background establishing her history of

mpnial

trial—no need to investigate. It all
works out rather conveniently for the
bourgeoisie.
The foul scent of a method behind

the madness persists. Shortly after Bea

problems. The names of

was shot, a co-conspirator received an
anonymous phone call. The caller said,

witnesses in the possession of(he police
have never been questioned, nor have

in effect: "Tfoo tiad about what hap

thousands across the country who have
worked intensely to spread far and wide
the powerful weapon of the Revolu
tionary Worker, making ever more real
and terrifying the threat which this revolutionary movement poses for the

ruling class. She continues to make im-\
portant improvements in her physical '.

condition, now able to speak and to ''
breathe without the aid of a respirator
and struggling tb develop the strength

the police ever contacted Beatrice

pened to your friend's wife." Click. A

and control in her arms and hands,

few days later while a group of RW
distributors were in New York City

though half of her body remains
paralyzed at this lime. Her undaunted

^reading the conspiracy at the hostage
pay parade, a man suddenly came up (o
/one of the sellers to inquire, "When are

shooting itself was not so wild. Only

either! Strange behavior for (he Slate
which would usually jump ai (he chance
to gel a Black woman up on heavy
charges for almost killing someone.
Further, at a probable cause hearing
held 10 days after the shooting,

lyou going to sell in New Jersey?"

two shots were fired, the first being a

Waynetia Cockrell did not appear in

I

revolutionary spirit is indeed an inspira
tion for the millions who long for the
destruction of this imperialist system,
And though much more needs to be un
covered in this shooting, it is clear that

direct hit at close range in the back of

court. At that lime it was officially

those unfortunate incidents, a "ran

Beatrice's neck. And while a bevy of

decided to turn the matter over from

heavily armed police arrived on the

the city of Newark to Essex County.

dom" shooting by a deranged woman.
No trial—no investigation—end of
matter. Unofficially, however, these

crowded station. While it seems certain
that the arrested woman, Wayneita

Cockrell, the 21-year-old Black woman

from

Louisville, Kentucky, has a

history

of

mental

problems, the

scene shortly after the shooting, in stark

But while it was slated In couri that a

coiura.'.'i

grand jury invcstigaiiim would ilicn be
in- the works,. Detective Sanlura had

lo

ciiil.u.-.i.ism

blied (hen, (he

police

cxiii-

drop

Officially the shooting is just one of

ugly twists lidve emerged.

Beatrice

Dong

is

one

of the

the ruling class has much haired and
fear for the growing conspiracy around
\he Revolutionary Worker.
□
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11 Revolutionaries

Alleged FALN Members
Sentenced to 55-90 Yrs
Chicago. In yet another sinister attack
on the revolutionary struggle of the
Puerto Rican people, and the revolu
tionary struggle generally, the ten
suspected members of the FALN, con
victed in federal court in Chicago on

Feb. 1 Ijwere sentenced to terms ranging
from 55 to 90 years in prison each on
February 18. As they were brought two
by two beXore the judge, shackled with

Face Hanging in Turkey
We have recently learned that in midDecember, II members and supporlers

charge of "seditious conspiracy"—"to
oppose by force the authority of the
government of the United Slates.. .(for
the purpose oO obtaining independence
fo,r Puerto Rico," as the indictment
states. Judge McMillen's call to invoke
the death penalty on this charge, far
from representing merely the individual
■ desires of a diehard reactionary, points

of the Commuiiisi Party of Turkey

(ML)were sentenced to death by hang
ing by the U.S.-backed fascist military

people's war in January 1973. Under

junta in Turkey. These revolutionaries,

daily torture by the fascists, Kaypak

called "'Bartizan people" after the

kaya was defiant to the end—at his
"trial," as well as in the regime's dun

name of the newspaper they support,
were arrested in one of the junta's

dragnet "anti-terrorist" raids and were

charged with the "crime" of being on
the government list of revolutionaries
to be picked up or shot on sight. They

waistband

toward the vicious measures the ruling

chains, these fighters for the in
dependence of Puerto Rico courageous
ly continued to expose an^ denounce
the crimes of U.S. imperialism as they

class must and will take in the period
ahead in their desperate and ultimately
futile efforts to stamp out revolution.
Commenting on the significance of the

have in previous court appearances.

seditious

Once again they refused to even par
ticipate in'the proceedings, pointing out

spokesman for the Movimiento de

torture to extract information from

Liberacion

them.

the sham nature of a trial held in the

"This is pan of their overall strategy to

courts of the U.S. government which

curtail the revolutionary movement.

rules over their country. Cries of "Que

They are going to put more people in
jail, try to instill fear into our people,
but we believe that strategy is not going

handcuffs

attached

to

Viva Puerto Rico Libre y Socialista"
filled the air and were answered by sup-.

conspiracy

charge

a

Nacional (MLN) said,

to work. Wc believsdh'e Puerto Rican

poners.

In case anyone might have missed the

political point the ruling class was try
ing to drive home with this trial, federal
prosecutor Jeremy Margolis obligingly ,
made a clear-cut statement on this after

the hearing: "This sentence should send
a definite message to anyone con- ••

templating similiar acts...They will be'
hunted down, prosecuted, and put in

jail for life." Judge Thomas McMitlen

independence movement is loo strong.
Independence for Puerto Rico may be
won within the next decade."

munisi Party of Turkey(ML), Ibnahini
Kaypakkaya, who was wounded by the.
Turkish army and captured in the
mountains where he was organizing for

are not being held along with political

prisoners from other leftist organiza
tions in an Ankara pri.son, and are be

ing subjected ID constant beatings and
These revolutionaries have heroically
resisted their captors following the

geons—and was finally executed in pri
son in May 1973. Such acts of revo
lutionary defiance of the rule of liie

Turkish reactionaries and their imper
ialist backers continue to inspire those

who are today struggling to overthrow
the military regime, which lias imposed
an open reign of terror on the country
since ihe U.S.-supported coup d'etat
last September. We will carry further
reports on these I f revolutionaries as
well as the people's resistance in Turkey
as news reaches us.

example of the founder of the Com-

against f^em; b'yThat evening only oneman;ii'd'd'been released. All three are-

Puerto Rico. These issues can be pro

mem'tierrof the National Committee to

perly addressed in a democratic society

or with independence for the island of

Free the Puerto Rican Prisoners of War

without the gun, the bomb, the propane

Committee;
leashing their step|&J-up attacks 'dn'r?ar"nS'f|oily
WhUe the pigs carried out their dirty

tank." The ten responded by blasting
U.S., imperialist "democracy" for i ts

work^jn the streets, Judge. McMillan

crimey againsf the people of the world

The authorifies wasted no time.ip^yw

supporters of Puerto "Rican

in-

dependet^ce. On thfe^ery'morning of
the sentencing thr^•people who were

contitfti® his charade of a "fair and

from-lhe carpet bombings of Vietnam

for the benefit of public
responsible for arraVgihg rides to ihe- impard^rial"
consumption. "1 don't take any posi
demonstration in support of the ten

tion-OjWhe independence of Puerto

to the U.S. Navy's bombing of the
Puerto Rican island of Vieques lo U.S.
inspired coups which have installed
fascist diciatorsliips from Iran to El

went him one better when he told two

political prisoners ateEe'arrested by the

Ricd^'dTO way or another," this ex-

of the defendants, "Execution should
be imposed on count one, but Congress
has only given me a maximum of twen:

police. Plaincloihes^e^s arm^d with a
shotgun busted into the homes of Felix

militdry'^telligence officer announced

Salvador. Carlos Alberto Torres also

with cynical hypocrisy. Then he meted

exposed the underlying desperation of
the bourgeoisie in launching its rabid
attack on the ten. "U.S.jmperialism is

ty years," he said regretfully, "i
sentence you both to twenty years on
count one."'

"Count one" is the highly political

Rosa and Eddie Negron around 7:00

a.m. and picked up'-Rdbferto Caldero on

the street around ih^''sdihe'time. All
three were put before a police line-up in
an attempt to bring criminal charges

Garwood Sentenced
On Friday. February 13. the sentenc

ing of Pfc. Robert Garwood for "col
laborating with the enemy," and
"assaulting a fellow prisoner of war"
was delivered by a military tribunal at

(POW-MIA) organization cornered
Garwood upon his arrival in the U.S.
and offered legal counsel. The trial was
restricted to testimony concerning Garwood's alleged mental state. Bui even

oui-ihe-ieniences with jail terms totall

ing ther^fntximum 90 years for two of
the prisoners ancLierms ranging from 55
are to be served on top of sentences

like a wounded beast watching its
lifeblood flow out of it in Nicaragua, in
Iran, in El Salvador and Puerto Rico,"

hanging from 8 lo 30 years on siaie
charges that the ten are already serving.

he said. "They have convicted us in
fear,- to stop this liberation

to 75 years for the others. All sentences

In response to the judge's decree.

movement."

Carmen

150 supporlers mafcbed outside the
senieneing hearing wiili Puerto Rican
flags flying. And at a February 3

Valentin

retorted, "Your

system will never last 90 years."
Federal prosecuior Margolis con
tinued his llimsy aitempis. to obscure

demonstration in Puerto Rico, a thou

the political nature of this trial. Citing

sand people turned out in solidarity
with the ten political prisoners to raise
the battle cry, "Independence and

the ten criminal charges that the detendanls were convicted of in connection

given this, a real legal defense would

with 28 alleged bombings carried out by
the FALN in the Chicago area, he

forces in Vietnam in 1965. He was

have aiiempied to prove that
Garwood's actions (which the defense
never denied) were really far from

brought to trial, found gulltS^-iron

unusual.

February 5, and sentenced last week.

Jack Anderson, in his tVashingfon
Post column cited last week, seemed lo

Camp Lejune, North Carolina. Carwood returned to the U.S. 14 years

after

being captured

Garwood

received

by liberation

a dishonorable

discharge. He was reduced to the rank
of private and denied some of his back
pay-

The Garwood trial was the longest m

the history of the military, and, long
after the Vietnam war. Garwood was
the first to be charged with "collabor

ation." (10 were similarly convicted at
the time of the Korean war.) As we
noted last week, the sole fact that Gar

wood was brought to trial on this

charge is itself highly significant and
was designed as a general attempt to set

a tone for the period ahead. The verdict

was a sweeping condemnation of any
act of rebellion against military

authority—so widespread during Viet
nam—focused on the requirements of
the U.S. as it girds for a worldwide

be warning of problems in ihe Garwood
prosecution.' He noted conservative

government figures indicating the depth
of "disloyalty" to,.the USA: 500 Gl's
actively assisted the Vietnamese; 30
POW's went, over to ihe "enemy"; six
Americans are believed to have taken

up arms again.sl' U.S. troops; etc., etc.
Of course.' these are conservative
figures, to the credit of many Gl's at
the lime. Bui nonetheless, the point is

"made, and Anderson further notes thai
deserters

were freely repatriated

"possibly because their sheer number
would have been too staggering an em
barrassment

to

warrant

court-

martials."

No such testimony was introduced in

showdown with its Soviet imperialist

counter-parts. The verdict is on the
books, and so is the potential penalty

ing of lesiimony to endless psychiatric

prison or death in front of a firing
squad. '
. ..
.
Garwood, however, got neither—and
this alone is highly revealing. It was an
admission on the part of the govern

ment of a sharp contradiction faced. In

short, it was preferable to leave an ugly
can of worms largely unopened. At a

time when pleas for "national unity"

grow ever louder, how would it have
looked to drag out one of the sharpest

displays of the lack of such unity in re
cent memory? As the cas« stands, the

government makes its point demanding

unswerving loyalty from its own troops

key fashion. And, the constant narrow

tests left any opposition to U.S. im

perialism the result of men gone wacko.
So, on the one hand, the Garwood
trial has been an admission-of our

rulers' necessity to "put their house ifi
order" for world war; and on the other,

an admission of the faci ihai this ,
"house"—in other words, compelling

the masses of people lo fight and die in
the inierests of U.S. imperialism—can

never fundamentally be pui in order.
The cracks in the imperialist military,

which Vietnam illusiraied, grew into

crevices by the.end of ihe war. The/
crisis which confronts (he U.S. at the

present juncture infinitely outstrips anV

while at the same time hiding the ex

in its history. Try as they will, it is im/

tremely disloyal actions of its own

concentrated in the Garwood trial,

troops during Vietnam.

The terms of Garwood's trial were

fairly clearly set from the start.

Representatives of government-backed

Prisoners of War-Missing in Action

do with political issues or phi]osophie.s

-juii>5'

the Garwood case, and the trial pro
ceeded in a relatively unpublicized, low

for rebellion among the troops: life in

stated, "This sentence has nothing to

possible to conceal the contradiction

either by burying it from public eye, or,
as obviously will increasingly be the
case, by force under threat of prison or
death.

Last week's RW captiort in

completely identHied this pboto of
ex-hostage Michael Metrinko

holding a religious Icon, It should
have pointed out that this Icon is
a portrait of himself and Katharine
Koob.

Socialism for Puerto Rico!"
Dcmonsiraiions
were
held

simultaneously in ten other cilic.s in ilie
U.S., Canada and Mexico.
I I

n.<
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POLITICAL CONTRADICTIONS
INTENSIFY INSIDE IRAN
Lately, the U.S. press has been full of

ian people with the fall of the Shah. A

key part of their pressure and

pressure from the imperialists and the
deepening economic and political crisis

political unrest and turmoil in the coun

maneuvering in the recent period has
be,en to foment splits and divisions

inside Iran which is repeatedly rousing

try. In one of his recent nationwide

within the Islamic government through

broadcasts, Ayatollah Khomeini accus

ed the rival bourgeois factions in the

a variety of means with the purpose of
either eventually siding with a section or

government of "biting one another like

sections of the regime to establish a pro-

scorpions," warning them that the

U.S. government or create the condi

reports of the sharp infighiing in the

Iranian government and the mounting

whole Islamic Republic is being
threatened by their continued attacks
ott each other. .

tionary struggle, the Iranian governinent is being caught in a steadily

tightening vise. Thus, the increasingly
strident and desperate tone of Kho-

tory over the Great Satan," there is

widespread disgust and anger over the
hostage agreement struck with the U.S.

Many in Iran openly say that the

hostages—or at least the main political
operatives and spies captured at the

U.S. embassy—should have been put

. meini's speeches and calls for "unity"
tions for a counter-revolutionary coup to "help the country progress" point to
that would bring reliable U.S. lackeys the basically untenable position the

crimes against the Iranian people.

to power. They are doing this through a
combination of external pressures (for

Iran got robbed blind by the U.S., get

With blood and foam just dripping
from their imperialist fangs, the U.S.

instance,

ruling class

U.S.-backed

continues to call for

the masses into political life and revolu

to declare the hostage deal a "great vic

Islamic government is in—with their

five-month

old

only "way out" to increasingly become
retainers of imperialism (U.S. or

Iraqi invasion

and

Soviet) and a reactionary obstacle to

the

"restraint" in Iran, claiming to be a

economic

neutral party to these events inside Iran.
In reality, however, the U.S. has never
stopped its vicious and insidious ac

reactionaries.

tivities designed to put themselves back

essential for the U.S. imperialists' in

pressure) and

internal

political maneuvers by pro-Western

any real social and political progress.
Unfortunately for Iran's rulers and

the U.S., this fact is becoming apparent

Domination of Iran is absolutely

to growing numbers in Iran. For exam
ple, with the release of the 52 U.S.

in the driver seat in Iran. They are con-

their quest to fortify their position in

tinuing to try to lay the basis in an allaround way to regain their former posi

the Persian Gulf region for waging war
against their imperialist rivals in the

tion in Iran after the stunning defeat

tibly. In spite of the efforts of the leaders

USSR. If is compelling them to keep the

they suffered at the hands of the Iran

pot boiling in Iran. Due to intensifying

of the Islamic Republic Party (the IRP—
the dominant force In the government)

hostages in late January, the masses'

views on the government changed percep

on trial for their counter-revolutionary
Moreover, it is widely understood that
ting back less than $3 billion of Iran's
more than $10 billion in overseas assets

and

not a

penny of the Shah's

plundered fortune.

All in all, the IRP's grand plan to
emerge as heroes by bartering the
hostages for Iran's billions in frozen
assets and for spare parts and other
U.S.-made military equipment fell flat
on its face. And instead of being able to
keep the "pro-West" label pinned ex
clusively on President Bani-Sadr (who
Conlinued on page 20

Mugabe Unleashes Ian Smith's Tr<}6ps in Zimbabwe

The Capituiationist Stew of
Rotfert Mugabe
On February 12, Robert Mugabe,

have forced you to capitulate, Mugabe,

from supplying the liberation fighters

Prime Minister of Zimbabwe and head

isn't it ironic that.the armed forces of

with food. At the same time, hundreds

of the Zimbabwe African National

the old regime are the most reliable

of thousands of Zimbabweans fled

Union, ordered the elite, white-led
Rhodesian African Rifles (RAR), to
launch a major assault against former
Zimbabwean guerrilla fighters. The
guerrillas were members of both the

thing you've got and in view of the up

Zimbabwe to escape the ravages of ian

Zimbabwe

African

National

Union

(ZANU), the ruling party in Zimbabwe,
and the Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU), once pan of the
Patriotic Front and

now

the rival

minority political party, led by Josuha
Nkomo. The Rhodesian African Rifles

coming conference on' foreign aid to' Smith's terror campaign and war.ToZimbabwe in March, you would do well
day, the question of redistributing the
Indeed Mugabe,(who has been prais
ed for his "promising pragmatism" by

landless peasants and the hundreds of
thousands of refugees returning to Zim
babwe is a crucial one. Yet, as pan of
between their promises of land to the
the Lancaster-House Agreement, in
Zimbabwean people—land which they
which Mugabe made his peace with im
cannot afford to buy, not to mention
perialism, Mugabe literally signed away
that what is up for sale is the worst land
even the remotest possibility of land • in the country, and their ever increasing
redistribution. The constitution, which
necessity to get deeper and deeper in
Mugabe agreed to during the Lancasterdebt to the imperialists, inviting them in
House Conference, has a section called
to bleed the country and develop the
"Freedom from Deprivation of Proper
economy in a distorted fashion to serve
ly" written into it and guaranteed for
their own imperialist ends. And of
ten years. This section basically stales
coursev'the condition for allowing the

Chester A. Crocker of-the Center for

Strategic and International Studies at

Georgetown University—Haig's choice
for Assistant Secretary of State for
Africa) is discovering that being a run
ning dog to imperialism is no fun.

the old regime to maintain "law and

terms of the British-controlled election

order" are signs of far greater con
tradictions surfacing sharply in Zim
babwe. In the 1-1 months since Mugabe
compromised with the U.S. imperialist
bloc and snaffued the armed struggle
for liberation in Zimbabwe, opting for
the "easy" road of imperialistsupervised elections, Mugabe and his

forces had recently been moved to new

prison encampments around Bulawayo,
the second largest city in Zimbabwe, as
pan of their "integration" into the
newly formed national army. On
February 6, fighting broke out within
the ranks of the guerrillas, and by

February 12, Mugabe called in the RAR
to crush them, declaring, "I will des

cend upon them like a hammer." The
RAR first blanketed the guerrillas with
mortar fire and followed with strafing
.from the Rhodesian Air Force, and
then moved into disarm the former

liberation fighters.

In a disgusting piece of imperialist

jounalism a New York Times anicle
written three days after Mugabe had
sent in the RAR and the Air Force,

cynically portrayed the fighting as a
solely factional dispute in which "more

While he

has struck

his "hammer

blows" and the former guerrillas have
been disarmed and separated into dif
ferent ZANU and ZAPU camps,
Mugabe's troubles are far from over. In

fact the recent outbreak of fighting

that the forcible seizure of land can on

imperialists to rob them further is that

within the ranks of the former libera

ly be done for the "public benefit" or,

tion fighters, as well as Mugabe's forc
ed reliance on the military apparatus of

"in the case of underutilized land or

they are able to maintain "stability and
unity" and rule the roost. This, of

government have been caught in an
ever-lightening hammerlock of

dependence on imperialism and intensi
fying political contradictions in Zim

cern in Zimbabwe, as elsewhere, is

strategic. Mugabe's main value'to the
U.S. is his ability to further their
strategic interests, both in terms of

securing Zimbabwe and its key mineral

what constitutes "underutilized land"

resources for the U.S. bloc, and in

and what constitutes, "adequate com
pensation." As of December '1980,

terms of tightening their grip over the
strategically important area of

Mugabe's land

Two key areas in which Mugabe com
promised with U.S. imperialism sharply

were already on the auction block. The
white farmers in Zimbabwe have of

illustrate this. For the Zimbabwean

fered to sell another 3 million acres to

people, the question of land redistri
bution was a major question to be settl
ed through carrying out a thoroughgo
ing struggle" to overthrow the reac
tionary regime of Ian Smith and kick
out imperialism from Zimbabwe. His
torically, the land had been divided
among the white colonialists and Zim

(he government, but in order to begin to
buy more land, Mugabe has to rely on
loans provided by the U.S. and other
imperialist powers, thereby lightening
the imperialist noose around Zim

grab to prepare for war against their
rival bloc headed by the Soviet Union.
Thus, they watch with keen interest
Mugabe's ability to wield the armed
forces of the State to maintain power

of the land in Zimbabwe—and the most

that the European in this country was

fertile land at that, while SQiyo of Zim
babwe's 5 million people lived in rural

right." Never missing a chance to rub

areas and tribal lands on the other half,

the nose of one of their capitulaiors in

with 680,000 Black farmers assigned the

to dismantle the army of the old regime

dispute in the camps.
Overall, the imperialists' main con

Southern Africa, as they maneuver and

babwean people with 45 million acres

and integrate it into the new national
army: their point being—now that we

Mugabe's swift use of the old coloniaj
armed forces in putting down the latest

has

going to the colonialists and 45 million
acres going to the Zimbabweans. As of
1976, 6,682 white farmers owned half

Times praised Mugabe for his will
ingness to use the RAR against the
former guerrillas and further warned of
the consequences if Mugabe attempted

course was an important factor in

amounted to purchasing 90 farms that

worse than anything this part of what
used to be Rhodesia experienced in the

his own problems, the imperialists did
not skip a beat and two days later the

settlement of land for agricultural pur
poses.'' Even then, seizing this land re
quires the government to make "pro
mpt payment or adequate compensa
tion" to be placed in banks outside of
Zimbabwe, "promptly." And of
course, it's up to the high court, which
is overwhelmingly composed of forces
drawn from the old Ian Smith regime,
" to decide what the "public benefit" is,

babwe.

than 300 lives were lost...in violence

revolt against white rule..." and
quoted a white Rhodesian doctor say
ing. "The irony of the whole thing is

and that resettlement is "a political as
well as economic necessity." Thus, the
riiling national bourgeoisie in Zim
babwe, headed by Mugabe, are caught

land among hundreds of thousands of

regions of Zimbabwe, according to the
power 11 months ago, all of the guerrilla

former guerrillas are demanding land

to bear this in mind.

are the main Black infantry regiment,
formerly led by the infamous General
Walls of the Ian Smith regime who was
responsible for the murder of more
than 10,000 liberation fighters in Zim
babwe during the 8 years of armed
struggle hgainst the Smith regime.
Literally imprisoned for months in con
centration camps in the far-off border

settlement in which Mugabe assumed

pect to yield an exportable surplus
soon, but Mr. Chidzero was quick to
point out to the imperialists that the
masses of rural unemployed and the

worst and least arrable land. In addi

redistribution

babwe. In a recent visit lo-the U.S. Ber

nard Chidzero, Zimbabwe's Minister of
Economic Planning met with officials
of the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund and the United Slates
Agency for International Development,
corporation executives, banks, and
members of Congress, seeking aid,
which the New York Times speculated
was about SI billion dollars. To this

end, the Mugabe government has called
donors conference in Salisbury next
month to offer the imperialists further

and in particular to keep the pro-Soviet
leader of Joshua Nkomo and his forces

in their place.

Right from the start the cornerstone
of Mugabe's capitulation concerned the
disposition of the former liberation ar
mies. While key sections of the old
Rhodesian Army have remained intact,
including the Rhodesian African Rifles,
Mugabe agreed to what is unofficially
Termed the "Walls agreement"(named
after its designer. General Walls,
former head of the Rhodesian military.)

This agreement called for the armies of
ZANU and ZAPU to be imprisoned in
concentration camps in the outlying
border areas of Zimbabwe. Last sum

tion many thousands of Zimbabweans'
were driven off their land and placed in

enticement to sink their claws into

mer, General Walls (who was Mugabe's

"development projects" in Zimbabwe.

choice for Commander-in-Chief of the

government run "strategic hamlets"

Since

during the eight-year war, and the reac
tionary regime started a systematic cam

paign called "operation turkey" to
destroy the Zimbabwean agricultural
capacity in order to prevent the masses

Zimbabwean military before he resign
the settlement, the actual
ed and was then exiled by Mugabe)
agricultural production of the large
farms has naturally increased (it is 'disclosed a plot by Rhodesian generals

estimated that 6®/o of the white-owned

farms produce half of the country's
output)and the commercial farmers ex

to prevent Mugabe from a.ssuming
power. A key element in this plan was
Continued on page 16
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Dear Comrades,

London Meeting
to Uphold
Chiang Ching and
Chang Chun-chiao

Iran and Turkey! Some new-style revi

January, sponsored by the Joint Com

sionists attended the meeting and they
were invited, both before and during
the meeting, to defend their position.
However, they had absolutely nothing

mittee for the Defence of the Chinese

to say and looked very demoralised—as

A meeiing in defence of the Chinese

revolution was held in London on 31si,
Revolution: the Cyprioi Workers Asso

well they might. The meeting was a suc

ciation—O.C., the Marxist-Leninist
Collective, Federation of Turkish

cess, not just in the sense of upholding

Cyprioi Students in the U.K., Voice of
the Student (Iranian), SETAD (revolu

international co-operation was strength

our Chinese comrades, but also because

tionary Iranian students), Nottingham

ened and it brought us into contact with
some Marxist-Leninists in Britain we

Communist Group, Federation of Stu
dents from Turkey in Britain. About

tant for our struggle to rebuild the

did not previously know. This is impor

120 people attended including members

revolutionary movement herc.'A collec

of many nationalities as well as British

tion was held for the Mao Tse-lung

people. It was a truly international oc

defendants and £54.61 was raised. We

casion and the great majority of the au

enclose a money order for the equiva

dience expressed enthusiastic support
for Chiang Ching and Chang Chun-

lent in dollars ($127.92).

chiao. A gang of drunken old-style revi
sionists turned up at the door but were
sent off by revolutionary students from

Revolutionary greetings

Nottingham Communist Group

l/.S. Submerges Own
War Aims in SovietSub Fiap
After weeks of anticipation, the
Alpha submarine finally surfaced in the
February 9 issue of Newsweek. The

Alpha is a new Soviet sub, complete
with a titanium—rather than steel—hull.

A few commentators have attempted

to paint a ridiculously fantastic picture:
they've claimed that the Soviet subs al
ready dominate undersea warfare.
Others, more practiced in the subtle art
of lies and distortions, attempt to paint

U.S., far from losing its superiority in
underwater warfare, is working just as
"feverishly" to expand its substantial

satellite to anti-submarine command

lead over the USSR. The U.S. fleet of

and control centers in the U.S.

lated that in order to avoid detection,

some three times deeper than any U.S.

the U.S. as gradually losing its lead in

quieter, more reliable'submarines, arm
ed with more powerful weapons than
their Soviet counterparts, is only the be

submarine. By the time it appeared in
Newsweek, the Alpha had already

submarine warfare. "The Soviets have

ginning of this picture. Newsweek, by

been working feverishly to erase the
American advantage in undersea'war-

the way, neglects to mention-that the

This new hull allows the Alpha to dive

cruised through the Los Angeles Times,
the Washingion Post, and the New
York Times, popped up on the NBC
Nightly News, and appeared in stories
by the Associated Press and United

_fare," writes Newsweek. And later:
"While there may be more Soviet subs,

U.S. is currently building two fleets of
attack and ballistic missile-firing sub
marines. In fi.scal 1980 alOne, the U.S.
spent some $7 billion on preparations

The attention devoted by the U.S.
press to the Alpha subrharine is only the
latest example of the increasing interest

and the new ones may be bigger, faster
and more heavily armed, the American
submarines are quieter and more depen
dable, and they are equipped with bet
ter detection systems, missiles and
torpedoes. But now that gap has

of the U.S. press in undersea warfare,

become a bit smaller—and it is ciosing.

the point being to once again press
home to the American people the need
for expanded war preparations, this

As the Alpha dramatically demon
strates, Soviet submarine technology
seems to be improving all the time."This seemingly evenhanded treatment

This guarantees freedom of operation
for a vast array of anti-submarine air
craft and surface ships unparalleled in
size and quality by anything in the So
viet Navy. The U.S. maintains some

•is intended to conceal the fact that the

260 P-3 land-based anti-submarine air

Press International.

time to counter the Soviet threat to U.S.
domination of the high seas.

for

underwater

warfare. The

U.S.

Navy, reinforced by the navies of other
NATO powers, holds undisputed sway
in the air above and on the surface of

the vast majority of the world's oceans.

planes, equipped with the most sophis

Correspondence
from Revoiutidnary
Prisoner
in Austraiia
Dear Comrades, Brothers and Sisters,

Hi, well I thought I'd write because
I've

been

reading

Revolutionary

Workers for a while now and it's such

an incredible, eye-opening, beautiful
mag and I'd love to exchange letters

with people like myself.
I've been (Comrade X's) No. 1 pupil
for about 12 months now and he's done

an immense amount for me, through his

knowledge, books, magazines, etc.
When me and X first met I knew nothing
about Comrhunlsm. I knew hardly any

I've been knocked back on Parole

twice already. If they knock me back
again they can shove it up their arse.
It's only more pressure to keep you
under their thumbs anyway. Hanging

first chance he gets I'll be grabbing my
strings

and

pulling

them

off

their

pedestals and strangling them to death.
. I come from a poor family and until I
came in here and met X I was mixed up
with rockers and drugs, I am now

homes for petty crimes and 3 years in
I'm glad I'm not in America, I'd be do
ing 50 years at least for It all over there
hey, or have a bullet in the back in the

name of justice. With what I've read and

classics (Marx, Lenin, Mao, Engels,
Stalin) soon.
Well, I'll tell you a bit about myself.

have us believe, is solely the result of
the Soviet imperialists' mad drive for

military domination of the high seas.
What the U.S. imperialists always leave
out of the picture is their own frenzied

effort for military domination, in this
case, the U.S. drive to hold on to and
expand the stranglehold which they
have maintained on the world's oceans
since World War 2. As both the U.S.

has its own "feverish" work to do; to

these war preparations can be put to the
final lest in a war against "Russian ag
gression."
□

system's got the power to do what. It

tionaries in capitalist papers and from

X says I'm doing really welt. At pre
sent I'm still on the magazines and light
books but ril be getting into the

The appearance of the titaniumhulled Alphas, the U.S. media would

Prison

get me parole but not to worry. This

non-Comrriunists and if you're political

ahead. ..

carrier-based

around with X. writing to you, and airing
my views to people sure Isn't going to

prison. I done 6 months in here for Driv
ing on Suspension before this laggin'.

steam

allow these subs to evade detection.

Hunger Strike
in iyiississippi

of a supermarket.)

things so every time I get confused

it's full

warfare that the Soviets have gone to
the enormous expense of building sub
marines with all-titanium hulls, in
hope.s that the ability to dive deeper'will

create the political climate when all of

6 1/2 years (4 years for Armed Robbery

against both. I've spent 2 years in boys

now, so

effectiveness of U.S. anti-submarine

I'm 22. I've liyed in Adelaide all my life,

shown me the way and I'm studying all
the time now. We're always discussing

out

the latest Soviet ballistic missile-firing
submarines almost never leave the
coastal waters of the Barents Sea and
the Sea of Okhotsk. It is to counter the

anii-

and '110 aircraft

but I've travelled around a bit. I'm doVii'g "'

likes with me but at least this puppet

that

. Because of this network, it is specu

subniarine warfare planes.
On the ocean floor, ioo, the U.S.

lor submarine movements into and out

iets them know he don't like it and the

ly illiterate you tend to believe their
crap, but X and myself have sorted all

formation is instantly transmitted by

and the USSR invest untold billions just
in the effort to gain the upper hand
under the sea, the imperialists' media

maintains a network of submarine de

was that this system is sick and rotten

about something X sorts it out with me.'
For instance, you hear a lot of bad
about Communist systems and revolu

ing missiles, torpedoes, mines and
depth charges. Backing these up are
overMOO submarine-hunting helicopters

tection equipment. These sensors moni-,

thing at all about politics. All I knew
to the teeth and I've got a hell of a lot
more proof of that now. If I was a judge
I'd have enough proof to execute all of
Capitalism's rulers, enforcers and
lackeys and execute them I wodld.
I was pretty mixed up but X has really

ticated electronic submarine detection

gear and a large arsenal of sub-destroy-

of ev^ry major Soviet port, and this in

been told about America, I'd hate to be

living over there. In comparison,
America seems to be a magnification of
1000 times compared to Australia. ..
Power to the People.
Yours in Solidarity,

(A Prisoner in Australia)
My bible comes out weekly
REVOLUTIONARY WORKER

Dear Revolutionary Worker.
We are inmates at Parchman,
.Mississippi housed in maximum securi
ty, involved in a hunger strike. We are

the rest of his life and they have him
housed in maximum security instead of

harassments. To name a few, we are

a qualified hospital; this qualified
hospital for us Inmates Is more than
150 miles away. The pigs that beat this
inmate are stiil doing their dirty work on

not allowed TVs pr radios—only three

other Inmates, not one has been fired.

soft

We are quite sure all our comrades out
side and inside know the.history of the
State of Mississippi. The inmates here
in maximum security have taken a firm
stand against our oppressors.' So we

fed up with our pig sty conditions and
back books;

allowed

only one

phone call a v^eek, for 5 minutes—are
subject to strip searches every time we

leave our cells. You can only attend
religious service if you are a custody
trustee, and no Inmates housed In max

are asking that any comrades that read

imum security can attend religious ser
vices at any time. The medical staff
here is unqualified, not because of their
credentials only, but because the In
human beings that run this prison limit

this article In a position to help, please

iheir medical actions. There is an in
mate here on A Tier who was beaten

because he asked for medication—with

5 pig guards beating on this one Inmate
with clubs, he Is now paralyzed. This
prisoner has been severely injured for

do so. Protesting letters can be sent to;

Warden Eddie Lucas, Mississippi
Department of Correction, Parchman,
Mississippi 38738
In Unity
A Comrade

Maximum Security, Parchman
P.S. We love your/our Revolutionary
Worker\
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And
PhilosoPa:
C
rl
Sagan
5
Cosmos
C^IOflCC
correspond on
Of
Cosmos

Delve into
Millions ofpeople across the country

and around (he world watched Carl
Sagan's Cosmos series on TV and hun

dreds ofthousands are reading his book
by the same tide. The great interest in
this series itself stands as vivid and ir
refutable evidence that among the
masses of people there is an inexhaus
tible thirst for science and philosophy
that can advance man's understanding
of nature and himself (conscious
nalure). The very popularity of this
show blows holes in the arguments
ceaselessly run out by the bourgeoisie
that the masses ofpeople are simply too
dumb and ignorant to be concerned
about anything but the most narrow
and mundane pursuits and, on top of
that, just love being kept in the dark
about such questions as the nature of
the universe. Carl Sagan has himself
realized that this is a preposterous lie

and dedicated himself to stimulate even
more ofa thirstfor science and to bring

nions about how to evaluate Sagan and

These are a few of the questions that
should be explored in this debate.
We are reprinting below one of the
letters sent to tts already about Cosmos.

tions it has raised. ■

We^ have chosen to begin with this letter

What about the basic questions of
materialism vs. idealism (both openly
religious or the agnosticforms),for ex
ample? While Sagan basically believes
that there is no Cod or at least that

science has no use for such a concept
and that the universe is infinite, existing
outside of the consciousness of man
while man is simply conscious matter,
and that the universe is fundamentally
knowable to man, how thorough is his
materialism? Especially, can one.really
be a materialist without grasping dialec

a generally materialist understanding of

tics—that is, not only is the universe in

the cosmos to the masses ofpeople in a
fresh and lively way.
While there are definite weaknesses
and limits to Sagan's philosophy, it
cannot be denied that the results of his
efforts have been overwhelmingly
positive and his series has raised many
profound and extremely important
scientific and philosophical questions
among the masses of people including
the class-conscious forces in society.
Not only are the scientific and philoso
phical questions that have been raised
significant in their own right, but have a
direct and profound relationship to the
class struggle. In the interest of
sharpening up debate aver these ques
tions and advancing the struggle in the

finite (both in time and space) but in
finitely changing, constantly in a tor
rent of motion with new things coming
into being as others go out of existence
and that everything in the universe goes

area ofscience and philosophy, the RW
is opening up its pagesfor debafe on the
Cosmos phenomenon and many ques
tions raised in and by this series. While
there is much debate and differing opi

what is going on in the world today and
how should the Cosmos'series itself be
evaluated in this light?-And what about

his work—is it positive and pro
gressive? Or is. it basically just
bourgeois and wrong?—and while the
RW welcomes a variety of opinions on
this important and hot topic, the pur- ■■
pose of wrangling around Cosmos can
not be limited to simply passing a ver
dict on it, but more importantly must
delve into the whole wide range ofques

through a spiral life process of develop

ment characterized not by smoothness
and order but by qualitative jumps and
leaps that occur on the basis of the in

Sagan'sfear that man's violent instincts

will lead to the destruction of life on
earth in a massive nuclear holocaust?

within

System (PBS), his latest effort was the
recently aired series, Cosmos.

Sagan has struck a responsive chord
with his sweeping presentation of many
areas of scientific thought and his lucid

and unpretentious style, rooted in his

;
,

because it generally agrees with the

basic premise that "there is nothing
about science that cannot be explained

assessment above that with this series

to th~e layman." The 13-week series last

Sagan

fall was seen by about 10 million people
in the U.S. and perhaps 150 million
worldwide. The companion book, a

lines up on

the side of

materialism (though his materialism is

not thorough or complete) and has
made a positive contribution. We do
not necessarily agree with everything in

lavishly illustrated $20 hardcover edition, was No. 1 on the non-fiction

this letter 'nor do ive intend to limit the

bestseller list for over two months and

scope of this debate to the questions the

has sold nearly half a million copies. In

letter raises and gets into. We are print
ing it to kick things off.

household word. At the same time, he

the U.S., Sagan's name has become a
has earned

Afier waiching the recenl Cosmos series
by Car! Sagan on TV and reading his

books, and talking and arguing about it

considerable

notoriety,

especially among iho.se "learned men"
who shudder at his "pedestrian" at
tempts to put science into the hands of

with my friends, I felt it was important

the masses, and more generally among

to write something up on it and submit
it to the Revolutionary Worker to print

all conscious defenders, of capitalism
who understand that serious attempts
to do so frequently call the whole
system into question.
Sagan, though he does not speak out
against capitalism, does see the pro
found impact of broadly spreading a
scientific outlook: "An openness to
new possibilities and a willingness to
ask hard questions are both required to
advance knowledge.. .This may be why
governtnenis and churches and school
systems do not exhibit un.secmly zeal in
encouraging critical thought. They
know they themselves arc vulnerable."
Some of this subversive .spirit cotne.s
tlirough in Cosmos, a.s'Sagan shows

if you see fit. I think the show was

basically a good thing, though it had
obvious weaknesses, and even more im
portantly it has had a very positive ef

fect ifi sparking broa'd interest in some

basic and very deep questions of science
and philosophy.
What about many of the scientific
theories put forward by Sagan, par
ticularly about "the origins of the
igered as are.millibns of people in
universe,"the existence oflife on other
planets and in other galaxies, etc. and , thWcountry by the wasteland of public
schbol education and the shallow scnsaabout how life evolved on earth? And
ternal contradictions

years ago on a crusade to bring science
10 large numbers of people and (o com- •
bat superstition and mysticism. Col
laborating with the Public Broadcast

them?

what about other questions raised by

lio^talism of what passes for "science

Sagan about how man's understanding
of the cosmos and of himself
developed. Including thefact that every
exploiting class has ultimately sought to

reporting" in the major media, and
alarmed by the mushrooming of pseudoscienlific culls and the growing gulf
between the frontiers of scientific dis

conscious embodltneni

suppress scientific experiment and

covery and the popular consciousness,
astronomer Carl Sagan set out a few

mos"—fits into the overall scheme of

knowledge? How does thisfact relate to

how mankind—what he calls the "local
of the

cos

Contliiiicd on page 21
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Mass, Proletarian
War CrimesTribunals

r

of U.S.Imperialism
The Revolutionary Communist Party. USA is now calling on

ail proletarians in this country, together with all progressive indi
viduals and organizations, to join with us now in forging the initial
plans for a series of mass hearings on U.S. imperialism's war
crimes against the peoples of the world. At present, there Is a
high-echelon effort under way to reverse earlier—and correct
verdicts on these crimes in order to commit still more(and

more foul) acts. Reversing correct verdicts goes against the will
of the people, and there are many, many people in this coun

try—foreign born, veterans, and many more oppressed who
have rich testimony to offer.

**

Representatives of U.S. Imperialism would
also be invited to attend and defend their

views and actions. Former hostages, cer

tainly, would be challenged to appear,
since they missed their opportunity for
such a trial when they were in Iran.

*** Veterans, foreign born, ail proletarians
and progressive groups and Indivi

Our Party proposes that, in around a month, a panel would

duals contact the RCP, USA locally or

be formed and begin travelling across the country, collecting
evidence and testimony In mass meetings from proletarians and
others on these war crimes—past and present. It would
culminate after around a month's work and publish its findings.

nationally and assist In making these
plans and launching them Into action
soon.
m

J

L
From "Pakistan Commentary"

Anottier U.S. Germ
Warfare Lab-Pakistan
Recently some interesting information
has come to light regarding the activities

...In 1970 this institute in Pakistan
discovered for the first time the "Con

of the U.S. rulers in their never-ending
quest for "scientific knowledge." It

go" virus. It nurtured this virus in the

seems that in Lahore. Pakistan there

have been reports of the appearance
and spread of a mosquito known as
"Aedes Aegypii." a particular strain
that not only transmits malaria but

yellow fever, hepatitis and a variety of
otherfatal illnesses as well. The capaci

ty of this mosquito to carry deathdealing disease has long been ofinterest
to U.S. scientists, in particular those

concerned with developing more and
more up-to-date methods of germ war

fare. The strange thing is that hitherto
the "Aedes Aegypti" has only been

found in Africa and has never before

laboratory and then sent it for further
study to America. The Congo virus has
been declared a lethal weapon in germ
warfare. Before- the discovery of the

are reprinting here some excerptsfrom

Medical Research Centre is currently
carrying out research on the "Rota"

"Aedes'Aegypti".
In Pakistan, research

virus. This is a virus'which immediately

the

attacks the intestines. The fluid in the

"Congo" virus has been carried out by

intestines dries up and as a result death

American experts who have been at

soon follows. The "Rota" virus has not

tached to the Pakistan Medical Re
search'(Centre;..

ever in the newspapers recently deaths

on

The "Congo" Virus and Events in
Rawalpindi in 1972
In February 1972 some patients were
admitted to a Rawalpindi hospital who

had been infected by such a virus and it
was said at the time that no diagnosis
could be made. Inspite of all efforts,

from amongst the patients admitted 5
died in the hospital. Very soon the doc

been reported in Pakistan before. How
have been reported due to the "Rota"
virus in Loralai and near Lahore in

Rajajang. In this experimental laboi;^
tory in Pakistan "Rota" virus research
has been carried out by David Nillen. It
is to be remembered that this individual
had worked in the corresponding In
dian Laboratory before it had been
closed down by the Indian government.

It appears that this scientific research

tor who had treated these patients also
died from this virus infection....inves

laboratory has been established in Pak
istan to carry out germ-warfare re

ing in the experimental laboratory here,
Anierican scientists had a very limited
knowledge of this lethal virus...

tigation after some time revealed that

search. Its purpose is to use the Pakis

the reason for the death of these 6 peo

tani people as experimental animajs._,,

ple was the "Congo" virus. Soon after

What Is The "Congo" Virus?

this incident in Rawalpindi about ten

...If these activities continue it is likely
that such infection and insects carrying
such infections will come into existence
as a result of which many illnesses-will
occur and various epidemics will

Congo virus in Pakistan and its nurtur

days later nine people in.Cujranwala

...Common viruses enter the body

through an injection or wound whereas
this virus when it comes into contact

with the skin it by itself enters the blood
and breaks apart the skin as a result of
which the affected person dies within a

been discovered on the lndiihi\'l$b- ""fCw hours;^ Ther,^fjpi\^ti-the event of

continent. By way of explanation, we

through this "Congo" virus which is
spread through mosquitos such as the

any germ warfarSra large population
can easily be eliminated in a few days

died. Some deaths also took place in
Lahore and Multan and about three
months later 6 people, died in

spread... .the American government in

Quetta....The "Congo" virus was to

cooperation with the military govern

be found in one place and that was the
Pakistan"Medical Research Centre.
ResfeCTch On The "Rota" Virus

ment in Pakistan has today made

Pakistan into a bjg laboratory for
human experimentation in germ war- •
fare. "
•
•
□

Tj^if American established Pakistan

the Dec., 1980-issue o/Pakistan Com

mentary taken from an article entitled
"Pakistan—An Experimental Labora

tory for U.S. Biological Warfare
Research":

NOW AVAILABLE!

How Has The Aedes Aegypti Mosquito
Come To Be Found in Pakistan?
...The "Aedes Aegypti" mosquito

until recently was not found in Pakistan
or for that matter in the subcontinent as

a whole. This is the first lime that its-

presence has been reported in Lahore
and its presence has been admitted by
• theexpertk On investigation it has been
found that this mosquito has been im

ported by the American institute called
the Pakistan Medical Research Centre

for experimental purposes...In this ex
perimental laboratory all safety precau
tions are available such that without the
desire and intention of the research

scientists no germ or insect could

possibly escape from the laboratory.
The question therefore arises has the
"Aedes Aegypti" mosquito been allow

ed to escape deliberately for the sake of
experimentation in germ warfare?
What Is The Pakistan Medical Research
Centre?

The Pakistan Medical Research Cen

tre is an American institution located at

6. Birdwood Road. Lahore which was
established in 1962 under the supervi

sion of the University of Maryland.
Such an institution was als6 established

"Boll Avakian Speaks on the Mao Tselung DelentJants
Bailroati anil itie Hisionc Battles Afieat!" is ttie text of a speech

Bv Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee ol the

Revolutionary Communist Party, USA tleiiveret! on November 18.
1979 in Washington O.C. at a rally of over 800 people at an im

portant (uncture in the battle to free Comrade Avakian and the

16 other Mao Tselung Defendants, arresteil on charges totaling

241 years each. The government had been forced to retreat and
maneuver, temporarily dropping all charges in the case in the
face o! broad and very active support for the defendants all

across the country. Since that lime the decision to drop the

charges has been overturned in feileraf appeals court and the
government's railroad is back on track.

Comrade Avakian's speech, delivered at a crucial turning

point in ihe Oaltle sums up what the government was up lo at
that particular point in the case and goes deeply into why they
are going after the RCP and why they came down so viciously

on (he January 29. 1979 demonstration against Deng Xiaoping s
visit to Washington D.C.. which the charges against the Mao

Tselung Defendants stem from. Even more signiticant is Comrade

Avakian's profound and sweeping presenialion on Ihe objective
situation today lacing revolutionaries and the masses of people,
the real neces.sity and possibility for making revolution in Ihe

period ahead and urgently preparing to do so today. Finally, he

speaks powerfully lor an uncompromisingly internationalist and
levoiulionary stand in support oi the struggle ol the people ol

Iran, who had just delivered a body blow lo U.S. imperialism with
the taking ol the U.S. Embassy and hoslages in Tehran.

ffcVWi:

in India but in 1972 it was reported in
various newspapers that infections
which had never been seen before in In

dia were being spread through this in
stitution. As a result the working of this

institute was debated in the Indian

parliament and the Indian government
closed down this institution.

OiOL'i liom HCP Puhlicaiinns
P I)

Mm 3<1Rf<

C'nitdgc illinou hOhS't

Cnnlains the te«1 ol "Inin II s Nol Our EmOassv "

previously putmsheO as a sopaiaie psmphici
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"Should Have Been Given A MedaL .."

Judge Upholds

MOVE Beatingsg
Orders Philly Cops
Acquitted
On August 8, 1978, the country wat
ched TV with horror and disgust as the
stormiroopers of Frank Rizzo's Phila

delphia cops stomped and kicked
Delbert Africa in the head as he lay
defenseless on the sidewalk. The Philly
cops' commando team had just as

Cheers went up in the courtroom
which was packed with cops and rela
tives. Making not even a pretense of
legal justification. Judge Kubacki in
stead made a hypocritical attempt to
cast himself in the role of a suffering
savior. "Philadelphia is bleeding to,

saulted the house in which members of

death

the militant Black organization MOVE

gedy,.. No verdict from those good
people from Dauphin County will stop

liced, carrying out an "eviction." The

attack was carried out by hundreds of
cops after weeks of siege of the
building. In the resulting crossfire, one
cop lay dead by the bullet of one of his
fellow porkers. Furious with rage, the
rest of the cops set upon Delbert Africa
as he emerged from the house with his
hands up and stripped to the waist to

because of this

MOVE tra

the flow of blood," said Kubacki.

The entire trial was used to promote
the vicious criminal cop defendants as
objects of sympathy. Tears flowed dur
ing testimony, as the cops cried about
holding their dying friend in their arms.
Then to top off the whole performance,
Delbert and William Africa, another
MOVE member, were dragged into the

prove that he was not carrying a con
cealed weapon. His cheekbones smashed
by the cops' boots, he was then thrown

courtroom shackled in chains at the

into a paddywagon where he was shot

witnesses by the defense! They,were,

ankles and wrists, supposedly called as

at point-blank range outside the view of

never called to testify however, the ob

TV cameras.

ject being to display them befoi^e the
jury. Two angry supporters of MOVE
were ejected from the courtroom,for
standing up and denouncing the.judge.
If the point of the judge's decision
wasn't made clear enough, the cops'
lawyer, Richard Sprague, quickly step

The cry of indignation which arose
from the nationally televised incident
forced even- the Philadelphia legal

machinery to go through the motions of
indicting three cops for assault and "of
ficial oppression." Worried that the
police might not get a "fair trial" from

a Philadelphia jury, an all-white jury
was assembled from nearby Dauphin
County. Yet even this little precaution
proved unnecessary, for on February
2nd, as both sides were about to make

their closing arguments. Judge Stanley

ped in front of TV cameras after court

proceedings concluded. He said; "If

■

■

anything was clear, it was that their ac

tion (beating Delbert Africa—RIV) was
justified. What is outrageous about this
thing is the action of the District At
torney bringing this prosecution in the

Kubacki suddenly dismissed the jury

first place. Instead of being prosecuted,

Philadelphia police brutalize Delbert Africa In full view of T.V.

and entered an ordered verdict of ac-

these men should have been given

after his surrender in 1978.

"quittal.

cameras

□

medals."

Ralston Puiina Blows Up Louisville
It was a ^ew minutes after 5:00 a.m.

mill. It was no mystery, however, to the

and the streets were quiet in Old Louis
ville's working-class section, an innercity shanty town where run-down
bungalows, housing projects and dirtstained factories sit ri ght up against

workers in the solvent building at

ston's St. Louis headquarters was still
that "It hasn't yet been determined if

Ralston-Purina where no lighters or

the explosions were related to any ope

matches are allowed and the hexane is

rations at our Louisville plant." When
confronted by angry residents of Louis

some of Louisville's more fashionable

pipes used to recycle the chemical had
been frozen up and it wasn't vaporizing
properly, To the workers' horror, they

and stalely neighborhoods. In less than
two hours, workers would be streaming
into the area's plants on their way to
work and hundreds of kids would be

travelling on busses along Hill Street on
their way to the seven schools in the
neighborhood. At 5:16 a.m., an airline

pilot flying at 5,500 feet reported seeing
a series of bright greenish lights
bursting down near the Louisville area
and hearing what sounded like a clap of
thunder. Suddenly, the streets had ex
ploded with the force of thousands of
tons of TNT as a series of blasts tore

through the sewers underground vir

tually destroying entire blocks, selling
houses tottering on their foundations
and blowing manholes and huge chunks
of concrete over 50 feel into the air.

supposed to be carefully measured and
monitored. For the last few days, the

ville, the city law director declared that
even if Ralston-Purina faces a lawsuit,

it would take years to settle and added

the low-income area, who had nowhere

else to go and who had relatives bring
ing them water, were outraged. One
73-year-old woman angrily told the

total of $10,000—»/ Ralston-Purina is
ever found to have committed a viola

that residents had better "pray for dry

tion.

weather." Indeed, officials have ex
pressed grave concern that a rainfali of
one inch or more could cause sewage to
back up into homes and buildings. As

noticed the day before the blast that the

fer." Federal penalties for the spillage
which caused $42 million in damage to

ficials arrived on the scene, sniffed at a
manhole cover, and left, declaring that

ing that is not connected with a supply
of drinking water," Elderly residents of

RW: "Ralston Purina blows up the ci
ty, and the Health Department's going
to put me in jail!"
Now with rain showers expected to
hit the area, the mayor's office has
warned that drain plugs may be useless,
and as a preventive measure, advised

that meanwhile, "We'll all have to suf

drainage basin designed to keep the
hexane from spilling into the sewer line
below was overflowing.
They quickly called a company of
ficial who was clearly more concerned
for Ralston-Purina's potential dogfood
sales than for the possible disaster that
might befall the entire city. "Keep it go
ing boys," he responded, "Call back if
the vaporizer isn't working in a while."
Four hours later, after receiving
another phone call from the workers,
the company finally notified the
Metropolitan Sewer District of a

"possible chemical spill." Sewer of

sleeping cooking or eating in any dwell

the streets alone, not to mention any
one's homes, would amount to a grand

Meanwhile, the city authorities gush
ed with "concern" for the residents of

the stricken area.

Louisville Mayor

William Stansbury announced that he
was "considering" asking the Governor
to declare the community a disaster
area and promised .that a "rebuilding
strategy" is underway. The first effort
in this "strategy" consisted of the city
issuing 6,000 leaflets demanding that

the New York Times explained these
fears: "A sudden, downpour could

flood the clogged and fractured sewer,
affecting the fashionable and historic
neighborhoods of Old Louisville, as
well as the University of Louisville and
the area around Churchill Downs, the

residents of the area conserve water by

home of the Kentucky Derby"!

no detectable level of hexane was pre

taking sponge baths and buy drain

•residents, covering iheir faces against

sent. A few hours later, six worried

plugs to prevent sewage back-up into

leaking ga,s fumes, surveyed the dozens

Ralston workers using a rope and a pail
began desperately scooping up the ex

blanket eviction order in which

cess hexane and filling up all the empty

families were told-to get out and the

Since disaster aid is very much in
doubt and with those remaining faced
with the prospect of having to live
beside 20-foot open trenches swelling
with raw .sewage in the warmer months

Amazingly, only four people were in
jured. The next morning dazed
of gaping craters that had been blown
open along 13.5 miles of Louisville
streets and wondered if perhaps they

had been hit by a tightly-patterned B-52
bombing raid.
What had caused the explosion that
turned this working-class community
into something that looked like a com
bat zone? The Metropolitan Sewer
District announced that it was inves

tigating the mystery and the "possibili
ty" that hexane, a highly volatile liquid
hydrocarbon used for removing fat
from soybeans, might have accidentally
leaked into ihe sewer system from a

nearby Ralston-Purina Co. soybean

barrels they could find—but by (his
- time it was too late.

In the aftermath of the explosion, ci

ty officials remained tight-lipped as

Iheir homes. This was followed by a
155

cops warned they were prepared to

to come, residents of the area are grow

"get nasty" with a number of families

ing more furious by the day, As one

who refused to comply.

woman stood outside the home she was

The city Health Department was also

they scrambled to protect Ralston-

dj^ing its bit to protect residents of the

Purina as well as cover up their own

area from the hazards of sewage creep

forced to evacuate, she said bitterly,

"Tho.se big shots go back to their
estates and say, 'That's okay, that slum

After Ralston workers

ing into the water supply. Residents of

neighborhood. Let them all blow up.' "

told reporters that thousands of gallons

an all-Black housing project adjacent to
the blast area told the RIV that the only

Another resident
blast area put it
couldn't care less
blown up in that

malfeasance.

of hexane had undoubtedly drained in
to the sewers and revealed that this was

by no means the first spill, Metro Sewer
officials suddenly closed RalstonPurina's files to all reporters. After

three days the official word from Ral-

way they found out their tap water had
to be boiled before drinking was when

they heard it on the 6 o'clock news.
Next, the Health Department filed a
class-action suit against "anyone living.

of a project near the
this way: "The city
if these buildings are
explosion. They just

figure there'd be less of us to deal with
themwhenthetimecomes."

□
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Chinese Women Cut Ropes of Confucianism During the Cultural Revolution

A GRE/ir REVOU
The article reprinted below isfrom a collection ofarticles and documentsfrom the
Cultural Revolution, And Mao Makes Five, Mao Tsetung's Last Great Battle,

published by Banner Press. Written by the workers'theoreticalgroup ofloading and
unloading machinery plant under the Chengchow Railway Administration, the poor
and lower-middle peasants' theoretical group of the Tienchu Commune in Peking's
Shunyi County, and the department ofhistory ofthe Peking Teachers' University, it
way published in Peking Review No. 10, March 7, 1975. Shortly after the 10th Party
Congress in China, Mao Tseiung and the revolutionaries in China launched the
movement to "Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius,"a movement of mass study and
criticism aimed at educating the masses in the danger ofcapitalist restoration and ex
posing the leaders and political lines of the revisionist headquarters in China. It was
thefirst big shotfired at the Right after thefail ofLin Biao. As Bob A vakian. Chair
man of the Centra! Committee of the RCP, pointed out in his book. The Loss in

FORCE

China and the Revolutionary Legacy of Mao Tsetung: "It turned out that as part of
his general idealist bankruptcy—his "geniuses make history" and condescending
saviour" mentality-^and his overall regressive political line, Lin Biao had even bor
rowedfrom Confucius, a reactionary thinker who upheld the slave system in ancient
China in opposition to the rising landlord class and the feudal system, and whose
doctrines had been promotedfor more than 2000 years by reactionaries in China,
giving these doctrines tremendous authority as a religious force and code of
behavior shackling the masses of people.
"The Criticize Lin Biao and Confucius movement not only struck at the roots of
this reactionary philosophy and its enslaving principles—such as, intellectuals are
meant to rule over the manual workers, the masses must passively accept their lotfor
it is not meant to be changed, the son must blindly obey thefather and all men their
'superiors,' the wife must be silently subordinate to the husband, for women are
naturally inferior to men, and so onr^hls movement also used political and
historical analogies to begin a thorough exposure ofthe revisionists in top leadership
of the Party right then and their whole right opportunist program, which was in
essence and in most particulars the same as Lin Biao's and which also drew on Con
fucianism to lend if weight.
"Both Lin Biao and Confucius had attempted to restore the old order, constantly
cursing the present and complaining that it was not as good as the past. Both Lin
Biao and Confucianists throughout China's history had preached capitulation to

powerfulforeign aggressors. This way exactly the program of those in power right
then who were taking the capitalist road.
"The Chinese people were called on and led to apply historical materialism and
Marxism in genera! to grasp the essence of the current struggle and hit back at the
mounting attempt to reverse the revolution and restore capitalism."
We are reprinting this article. Working Women's Struggle Against Confucianism
in Chinese History, not only because it is a powerful example of how the masses in
revolutionary China were unleashed to fight against the oppression of women and

because of the powerful portrayal of the revolutionary role of women historically,
but also because in a sweeping way, and by analogy, in line with the whole campaign
at the time, it powerfully calls on women to grasp revolutionary theory, and take up

^

the cardinal questions ofoverthrowing social systems ofexploitation and oppression

, '// /'^ -

of man by man.

Women fighters of the Taiping Army—illustration pu

Wording Women's Struggle Against
Confucianism in Chinese History

Inequality between men and women
is not a social phenomenon dating back
to time immemorial, but it emerged
together with the slave system. Oppres
sion of working women' is, first and
foremost, class oppression. Inequality
between men and women is created by
class antagonism. Precisely as Engels

pointed out: "The first class antago
nism which appears in history coincides

with the development of the antago
nism between man and woman in mo-

nogamian marriage, and the first class
oppression with that of (he female sex
by the male." {The Origin of the Fami

ly, Private Property and the Stale.)
Doctrines of Confucius and Mencius

Are Ropes Binding (he
Working Women

Towards the end of the Spring and
Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.) in Chi

called Confucian classics went even fur

ther. They formulated many reaction
ary dogmas such as the "Three Obe

diences and Four Virtues" (obedience
to the father and elder brothers when

young, obedience to the husband when
married, and obedience to the sons
when widowed; women's virtue,

speech, appearance and chores),
women taking part in political affairs
would give rise to the danger of nation
al subjugation and "separation of men
and women" was a "major moral prin
ciple of a country." They thus imposed
numerous spiritual shackles on the
masses of working women. All these
reactionary fallacies spread by Confu
cius and Mencius were entirely for the
purpose of upholding and trying to re
store the slave system.
With the daily sharpening of the con
tradiction between the peasant class and
the landlord class after the middle of

nal like "yang being superior to^'m" or
the sky above the earth. This fallacy of
deciding the status of men and women
by iheyln-yang principle put a theologi
cal cloak over the reactionary theories
.Igr oppressing women.
Ardent followers of Confucius in the

Tang Dynasty (618-907) turned out

many reactionary works such as Ana
lects for Women and Filial Piety for
Women to inculcate among the masses

of working women the idea of man be
ing superior to woman. These writings
did everything possible to spread ideas
that women must keep to their "chasti

ty" and "submissively accept all unfair
treatment" and that "between men and

women things should not personally be
given and taken." Some even pre
scribed that a woman "should not look

back when walking, twitch her lips
when talking, move her knees when sit
ting, rustle her skirt when standing,
laugh when happy and shout when
angry." If she followed these rules in all
her acts, could she look like a living per

preached that women should become
willing sacrifices to the-feuda) ethical
code. Countless numbers of women in

the ensuing 800 years were victims of
this reactionary idea advocated by
Cheng Yi.
The Ming (1368-1644) and Ching
(1644-1911) Dynasties were in the late
period of feudal society. To stave off
their decline and fall, the reactionary
rulers were even more frantic in propa
gating the idea of male superiority. For
more than 500 years a great many

books preaching this idea were put out.
They included systematically edited col
lections, popular readers and writings
promulgated for the whole nation in the
name of the supreme feudal rulers. This
motley collection of books made the
victimization of women more barbaric
than ever before.
After the Revolution of 1911, Yuan

Shih-kai who dreamt of restoring the

low as slaves and preached that "only

the Western Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-8
A.D.), the landlord class gradually
switched from respect for the Legalist
school and opposing the Confucian
school to worshipping the latter and op
posing the former. As a result, reaction

As the peasants' struggle against the

that "relations between husband and

women and inferior men are difficult to

ary Confucian ideas on the question of

landlord class mounted wave upon

keep." Confucius held that the rela
tions between husband and wife, like
those between king and minister and be

women developed further. A devotee of
Confucius, Tung Chung-shu babbled

wave in the Sung Dynasty (960-1279),
the latter became more and more reac

that relations between husband and

tionary.'Some followers of Confucius

wife, like those between king and
minister or father and son, were decid
ed by the yin-yang relationship. The
husband represented yang (male ar

and Mencius made big efforts to elabo
rate the reactionary canon that "the
sovereign guides the ministers, the
father guides the son and the husband
guides the wife." They said this was
prescribed by heaven long before the
appearance of humanity. An apologist
for the landlord class called Cheng Yi

wife" and the "separation of men and
women" advocated by the Confucian
school were "immutable principles of
social life." Liu Shaoqi and Lin Biao.
revisionist chieftains in the Party, and

na, the Confucian school represented
by Confucius feverishly trumpeted the
reactionary fallacy that man was supe
rior to woman. He regarded women as

tween father and son, were all between

master and servant and that this princi
ple was universal under heaven. During
the Warring States Period (475-221
B.C.) Mencius, a devotee of Confucius,
arbitrarily drew a line between men and

positive element) and the wife yin

(female or negative element). Pan Ku/of

son?

monarchy and the autocrat and traitor
to the people Chiang Kai-shek com
pletely inherited the mantle of the pre
vious reactionary rulers. They preached

their gangs also took over all that Con
fucius preached and continued spread
ing the reactionary idea of men being
superior to women. Slandering women
as "backward" and "useless," they

women and advocated that "between

the Eastern Han Dynasty (25-220) Epi

men and women things should not per
sonally be given and taken." He regard
ed a wife as a husband's slave and prat

sovereign guides the ministers, the

demanded that women strictly keep to

Confucius and Mencius so as to restore

father guides the son and the husband
guides the wife." They alleged that the

their "chastity" and shouted that

capitalism in China.

tled that for a woman morality meant

only obedience. Under the influence of
the reactionary preachings of Con
fucius and Mencius, some of the so-

tomized this idea as follows: "The

difference in status between men and
women following the appearance of
class antagonism was absolute and eter-

"starving to death is very insignificant,
while loss of chastity (for a widow to
remarry was regarded as loss of chasti
ty) is a great matter." He thus openly

tried to continue .putting Chinese
women in bondage to the doctrines of.

Working Women—a Great
Revolulionary Force

Where there is oppression, there is
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women, the examinees exceeded 200

and both the chief and deputy examin
ers were women.

Heroines Resisting Imperialist Ag
gression. As a result of imperialist ag

iJTIONARY

gression after the Opium War in 1840,
China was gradually reduced to a semi-

colonial and semi-feudal society. The

calamity-ridden Chinese working peo
ple at that time shouldered the hercu

lean task of opposing imperialism,
feudalism and the doctrines of Confu
cius and Mencius. Chairman Mao has

pointed out: "The history of China's
transformation into a semi-colony and
colony by imperialism in collusion with
Chinese feudalism Is at the same lime a

history of struggle by (he Chinese peo
ple against Imperialism and its lac
keys." (The Chinese Revolution and

the Chinese Communist Party.) Many
working women's heroic deeds are

f-

listed In the records of the Chinese peo
ple's struggle against imperialist aggres
sion.

After British troops had invaded and
occupied Kwangchow in 1841, they
went to pillage in Sanyuanli on its
northern outskirts. Raising banners
with the characters Ping Ying Tuan
(Quell the British Corps), the heroic
Sanyuanli people took up arms and
gave the British invading troops a
sound beating. Men and women, old
and young, tens of thousands of people
from 103 neighbouring villages joined
forces to chase the retreating panicstricken enemy. Ah Feng, wife of Chou
Chun who was one of the Ping Ying
Tuan leaders, was a courageous and
skillful fighter in the corps and was
warmly acclaimed by the masses. The

enemy dared not go near her. The
women of Sanyuanli played a positive
role in the struggle against the British
invaders and proved through their own
actions that the Chinese working wo
men were an important force in the
struggle against imperialism.
The Small Sword Society of Shanghai
staged an armed uprising in 1853 to

fight tit for tat against U.S., British and
French imperialism and their lackeys.
Chou Hsiu-ying, daughter of a leader

of the rebellious army, Chou Li-chun,
was adept at using a big sword and the'
masses called her Big Sword Girl Hsiu.

At 17, she and her father joined in the
struggle against the feudal landlords by

refusing to pay the land rent. She was
made a general after the uprising and
heroically resisted the Ching govern

ment troops in the campaign to defend

published in conjunction with the campaign to criticize Confucius and Lin Biao.
resistance. Numerous facts in Chinese

After the death of Mother Lu, most of

Chekiang Province) and her brother-in-

history have proved that the working

her units joined (he rebellious peasant
armies in other places. This formed a

law Chang Shu-yin led an armed upris

women not only can shatter the bonds
of the doctrines of Confucius and Men-

cius, but are a great revolutionary force
in the fight against feudalism, Confu
cianism and imperialism.

big nationwide peasant uprising which
overthrew that reactionary regime.
The heroine Tang Sai-erh from Putai
(present-day Pohsing County, Shan

ing in Chekiang in 653 A.D. She pro
claimed herself Emperor Wen Chia and
appointed Chang Shu-yin her prime
minster. She threw overboard the Con

Chiating near Shanghai. When the
Ching troops attacked Shanghai, she
enticed the enemy to advance deep into

a trap and large numbers of enemy
troops were killed. In the fierce battle to
break out of Shanghai, she fought cou
rageously against the U.S., British and
French aggressors and gave up her
young life.
An Anglo-French allied army occu
pied Peking and Tientsin in 1860 and
burnt and reduced the Yuan Ming Yuan
Summer Palace in Peking's western

Struggle Against Feudalism. Men in
China were generally subjected to the

sant uprising in Shantung in the early

fucian fallacy that women should only
stay at home and cook and Vnoi lake
part in political affairs," and so by her

Ming Dynasty. By propagating revolu

actions she criticized the reactionary

domination of three authorities: politi

tion and organizing the masses, she

cal, clan and religious. As for women,
in addition to being dominated by these
three authorities, they were also domi

assembled the armed peasant forces in
the surrounding areas and established a

nated by men or the authority of the

clan, religious and masculine—are the

The Ming government hurriedly dis
patched troops to suppre.ss the uprising.
Spurring on her horse. Tang Sai-erh
killed the enemy commander with her

Confucian concept that the "right to
rule comes directly from heaven." She
was the first woman emperor of a revo
lutionary political power founded by
the working people in Chinese history.
During the Taiping Heavenly King
dom revolutionary movement in the

embodiment of the whole feudal-pa

sword, and the enemy troops were com

triarchal system and Ideology, and are
the four thick ropes binding the Chinese
people, particularly the peasants."

pletely annihilated. Terror-stricken, the
Ming ruler immediately sent a senior of
ficer to put down the uprising. Though

"The political authority of the land-

encircled, she directed her troops to

The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom
firmly opposed the idea and practice of

idrds Is the backbone of all (he other

feint an attack on one place while strik
ing at another, thus enabling the pea

male supremacy and stood for four
great equalities—political equality, eco

sonified the Chinese working women's

Investigation of the Peasant Movement
in Hunan.) In their struggle for libera
tion, the working women made feudal

sant forces to break through the encir

clement and move to a place of safety.

nomic equality, equality among nation
alities and equality between man and

Revelations of History

After the failure of the uprising, the

woman.

rule of the landlord class (heir first
target of attack.

Ming ruler twice issued orders to search
for and arrest Tang Sai-erh, but the

Politically, women in. the Taiping
Heavenly Kingdom took part in exten

Towards the end of the Western Han

enemy never found her, for she was well

tung Province) was a leader of a pea

husband. Chairman

"These four

Mao

has said;

authorities—political,

systems of authority." (Report on an

Dynasty, Mother Lu of Haichu (presentday Jihchao County, Shantung Pro
vince) had bitter haired for the exorbi
tant taxes and levies of the reactionary
government. When her son was unjust
ly killed by the magistrate, this aggra
vated her pent-up haired and enmity
and she organized more than 1,000 im
poverished peasants to stage an uprising
in 17 A.D., proclaiming herself the ge
neral. Under her leadership, they took
Haichu by storm, executed the magis
trate, continued fighting the reaction
ary government and soon their army ex

panded to more than 10,000 people.

rural revolutionary base area in 1420.

protected by the mas.ses.

Great Force in Criticizing Doctrines
of Confucius and Menclus. The doc
trines of Confucius and Mencius are

spiritual pillars to uphold and restore
the reactionary rule of the exploiting

cla.sses and ropes to enslave and bind
the working women. In their struggle
against this reactionary rule, the work

ing women of China have heavily
pounded and swept away, these doc

mid-19th century, working women ac

tively took part in the armed struggle
and in the movement opposing Confu
cianism.

sive political activities and many held
important officiaf posts up to the high
est ranks. Economically, the kingdom

stipulated that "land shall be distribut
ed according to the number of persons,

irrespective of sex." Militarily, men

/nd women were armed alike to fight

jThe enemy and the Taiping Army re

cruited a large number of soldiers from

'among the working women. There were
about 100,000 women soldiers and

many women generals, marshals and

trines.

commanders, In the cultural and educa

During the early period of the Tang
Dynasty, Chen Shuo-chen from Muchow (present-day Chienteh County in

could take pan in government examina
tions. In one special examination for

tional spheres, both men and women

suburbs to ashes. The British troops

twice invaded Hsiehchuang Village, five
kilometres from the palace. When the
enemy came to the village the second
time, Feng Wan-chen, a 19-year-old
daughter of a hunter's family, and the

village's young hunters decided to take
action. By launching a surprise attack,
they killed more than 100 enemy troops
and made the rest flee helter-skelter,

leaving their guns and ammunition be
hind. Not fearing a strong enemy and
daring to struggle, Feng Wan-chen per
glorious tradition in fighting tyranny.
First, China's working women are a

great revolutionary force. Not willing
to be bound by the "four ropes/' they
are firm in putting up resistance, in

making revolution and in transforming
society. That was why they took pan in
every one of the hundreds of peasant

uprisings in Chinese history. Marx said:
"Anybody who knows anything of his
tory knows that great social changes are

Impossible without the feminine fer
ment." (Marx to L. Kugeimann.) Al

though past revolutionary struggles by
the working people, including the work
ing women, did not win final victory,
their struggles alone were the real force

propelling the development of history
in feudal society. „

.o

Continued on page 19
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"Crime Wave"

Sweeps Los Angeles^Courtesy of LAPD
RISING TIDE OF VIOLENCE
SHAKES CITY! WORST CRIME

course have tried to .say that they are

WEEKEND IN CITY'S HISTORY!

the "hoods." What this really means

merely "taking back the streets" from

years had created

the expecta

tion. . .that urban riots are a thing of
the past," but, "the potential for
disorder is probably as great as ever."

that the invincible "Crime Task Force"

was avoiding going into the heart of

LAPD MORALE DOWN AS CRIME

however became clear through a

RATE RISES! The headlines literally

number of stories of police attacks told

scream out as the news factories have

10 the RW. Typical was one Black
youth who was outside an arcade mak

Gates has also been openly calling for

L.A.'s Black community (South Cen
tral L.A. and Walts particularly). Even
after one Black flunkey City Coun
cilman demanded that they be sent

ing a phone call when two narcs jumped

his dogs to be further unleashed: "At a

time when crime is surging in this com

there. Gates' reply was that if units

suddenly "discovered" a new and
ominous "crime wave" in L.A. Gone is

any former pretense of reporting on the
massive outrage over the unending series
of brutal murders routinely carried out

fay L.A.'s blue-coated finest on a weekly
basis. Instead LAPD Chief Darry! Gates
has been trumpeted throughout the
media, announcing the start of "the
roost intensive battle against crime that

him, threw him to the ground and made
him lay spread-eagle in the middle of

the street. Asked why, the cops replied,
"Because you're Black, and because
you fit the description of a murderer!"

This kind of harassment is now being
stepped up in nearly every part of the ci
ty. At a recent Black Student Associa

has ever been undertaken in any major

tion meeting at UCLA, when it was ask

city." Obviously. Gates isn't talking

ed who had recently been harassed by
L.A. and campus cops, all 40 people at
tending raised their hands. In response

about the crimes carried out by his boys.
The media blitz is being used to

justify several new LAPD programs,
like putting an additional 700-plus
police in the street (re-assigned from

to Black student demands that this
stop, the UCLA chief pig announced

Clearly .in response to these fears.

munity there has been a tremendous

were "suddenly deployed" in those

areas, residents might "get the impres
sion they are being invaded." Eventual

pressure by segments in this community
to make this a less aggressive depart
ment. They have said, 'Police officers,

South Central, they went protected in

put

your guns away, don't

ly, when the Task Force did move into

shoot

cars, not on motorcycles. Recently

people!' The tremendous pressure on

though, the cops have been moving

this department for two years over one

more boldly into the heart of the Black
community where suddenly the number

or two incidents had not been fair."
One or two incidents?! Is Gates

perhaps referring to the mass outrage at

of felony arrests has soared. It seems

they weren't convincing many people

the murder of Eula Love in 1978 that

that they were "taking back the streets"

had the department scrambling for

as long as they didn't dare go into

cover? Or is he merely dropping a

South Central and didn't start busting

casual reference to the fact that L.A.
area cops kill an average of more than
one person a week—almost always
Black or Chicano and unarmed! In

truancy.

people for something heavier than

desk jobs). They've also made plans for

they will continue to stop all
"suspicioiis persons" (read: Blacks)

adding another 2500 to the force
(known as Gates' "8500 Plan," which

they see on or near campus.
In the face of this, the Black Student

calls for raising the number of cops to

fact, over 400 outraged people attended

Association called a rally in the middle
of Westwood. The sight of over 50
angry Blacks (together with some Iran

include Gov. Jerry Brown's deci

the funeral of one of their latest vic
tims, Kenny Ramirez, only last month
in the very area where Gates

sion to "build bigger prisons"(an L.A.

subsequently unleashed his "invading

new Police Victim Unit in the District
Attorney's office, This new D.A.'s unit

that level). The most publicized of these
programs is the new 3(X) man moror-

ian and white students and others) mar
cycied and gun-slinging "Crime Task
Force," which Chief Gales candidly
ching through this wealthy area was jar
ring to the police. "Eula Love: Never
characterized as "an invading army."
In early January, with a fully assembled
Again," "Free Geronimo Pratt,"
press entourage in tow, row upon row
"Pigs Live to Shoot and Shoot to Kill"
of this new unit peeled out of the Naval
were some of the messages on picket
and Marine Corps Reserve Center into
signs, the likes of which Westwood
the Black and Chicano neighborhoods . hadn't seen in years.
in L.A.'s San Fernando Valley. It look
Meanwhile the press has been more
ed for all the world like a caricature of a

B-rated Western with John Wayne
leading the cavalry into "heroic" attack
on the "savages." And the analogy has
held up quite admirably as "the work"
of this unit has unfolded, together with
the several months long "crime"
hysteria being whipped up throughout

Black and Chicano areas next to or sur
rounded by white middle-class areas. In

"Rollout" program, which

in

vestigates—that is, covers up—po
lice shootings, leaves ofO. What's

trumpeting the charge, it leaves in its

from eating tacos"!

pression littering this rather well-worn
trail.
Q

deserved image as racist, foaming-atthe-mouih, gunslinging dogs. An

Interestingly enough, however, after
the first few weeks, it became apparent

changing the news coverage of the
police. By talking to editors and assign
ment directors, we've focused the issue

police commander explains, "These
truants are narcotics users and burglers.

gone after it!"

When we're putting them in jail for

the LAPD's increased concern with

other reasons, we're probably getting
the burglers off the street." Constantly
referred to as "potential burglers,"
repeatedly shown as "gang members,"
Black and Chicano youth are furious at

how they are being portrayed in the
press is a report released last September

What lies at the heart, however, of

more, L.A.'s city fathers are now
preparing to spread their "advanced ex

perience" nationwide. And everywhere
Gates' "cavalry" gallops with the

bourgeoisie's media mouthpieces
wake the foul stench of national op

Killer Cop Gets
Lifetime Reward

"We've already been successful in

and the press has neatly and responsibly

Lloyd O'Callahan, 27, was recently
rewarded by the City of Los Angeles.
He will receive SI 112.94 per month for
the rest of his life—a pension from the
city for a "mental disability" he suf

fiable homicide" by officials.
O'Callahan was granted this "mental
disability" pension on February 12 by

fered as a result of acting in the line of

endured because of "widespread publi

duty.

city" after Eula Love's murder.

the L.A. City Board of Pensioners after
he described the "extreme stress" he

What did O'Callahan do to receive

In fact, both O'Callahan and Edward

this generous pension? O'Callahan and
by the Law Enforcement Assistance ' another cop from the LAPD gunned
down a 39-year-old Black woman, Eula
Administration on the Miami rebellion
Love, on January 3, 1979. Eula was
in which if'was noted that one of the

Hobson were transferred immediately

main contributors to "social unrest" is

standing in her front yard, protesting
the shutting off of her gas, when O'Cal

munities, one Chicano youth described

"media attention to alleged police
abuse." Making quite clear what they

the "invasion" to the RW; "There's

fear

just too many of them, they just come
in a swarm! They come down ihe street,

"anti-crime" activity is about, the same
report said that police today are "illtrained" and not prepared for dealing
with "urban • riots," "the absence of
major disorders during the past few

a bunch of them, five on motor

have

here, they always leave their finger
prints because their hands are greasy

TV news "doing its Job," lining up

cycles. ..and everybody they see, they
bust." Through the media, the cops of

areas

audience, "It's easy to find ihe"burglars

several Black youth against the wall. A

Expressing the outrage in the com

which

released by none other than the Police
Protective League in a rather feeble at
tempt to change the LAPD's well-

LAPD "PR" man also revealed the

these attacks.

is designed to help prosecute people for
"assaulting" cops (it picks up where the

Just

the results of a "public opinion poll"

reason for the sudden drop of media
coverage of police shootings and the
equally sudden spurt in "crime" ar
ticles. After blaming the media for the
LAPD's bad image he admitted,

iruancyl During its first week, the

been

"invaded" by the army is also,reveal
ing. Initially they were centered on

than responsive to the needs of the po
lice—for example, recently publishing

The term "invading army" shows
clearly what all these programs are real
ly about. Ostensibly to combat
burglary, only about 3<7o of the over

"Crime Task Force" was shown on the

Times editorial suggesting "Why Not
An American 'Devil's Island'?"), and a

one of these areas police and politicians
held a "community meeting" where
one cop—revealing the thinking behind
this "strategy"—said to the all-white

the press.

2500 arrests so far have even been for
this, while about 70% have been for

army"!

Some of the other programs the
authorities have recently been trying

and

also

what

all

their

lahan-and Edward Hobson arrived in

their squad car. Both of them shot at
Eula, emptying their revolvers, reload
ing and firing again. The cold-blooded
police murder became a sharp focus of

after they killed Eula Love—O'Calla

han to a desk job 20 miles from Watts,
and Hobson to the detective bureau in

another division. These protective
moves were made because, according to
superiors, it was too dangerous in the
field.

outrage and anger throughout L.A. The

In America, cops gunning down Black
people isn't just within the line of
duty—it's performance beyond the line
of duty which is rewarded with

murder was eventually deemed "justi

$1112.94 per month for life.

□

the Light of
Behind the Prison Wails
Contribute to
the Prisoners

Revolutionary Literature Fund
The Revolutionary Communist Parly receives many letters and requests for
literature from prisoners in the hell-hole torture chambers from Attica to San
Quentin. There are thousands more brothers and sisters behind bars who have
refused to be beaten down and corrupted In the dungeons of the capitalist class
and who thirst for and need the Revolutionary Worker and other revolutionary
literature. To help make possible getting the Voice of the Revolutionary Com

munist Party as well as other IParty literature and books on Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought behind the prison wails, the Revolutionary Worker is
establishing a special fund. Contributions should be sent to:
Prisoners Revolutionary Literature Fund
Box 3486, Merchandise Mart

Chicago, IL 60654
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A Special Call to All Co-Consplrators
—Sales Money & Donations—
Money-both sales and donations-is needed every
week to pubiist^ future issues of the Revolutionary Worker.
This is a special and urgent need right now to consoli
date the leap to tOO.OOO sustained weekly sales of the
paper. To accomplish this we are making a special call
to all RW co-conspirators:

1. Collect donations wherever you are for
the Revolutionary Worker and its leap
to 100,000 co-consplrators. Turn in
the money in person or by other

2. Make sure to turn in all sales money In
the same way.

Note: To be sure of ttie authenticity of the RW co conspirator asking

arrangement to your local distributor,

you tof money-bo sure that he or she turns over to you, in exchange,

center or bookstore.

the next issue ot the RW (or, tor p/eferabiy, a whole bundle)!

"60C is not enough for such a weapon,
Where else could we get this kind of
Information? Where else could,we learn

our strengths and our enemies'
weaknesses? Where else could we learn

to gather our forces to defeat this
enemy? isn't this kind of education worth
far more than 5O0?"
«

-A Co-conspirator

juzgado

m

G 600-87499G
7

.

IN YOUR AREA CALL OR WRITE:
Atlsnla: Revolutionary Worker P.O. Box 10743,
Atlanta, GA 30310 (404) 767-6784
Austin: Revolutionary Worker, Austin, TX 78763

BsKimore: Revolutionary Worker'p.O. Box 1992,
Baltimore. MO 21203

BlrmlnGrtem: P.O. Box 2334, Bitmlnaham,
ALA 35201 (205) 787-0202

Boston: Revolution Books 233 Massaehusells
Ave., Camtiridge, MA 02139 (617^492-9016
Buffalo; Box 121. Eilicoii Station, Buffalo.
NY 14205(716) 89^6561

Ctitcaoo: Revolutionary Workers Center
542 S. DeatlMfn, Room 906, Chicago, IL 60605
(312)922-1140

(513) 542-6024

Blvd.. L.A., Calif. 90006 (213) 384-3856

Ssn Diego: P.O. Box 16033, San Diego, CA 92116
San Francisco Bsy Area: Revolutionary Workers

Ciaveland: P.O. Box 09190. Cleveland, OH 44109

Loulsviite: P.O- Box 3O05, Cincinnati, OH 45201 or
call (502) 368-8163

(415) 638-9700

Cincinnati: P-0. Box 3005, Cincinnati, OH 45201

(216)431-6910

Dayton: P.O- Box 3005. Cincinnai), OH 45201
(513)274-8046

Delroll: Revolution Books 5744 Woodward Ave.,'

Los Angelas Area; Revolution Books 2597 W- Pico

New York-New Jarsey: Revolution Books 16 Easi
18th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 243-8638
North Carolina: P.O. Box 5712. Greensboro.

DelrofI, Ml 46212 (313)872-22P6

NC 27403(919) 275-1079

El Paso: P.O. Box 2337, El Paso, TX 79952
(915)566-3377

PA 191C4(215)849-3574

Hawaii: Revolution Books 923 North King St.,

Honolulu. HI 96617 (808)645-2733
Houtim: P.O. Box 18112, Houston, TX 77023
(713)641-3904

Philadelphia; P.O. Box 11789, Philadelphia.
Portland: Revoiotlonary Workers Center 4728 N.E.
Union, Portland. OR 97211 (603) 282-5034
St. Louis; P.O. Box 6013. St. Louis, MO 63139

Center 5929 MacArlhur Blvd., Oakland, CA 94605
Seattle Area: Revolution Books 1828 Broadway,

' Seattle. WA 98122(206) 323-9222

Temps: P.O. Box 24983, Tampa, FL 33623
Washington, D.C,: Revolution Books 2438 18th St.
N.W., Washington, DC 20009(202) 265-1969
West Virginia: P.O. Box 617, BecKley. WV 25801
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Walla Walla

Prison Officials Drive George

hunger strike. Other commemorations
were staged on Indian reservations
around the state the same week.

Simmons to His Death

The outrage triggered by George's
death

forced

the administration

to

allow Jimi Simmons, shackled and ac
morning,

ted to the prison hospital after having

January 29, Georse Sirhnions, a Native
American prisoner in the segregation
unit at the Washington State Peniten
tiary at Walla Walla, was found dead in
his cell. George, who together with his
brother Jimi had been singled out as
primary targets for attack by the prison
administration, was imprisoned in
segregation for almost two years, sub
jected to the unending torture the
prison officials had carefully calculated

slashed his arm and neck. It took Four

At

6:05

on

Thursday

would drive him to take his own life.

George had only been out of the
segregation unit at Walla Walla for a
few days when, on June 15, 1979, the
prison was locked down following the
stabbing of Sergeant William Cross, a
guard, during a confrontation with In
dian prisoners, Cross himself had per-

sorialiy destroyed and urinated on the
sweatlodge, built by Native American
prisoners. The sweatlodge is important
for Native American religious cere

monies. Following the stabbing of
Cross, guards, calling themselves the
"Cross Revenge Squad," stormed onto
the tier holding most Indian prisoners.
They grabbed George and his brother
James, both Muckleshoot Indians, and
five other Indian prisoners. The
prisoners were beaten and thrown into
Seg. During the lockdown, an un
precedented reign of.terror was launch
ed against Native American prisoners. •
One guard said: "1 wanted to kill me an
Indian, Just to see how good it would
feel to kjll one. And that way I could
pay you Indians back for killing my
friend

Cross."

Another: "Sergeant

Cross lives through us." Prisoners were
asked while beaten,"Do you feel Cross,
now?" George and Jimi were singled
out and charged with murder for the
stabbing of Cross.
For three months, George and Jimi
were kept in isolation cells— 6'x8* cages
with solid steel doors which allow no

light or air in from the outside. This
form of torture is one of the standard

methods used by the prison administra
tion to break prisoners, but in the case
of George Simmons it was only the
beginning.
In January of 1980, after over six
straight months in the Segregation
Unit, George was brought to trial on
the charge of first-degree murder. Dur

ing the trial, the prosecution Unleashed,
a torrent of racist abuse against George
and Native American prisoners in '
general. Finally, in a burst of frustra
tion and anger, George leaped toward
one of the witnesses. A guard im

mediately shot at George, missing him
only by inches. Afterwards, the guard

complained, "I don't know how I miss
ed him." The court found George guil

ty of second-degree

murder and

sentenced him to life imprisonment.
In fact, this meanf life in Walla

Walla's Segregation Unit, and im
mediately upon his return to Walla
Walla, George was sent back to the
hole. There guards continually
threateaed to kill George and his
brother Jimi. The constant threats and

racist taunts from guards, the endless
months of solitary confinement took a

heavy toll. Three times, once before his
trial and twice afterwards, George went

stitches to close the wound in his neck,
and had this wound been a quarter of

on Jimi Simmons as well, whether their
dirty work is done legally, throughJimi's upcoming trial on the charges
stemming from the death of Cross, or

through other "unofficial" means. Ex
actly because Jimi has refused to bow

companied by four guards, to attend his
brother's funeral. When Jim returned

to the isolation tier at Walla Walla,,

prisoners were out of their cells for ex
ercise. Jimi loudly demanded to know

an inch deeper, George would have
died. George asked to be transferred to
the hospital's mental health unit, but
while he was being interviewed by a
prison psychiatrist, the order came
from the prison administration that he

savage attacks of the state, and because

A statement at the vigil (on behalf of
the Northwest Prisoners Organization)

he has linked his own case with the

by Mark LaRue and Ed Mead (now a

struggle against the centuries-long op

prisoner at the Arizona State Prison

was to be sent back to Seg. No watch

pression of Native Americans, officials

read in part:

have moved to make an example of

"We have gathered here today to
commemorate, the death of Native

was kept on George's cell to make sure
that he did not attempt to kill himself
again. The next morning, his body was
found, hanging from a bed sheet.
George Simmons' death was murder,
carefully planned by top officials at

Walla Walla. And the-prison'ad

down and submit in the face of the

him.

why his brother had died.

Both before and after George's
death, friends and supporters have gone

American freedom fighter George Sim

to reporters with the facts about this
murdy. None of this has seen the light
of day. But George's death has been

by the U.S. government and its prison
policies. The death of brother George
came as a shock to many races of peo
ple in prison who knew and liked him.

met with widespread outrage and ex

mons who, as \ye all know, was killed

ministration will certainly not stop
here. The brutal persecution of George
Simmons • was clearly intended as a
threat to others, particularly to other
Native American prisoners in Walla

posure nonetheless. On February 17-18,

His death serves as a reminder to all of

a vigil was staged outside the state
Capitol in protest of George's death. At
the same time, prisoners in Walla Walla

us gathered here today that there's no
place for Native people in the "Ameri

Walla. The authorities have their sights

Segregation Unit staged a 24-hour

can dream" that tortures our people to
death in prison boxcar cells
"
□

loyalties and political rivalry. This is

army was*"unreliable."

particularly true with those members of
government. This has intensified since

Mugabe's marriage to U.S. im
perialism has also sharpened and
brought to the fore the contradictions
among many of the leading members of

Mugabe has moved to decrease even the

ZANU. Over the last summer, Tapson

small influence ZAPU had in the new

Mawere, a leading representative of
ZANU in the U.S. during the war,
resigned in protest. Even as the
Lancaster-House Agreement was being

ZAPU who feel that ZAPU is getting

Mugabe

the short end of the stick in the new

Continued from page 7
to take advantage of the vulnerability
of the imprisoned liberation fighters
and anihilaie them. Feeling assured of
Mugabe's cooperation, the generals and
their imperialist backers laid their coup
plans to rest three hours before Mugabe
took power. Over the past 11 months,
Mugabe has shown that he is acutely
aware of the dangers tO-"stability, law
and order" that these former liberation

fighters pose, and. has continued the
concentration camp policy while ginger
ly attempting to dismantle the ZANU
and ZAPU forces and remold them into

government, and sporadic fighting has
occurred in the camps leading up to the
fighting last week.
At the same time, another current has

developed within the-oranks..of the
former liberation fighters. Throughout

the past II months, numerous deser

fact, just before it was signed and at the

tions has been recorded in the new army

lime of the ZANU meeting in Mozam-'

in a number of regions in Zimbabwe,
and a number of former guerillas, in
cluding some who see the need to pur
sue the revolutionary struggle against

bique to discuss the "Walls
agreement," Mugabe had 74 senior

imperialism and the remnants of the

re.actionary Smith regime, have escaped

weapons under one command. So far
only nine batallions, consisting of

from the concentration camps. In both
cases, the soldiers have returned to the
bush and have carried out a-number of

about 11,000 men, have been integrated
into the new army through a crash pro

.onialists. In response both Mugabe and

a "new national army," to bring all the

gram by a British training mission
which was to end by the end of the year.

And during the recent fighting several
of these

battalions "disintegrated."

The other approximately 25,000 former
guerillas have spent the last II months
rolling in these camps, watching the
liberation struggle go down the tubes in
Salisbury.
This situation

has

intensified

a

number of contradictions. For one, it
has heightened the contention between
ZANU and ZAPU in the camps. The
former guerrillas had been united in the
Patriotic Front during the war against

the Smith regime, although there is a
long history of struggle between ZANU
and the pro-Soviet ZAPU leadership.
Today, there is sharp contention bet
ween the two armies, based on tribal

worked out,' Mugabe had to move

quickly to quash opposition to it that
developed in the ZANU leadership. In

attacks on police stations and white col-

members of ZANU arrested-for their

opposition to it, labeling them proSoviet and Maoist elements. Within
Zimbabwe itself, many of Mugabe's
cabinet ministers have been ordered to

tone down their rhetoric, and the na
tional ZANU-run radio station has

been ordered to stop broadcasting
"anti-capitalist" speeches and pro

the

grams. One of the sharpest indications

"temporary" extension of Ian Smith's

of these developing contradictions has

Nkomo

have

agreed

to

infamous Internal Security Act, which

been the case of the ZANU Secretary

gives the security- forc« unlimited
powers of search, and' -seizuPe''and

General. forni«y f^jfjister of manpower

detention, and Mugabe-has talked of
forming vigilante groups to search out

Tekere, a militant nationalist who has

and

development,

Edgar

Tekere,

"lawless elements" and report them to

publicly denounced many of Mugabe's
policies and has called for quicker and

the authorities. This rebellious current

more thorough changes, was arrested

is also visible in the recent fighting, as a

last summer for murdering a white

large section of men escaped from the
• camp during the fighting and began to

farmer. Throughout his nationally
broadcast trial, Tekere used it to again

mortar the big resort hotel in the,area.
In fact, the situation among the troops

speak of the need for revolutionary
change, and stated that he felt that all

in the camps, as well as those "inte

of the old institutions should be dis

become so acute that Mugabe was forc

judiciary and the police. In a highly

grated" into the new national army has

mantled,

including the army,

ed to call the Rhodesian African Rifles

political trial, Tekere, who has a signifi

and the Rhodesian Air Force into ac

cant base among the former ZANU

tion, since he summed up that his new

guerrillas, was acquitted

on a

Continued on page 23
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The Real Slory of the AUende Years
by Jorge Palacios

to the mentaJ health unit in the prison

hospital. Each time, the administration
ordered George sent back into segrega
tion aftei^a few days. Supporters at

The first book to tell the real story behind the U.S.

engineered military coup in 1973. Palaclos, a leading
member of the Revolutionary Communist Parly of Chile,

tempted to have him transferred to an
out-of-state prison, but state officials,

poses the crucial question of why—in a country with
such a powerful mass movement—the reactionaries

determined to carry out their vendetta,
consistently refused to allow it.

defeat. His hard-hitting account nails the treachery of

The administration has refused all re

quests io have a Native American spiri
tual counselor visit George, Jimi or any
other Indian prisoners in Segregation,
or to allow them to participate in
religious ceremonies. Only now, in the

hope of restraining some of the anger

were able to deal the people such a swift and stunning

the pro-Soviet Communist Party of Chile, with Its efforts
to form a coalition government with the U.S.-backed

Christian Democrats—the so-called "historic com

promise," a strategy devised In Moscow and followed by
the French and Italian CP's as well. An incisive analysts

of the revolutionary and anti-junta forces In Chile today.
A book of far-reaching significance.

over George's death, has the State

agreed to allow a Native American

spiritual leader to visit the Indian
prisoners in Seg.

On Wedpfesday, January 28,.the day
before George died, George was admit

the
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CONSTITUTION ^
THE RCP.USA
"Dare to Grapple with the Battle Plan for Revolution," was the call Issued by

'he Revolutionary Communist Party some time ago. This, v^s a call to take 'up,
discuss and criticize drafts of the New Programme and t^w Constitution of the

Revolutionary Worker. Groups and Individuals are urged to contact the Party with
, their Ideas and to set up discussions.

Any topic covered In the drafts will be open to discussion. The publication of
letters does not Indicate that the Party necessarily agrees with the position stated
In them. Others ere free to respond to the points raised In any letter. The Revolu-

RCP, USA which were published In early March.

The drafts of the New Programme and New Constitution are truly profound and
pethbreaking documents. They are a battle plan for proletarian revolution and the

; tionary Worker will on occasion respond directly to points raised, but as a rule we

establishment of socialism—the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat—In
this country. The documents are drafts, weapons In preparation. They represent a
concentration of the science of revolution—Marxism-Lenlnism, Mao Tsetung
Thought—and the application of this science to the specific conditions we face In

; will not. This Is because this process Is not a series of questions and answers, but a
[process of discussion, struggle and sharpening of the drafts which will culminate In

this country. The real possibility for revolution In the next decade demands that

the final version of these documents. This process will last'for a couple of months
and will conclude with an even higher concentration of a correct proletarian revolu,tionary line by the leadership of the RCP. The final New Programme ahd New Con-

those who burn with the desire for such change seriously throw themselves Into the

:stitutlon will be published shortly thereafter. The result of this process directly In-

struggle over the draft New Programme and New Constitution.

• volving thousands will not only be deeper unity over the political line of the Revolu-

We have solicited comments, questions, agreements and disagreements over

tionary Communist Party, but a deepening of the line Itself. And the proletariat will
'have an even sharper weapon In Its revolutionary struggle for political power.

the new documents, and encourage the submitting of letters for publication In the
Position on Labor Aristocracy Is Leninist Position

parliamentary leaders. This is done wherever modern, civilized, capitalist rela

tions exist. And these billions of superprofits serve as the economic basis upon

I want to address a one paragraph section In the Draft Programme—the

which opportunism in the working-class movement exists."(Frbm Lenin,"The In
ternational Situation and the.Fundamental Tasks of the Communist international.
Report delivered at the Second Congress of the Communist internationai," July

paragraph on pages 28-29 on the labor aristocracy, t think it concentrates in a

very short space a correct analysis of the labor aristocracy and a general outline
of how the class-conscious proletariat and its Party will deal with this stratum.
There has been no letter opposing the line In the D.P. But for a period of time I
held a view opposed to its thrust and in discussing it with others i discovered

19, 1920.)

This then is the material basis under imperialism for the development of a

labor aristocracy, the resulting split in the working class and the accompanying

there were others who held similar incorrect views. So i want to address some of
those incorrect views and comment on what I see now as the correct thrust of

two-line struggle. Engeis descritjes the effect of this on the masses of workers;

"The truth is this; during the'period of England's industrial monopoly the

this section of the D.P.

English working class have, to a certain extent, shared in the benefits of the

What is the importance of this question of the labor aristocracy? Why is it im

monopoly. These benefits were very unevenly parcelled out amongst them; the

portant to get straight on what role this stratum will play? i think it has to do

/ privileged minority pocketed most, but even the great mass had, at least, a tem

with the following questions: 1) How will the class struggle for the seizure of
cpower develop, especially within the working class? 2) What role will different

porary'share now and then. And that is the reason why, since the dying out of

^strata within the working class play? 3) What strata of the working class have the
^outlook of the proletariat, ttlfeto'rlcally and internationally, and therefore must be •'
yPelied on, we must base ourselves on? 4) What is the material basis for the roles
f these different strata play within the working class?
First, here is a summary of the objections I had to the section. 1) It does not
make clear who the labor aristocracy is. Does it include the skilled trades? if so,
all the skilled trades? 2) The D.P. says there are different strata within the labor

aristocracy but doesn't break it down. For other sections of the working class, ft
breaks them down very detailed, isn't there a difference between a master

plumber with his own shop working alone and a UAW-skilied tradesman working
with hundreds of other skilled tradesmen and in the midst of thousands of un

skilled production workers? 3) The D.P. says these workers "have more or less
permanently become a bourgeoisifled group in their conditions of work and life

an^d in their outlook." i doubted the correctness of the word "permanently." 4)
Won't these workers also be deeply affected by the economic crisis and by world
events? 50% of construction workers have at times been laid off. Won't this

change their understanding and create conditions for their playing a more
positive role, at least certain sections? isn't the analysis of the D.P. undlalecticai,
assuming these people will not change? 5) And most especially i opposed the
last sentence, "At the most, the class-conscious proletariat can hope to
neutralize a part of this labor aristocracy.
At the most and neutralize is what I

opposed. Won't some at least be won over? What about the influence of Blacks,

other minorities and production workers being upgraded into the skilled trades?
Won't this lay a better basis to win more over to support the proletariat?
Who is the labor aristocracy?

Owenism, there has been no socialism in England."(From "Preface to Condition

of the Working Class in England," Marx and Engeis. Selected Works, pg. 450.) ■

This does describe irnperiaiist America, especially Since WW2. Never has
there been such a developed moribund imperialism. And it would follow, such a-

developed labor afistocracy, as well as bourgeoisification more broadly in the
working class. Socialism has been lost to millions.(This is due also to subjective
factors, such as the CPUSA and its errors. See Revolution article on the TUUL for
errors of the CP for the period of the 1920s and 30s.) '
So how does this analysis of a labor aristocracy fit fhe USA now? Local level
union officials and reps of internationai unions clearly fit in the labor aristocracy
(higijpr up heads of the internationai unions are actually' part of the bourgeoisie).
The bigger question which
|
raised was: are the skilled trades as a whole to

',,-be iq.cjuded in this labor aristocracy grouping? I disagreed that they were at first
but now i think they are and that description in the paragraph fits them and most
of the remainder of this letter will address this question.
The main point i think is to examine the material basis for this. Has any other
country exploited and oppressed more millions of people around the world than
the U.S.? This has enabled the U.S. imperialists to scatter crumbs of un
precedented size to the working class in the U.S., with the goal of "the posses
sion of a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat alongside the
bourgeosie", as Lenin quotes Engeis in a letter to Marx referring to England in
1858 (from "imperialism and the Split in Socialism," Vol. 23, p. 112).
The U.S. imperialists "obtain superprofits..., they 'ride on the backs' of hun

dreds and hundreds of millions of people in other countries and fight (with other
. imperialist powers) for the division of the particularly rich, particularly fat and

"One of the chief causes which retard the revolutionary working-class move

particularly easy spoils. This, in fact, is the economic and political essence of im

ment in the\deveioped capitalist eOuntrles is that, owing to the colonial posses

perialism. ,,"("imperialism and the Split in Socialism," pg, 115, Voi, 23):
So to miss this point is not only to miss (he understanding of the material
basis of the labor aristocracy but also to not understand one of the main
features of Imperialism.
The use of the word "bribery" in the D.P, is right on target and consistent
with this understanding of the material basis of the labor aristocracy: "These are

sions and the superprofits of finance capital, etc., capital has succeeded in these
countries in singling out a relatively broader and more stable stratum, a small

minority, a labour aristocracy. The latter enjoys better terms of employment and
is most imbued with the narrow craft spirit and with petty-bourgeois and im

perialist prejudices. This is the real social 'bulwark' of the Second international,
of the reformists and "Centrists' and at the present time if is almost the principal

"social bulwark of the bourgeoisie."(From "Theses on the Fundamental Tasks of
the Second Congress of the Communist international" July 4, 1920. Lenin.)
"Here we must ask: How is the firmness of such trends in Europe to be ex

plained? And why is this opportunism stronger in Western Europe than it is in our
country? Because the advanced countries have been creating their culture by the
opportunity they have of jiving at the expense of billions of oppressed people.-..
Because the capitalists of these countries obtain a great deal more than they

wopid have been able to obtain in the shape of profits resulting from the robbery
of the workers in their own countries.

"Before the war it was calculated that the three richest countries—Great Bri

tain, France and Germany—obtained from the export of capital alone, apart from
other incomes, from eight to ten biiiton francs per annum.

"it goes without saying that out of this tidy sum it is possible to throw at
least a half a billion as a sop to the labour leaders, to the labour aristocracy, in
order to bribe them in various ways. The whole thing reduces itself precisely to

bribery. This is done in a thousand different ways; by raising culture in the

largest centres, by creating educational institutions, creating thousands of soft
jobs for the leaders of the cooperative societies, for the trade union leaders and

the privileged strata, numbering in the millions who have received bribery from
the spoils of imperialism well beyond the crumbs temporarily passed along to
sections of the unskilled workers." Again it is consistent with Lenin's under
standing. who said, "The bourgeoisie of an imperialist 'Great' Power can

economically brib^ the upper stratum of 'its' workers by spending on this a "hun
dred million or so francs a year, for its superprofits most likely amount to about
a thousand million," ("imperialism and the Split in Socialism," pg. 115, Voi. 23.
emphasis in original).

No telling what the figures are today for imperialist U.S. but (hey would be
Jaggering for sure. Take a look at say the treasurer's report for the UAW. The

5AW strike fund alone was $283,432,502 as of Oct. 31, 1980. income to the ^und

/n October was $14,561,278, consisting of dues and Investment earnings. That is
juite a chunk of capital to manage. Think of the exploitation and oppression of

^miiiions of people around the world necessary to put those millions of dollars in
the hands of the working class In the U.S. and then ripped off by the internationai

unions' bourgeois leaders. Then there's the millions of dollars which go personal
ly to the labor lieulenants in the form of salaries alone, not to mention the
millions more which disappear from union funds and they earn from their own inCiiritinticd on pUjjD IK
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the working class and are a major vehicle for spreading patriotism and other

forms of chauvinism among its ranks. They have more or less permanently
become a bourgeoisified group, in their conditions of work and life and in their
outlook."

Things will develop even further—the bourgeoisie will fight to keep this
stratum of skilled trades on their side, and will use the hell out of them. They
were used during the Vietnam war—the most famous example was when Peter

Continued from page 17

Brennan organized a march of construction workers waving American flags who

vestments and cozy relationstiips with ttie capitalists.

Sttacked students protesting the Vietnam War. They will be used again. The

Skilled tradesmen have a much bigger share in that bribery than the masses
of unskilled workers. This goes for wages and for their "mode of labor and condi
tions of work" as the D.P. put it. Their wages are significantly higher. They are
relatively individualized In their tabor. Even when they are in a workplace with
thousands of unskilled workers, they have areas where they hang out near their

tool boxes and they work alone or in small groups when they go out to repair a
machine or whatever.

All this has an effect Ideologically on skilled tradesmen and this is just fine
with the bourgeoisie. The skilled trades think they can make it on their own."As

long as I have this card (journeyman's card), I can go anywhere and get work and
get paid good for it." This is true to a large extent and encourages a bourgeois
view of "look out for number one" and a "look down their noses" attitude at un

skilled workers, tending to think they axe better than unskilled just because they

bourgeoisie will whip up reaction and say,"Here is your working class. Yes, they
are a bunch of Archie Bunkers, loyal to us." This will be aimed to discourage
especially the advanced section of the working class who will be increasingly
mobilized to take their rightful place at the head of the revolutionary movement.
Is it much of a leap politically from smashing a Japanese car to organizing
the masses to be cannonfodder and create public opinion for the U.S. im

perialists for WW3? Again the line in the D.P. is correct when It says,"., .the
bourgeoisie will make serious efforts to maintain this group as a base for refor

mism and even outright reaction and to utilize it as an important weapon against
the revolutionary movement of the proletariat."

At the same time as this stratum is being mobilized to put out this political

line, the bourgeoisie will continue to use it to foster illusions and even aspira
tions among the masses of workers—to put out, "You can.make it in America,

You do have something to defend in America." The bourgeoisie while slashing

are skilled tradesmen. This is a bourgeois view of the less you work with your
hands, the more prestige attached to your work. Although they work with their
hands, a big part of their work is with their minds also, with their "skill," and

wages of the working class overaii may even raise wages for the skilled trades
and other privileged strata to continue the bribery, to maintain illusions, to hold

they consciously see It this way. Frankly they are almost petty bourgeois both in
relation to production and having a skill to market. And in outlook they are worse
than certain sections of the petty bourgeoisie (and are better off both in wages

ing of these-sections of the labor aristocracy or not, they will be depending on
their long-time loyalty based on their political views and world outlook to guide

and conditions of work than many petty bourgeoisie).
At the auto plant where I work, there are hundreds of skilled tradesmen. Rare

ly is there "fraternization" between production and skilled. The cafeteria is strict
ly segregated—production on one side, skilled on the other. This breaks down
aiong national lines a lot since 80% of production workers are Black and 90-95%

of skilled trades are white. The Blacks who are in skilled trades tend to hang with
skilled trades even though they tend to have more ties with production workers
than the white skilled tradesmen d,o.

Bob Avakian made an important distinction in "Coming From Behind to Make

Revolution" when he talked of: "the difference between the real labor aristocracy
and the masses of workers who have been somewhat bourgeoisified over the
period of the last several decades. The difference in their attitudes could be sort

on to their social base. But whether they are able to maintain the standard of liv

them in taking reactionary political action.

What is TRA to autoworkers if not a preview of this? (TRA, Trade Readjust
ment Act, is payment from the U.S. government to autoworkers if they are laid off
due to "foreign import competition." It provides a significant % of weekly
wages.) On the one hand, TRA goes to unskilled production workers also and.probabiy will disappear fairly quickly. On the other hand, it shows how the U.S. im
perialists will try to use such methods.

So let's get down on the last sentence of the paragraph on the labor
aristocracy in the D.P.: "At the most, the class conscious proletariat can hope to
neutralize a part of this labor aristocracy, while fiercely combatting its influence
within ttie working class and its role as a prop for the imperialists," This gets to
some mighty basic points: Who must be relied on in this revolutionary struggle

of expressed in the formulation that the labor aristocracy basically Is content
and thinks things here are fine and wants to beat off any attempts to make
change, whereas the masses of workers think things are still tolerable but not
fine. Of course, this distinction is kind of general and certainly not absolute, but I

for power, now in the time of preparation and in the final assault? Who will have
the outlook of the proletariat, in an international and historic sense? It will be the
basic masses, especially the lower sections of the working class. And within the'
industrial proletariat, it will be the masses of unskilled production workers. It will

think it generally applies and there Is. a real difference between thinking things

not be the masses of skilled tradesmen as a whole.

are tolerable and thinking that things are fine."(page 11, "Coming From

^hind...")
This formulation is useful and applies to the skilled tradesmen. A very large
percentage of them think things are overall "fine" and they would fight, to keep
their privileges. They share, and at the same time they create the basis for, a very
metaphysical view of stability based on fairly broad bourgeoisification and par
ticularly based on the growth of this comfortable labor aristocracy. The skilled
trades themselves have both a fear and a disbelief that very rapid changes and
upheavals are coming. Many believe things are going to go on basically as they
are. Even when you take into account some of their views on the possibility of
war, it still often comes down to things going on basically the same because
they think somehow they won't be affected or that the U.S, Imperialists will
naturally come out on top and their lives will not be so changed.

We have to be dialectical. What will exist? How will the forces line up? To

think that a majority or even a big section of the skilled tradesmen are going to
be won to the side of the class conscious proletariat is idealist and
metaphysical. It ignores the material basis imperialism has created and used to

maintain this labor aristocracy. It ignores the very sizeable crumbs the
bourgeoisie has thrown to these skilled trades and will continue to, as best they
can, even as the economic crisis deepens, and it ignores the ideological and
Continued on page 19

DARE TO

There will be a fierce class struggle within the working class over the revolu

tion, the seizure of state power. There will be two class banners raised within the
working class—one by the bourgeoisie and one by the class-conscious pro
letariat and its Party. It will not be a "pure" socialist revolution with the entire

GRAPPLE

working class lining up on the side of the working class banner with Its army. No,
there will be very intense struggle. We better know who we can win over, who can

WITH THE

be neutralized and who must be opposed and by what means. The ruthless
science of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought is required to analyze ac
curately this question. Lenin said,

"On the one hand, there is the tendency of the bourgeoisie and the oppor- ..

BAHLE

tunisti to convert a handful of very rich and privileged nations into 'eternal'

parasites on the body of the rest of mankind.-..On the other hand, there is the

tendency of the masses, who are more oppressed than before and who bear the
whole brunt of imperialist wars, to cast off this yoke and to overthrow the

PLAN

bourgeoisie, it is the struggle between these two tendencies that the history of
the labour movement will now inevitably develop."( "Imperialism and the Split in
Socialism," pg. 116.)

This is a key point because ttie skilled trades are going to fall mainly with the

bourgeoisie in the first tendency while the huge majority of the masses of unskill

FOR

ed workers, even the more privileged and bourgeoisified at present, will generally fall into the second tendency.

How will the bourgeoisie use this labor aristocracy as the economic crisis
deepens and as WW3 approaches or begins (If we canit make revolution to pre
vent the WW)? Some hints of this can be seen already. "Nationalize the oil in

dustry. Save the axjto industry." This is a slogan put out by the ISTC (Independent
Skilled Trades Council), This group led thousands of skilled tradesmen in a mili

tant struggle around the 1976 Ford contract strike. A group which prides itself on
its militancy and some of its leaders even pay lip service to socialism.
There is certainly not much of a jump from "Save the auto industry," to "Save

in a situation which is developing
'
as rapidly as today's, the actions

taken by the advanced section of the

Behind to Make Revolution,"

proletariat are of decisive impor
tance. They will in no small part
determine how far along we are and
whether we are able to break Ihto'ugh

"Because if you.. .concentrate on the trade union struggie.'then when the
war comes aiong, even if you try to make the transition from the trade union to

all the way when the conditions fully '
ripen and the opportunity for revolu-

the international arena and attempt to promote proletarian internationalism and

logic of that trade unionist ideology would propel people...toward... a stand of
'defend the country' and not 'seize the opportunity, take advantage of the defeats

tion is there to seize. These moments,
particularly m a country such as this,
ate rare m history and their outcome
has a profound influence on history
for years, even decades, to come.
Those who do understand what is go
ing on and choose not to act are con

of our bourgeoisie to overthrow it.' "

tributing to the prolonging of this

our country," "Fight for the USA in WW3". This could be done all under the guise
of "Save our Jobs" of course. As Chairman Avakian said in "Coming From

revolutionary defeatism, the ijrorkers will answer you in bourgeois trade unionist
terms—'listen, of course, we have to fight these guys for belter conditions and
so on. but after all this is our country and we are not even going to be able to
talk about improving it it we don't go out and win this war.' In other words, the

you can look at any issue of Solidarity: the UAW International's magazine or

any Local newspaper. In Local 600's newspaper, in any issue you can see articles
by building presidents showing the economic crisis, and this includes skilled
trades presidents. But what do they say?—save our jobs, stop,outside contract

destructive and decadent rule ol im

perialism. This p'rogramme is a decla
ration ol war, and at the same time a
call,to action and a battle plan br

destroying the old and aealing the new,
It must be taken up.
Today the words of Mao Tsetung
ting out with lull force:

"Seize the Day,
Seize the Hour."
New Programme and New

Constitution ot the Revolutionary
Communist Party, USA (Draffs for
Discussion).

SZ.OO (Plus 50* postage)
Available trom RCP Publications

P.O.Box 3486. Chicago IL 60654

or at bookstores in your oreo,

ing, Buy American, support Congressional legislation for quotas on imported
cars, support the Democratic Congress, the hope and salvation of the "working
man."

While some of the rank and file skilled tradesmen may object to some of this

often blatant national chauvinism and "save the companies," it comes from

basically a reformist position and one of "this isn't the way to fight for our (skill-l
ed) interests." Though these narrow reformist and national chauvinist positions
are put out by union leaders and leaders of so-called militant groups the masses
of skilled tradesmen'will not fight against these views and the policies and ac

tions they indicate. It was such leaders who organized an action of smashing a
Japanese car with sledge hammers in front of a Toyota dealer.
Overall this Is a confirmation of the D.P.'s line: "They form the social base of

the Draft Programme
and Draft Constitution
of the RCP, USA
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nqkt step of joining the revolutionary masses, A friend of mine In the 82nd Air
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borne participated with half his company and parts of other companies in refus,ing to leave the barracks to go to Washington, D.C. during one of the big antiVietnam war demonstratibns. The soldiers did not go and join the demonstrators
but what they did was not only highly political but objectively revolutionary.
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political brainwashing that has gone with It for years.
Yes, the economic crisis will-affect the skilled trades also and this, combined

with WW, will force some big questioning as it will with the rest of the working
class and other strata. But this aspect wil! not become primary over the
t>ourgeolsification. To say otherwise ignores the ideological and political effect

on members of this stratum by the years of pfiviieges, economically and' politically,
'during the "peaceful" superexploitation of the masses wonowioe.
Individual members of the skilled trades will be won over. But this can not be

So this neutralization of parts of the labor aristocracy will be highly political.
Agitators may be sent. But also they will be opposed W necessary. Some fear of
the armed might of the proletariat will be instilled In them If necessary. We must
use agitation and persuasion principally but we will not allow any backward sec
tion of the masses to stand in the way of the revolutionary seizure of power, as
the very key first step to moving to communism.
But isn't this whole thrust undialectical. m that'll sees only the backward
aspects of the skilled trades and labor aristocracy as a whole, it doesn't allow for.
change in the consciousness of skilled trades, especially it doesn't take into ac
count the impact of the deepening economic crisis on them? And doesn't It deny
• the crucial roie.of consciousness, that consciousness can overcome the material

Moscow Uprising," everything wili not be "in place," people will not be laid out in

conditions described? And isn't a big portion-of the working class in the U.S. in
1980, especially the industrial proletariat, very bourgeolslfled, as much so as the
skilled trades? To answer these questions, let's go back to the material basis for
the development of the labor aristocracy, as laid out by Engels and Lenin. They
make a big distinction between the mass of workers and the labor aristocracy.
Lenin quotes E-ngels from the "Preface to the Condition of the Working Glass in

neat categories and won over before the bullets start flying, when the Revolution

England"(Vol. 23, pg. 113),

used to ignore the primary aspect—the backward role that will be played by the
skilled trades as a whole, as part of the tabor aristocracy. Even with successes in
winning over skilled tradesmen, we can not rely on them.

There will be a fierce life and death physical and political battle for the
"troops" within the working class. As Lenin makes clear in "Lessons of the
with a capitai "R" begins. That should be clear now while the revolution with a
small "r" is happening. You can see this in minor crises iike Iran, in important
outbreaks of rebellion like fvliami. You,can see it In important campaigns iike the
one the Party waged around the presidential elections November 1980. Twice

agitators appeared in plant cafeterias. Both times debate and discussion broke
out. Both times you could see the difference between the reaction of the skilled
trades and that of the production workers. All the backward cat-calls came from
skilled trades. All the RWs sold and ballots cast were from, production workers.'
The class-conscious proletariat and the Party will vyin over as many as it can,
neutralize many and oppose those it cannot neutralize.'The key In this process "
will be the spoken and written agitation and exposure (especially the Revolu- - ;
tionary Worker) and the action of the class conscious proletariat and the broad
masses of the unskilled workers it wili win over and rely on to take revolutionary
action. If is this revolutionary political action and agitation amidst the turmoil
arrd upheaval of a revolutionary situation that will provide the basis for neutrallz-.

ing wavering sections of the'class and opposing backvvard sections who are tak- '
Ing action on the side of the .bourgeoisie. As the battle rages between these two
camps within the working class itself, twists and turns, not straight line progress,
will characterize the battle. The battle must rage politically but the point is to
make the.main contradiction that between the masses and the government, not

two sections of the people against each other; to enlarge the number of the
masses vvho line up agains.t the government. This will sharpen the political points

of the struggle and thus make the battle between the two camps sharpen, while

at the same time reduce the number of the masses in the camp of the enemy.
Within this battle, the same idealism tends to downpla? me'^imporfance of'
neutralizing sections of the masses, especially sections of the labor aristocracy.
Neutralize is not some quiet procedure that happens automatically or is the least
one can achieve without struggle. Neutralizing some masses will happen amidst

the'great turmoil of the revolutionary struggle.^lt will happen mainly as a result of
the strong public opinion in favor of revolution- among the masses as a whole

"Here he (Engels) speaks of an 'aristocracy among the working class,' of a
'privileged minority of the workers,' In contradistinction to the 'great mass of
working people.''A small, privileged, protected minority' of the working class
alone was 'permanently benefited' by the privileged position of England in
1848-88; whereas 'the great bulk of them experienced at best but a temporary Im
provement,.'

The skHlec) trades share in the spoils of imperialist exploitation to a greater
extent and will continue to enjoy this privilege whereas for the huge majority of
the working class, including the Industrial proletariat, those spoils are quickly
disappearing. This will shatter much of the bourgeoislfication of most sections of

thf working class. Including the majority of the industrial proletariat.
No, the position In this letter Is not undialectical. It is dialectical injhat it

recognizes that the backward aspects of the consciousness of the skilled trades
will no.t.onty remain primary over the progressive aspects but in many ways wi|l
actually be the aspect of the contradiction whi.ch will grow and become even
more dominant characterizing the group as a whole.
Yes, it does take ir^to account consciousness. It emphasizes a materialist

understanding of where consciousness comes from—social being determines
consciousness. And the social being of skilled trades will continue to determine

a backward cpnsciousness as a group. For the Ipdustrlal proletariat and other
sections of the working class. Bob Avakian put it like this in "Coming From
Behind to Make Revolution" (p, 10): "The developments, including sudden leaps,
toward a revolutionary crisis, in society as a whoie. logether with the consistent
ly revolutionary work of the Party and the actions of the class-conscious section

„of the working class rallying around the banner and the line of the Parly—this is "
what can influence and ultimately lead both those In more or less permanently
miserable conditions, and broader sections of the people, especially the broad
ranks'of the Industrial proletariat to move toward a revolutionary position and

finally to take decisive revolutionary action."
And it takes consciousness into account in that it will be the consciousness

of the masses of workers and their revolutionary actions based on that con
sciousness that will win over individuals, neutralize a part and oppose the rest of

and the revolutionary actions of the class conscious proletariat, including the

proletarian army. To have sections of the masses neutralized and stay home
rather than get out in the street on the side of the bourgeoisie is very important

this labor aristocracy,

"Engels draws a distinction between., .the privileqed minority—and the

and can mean the difference between life and death in some situations. Lenin
describes a situation in "Lessons of the Moscow Uprising" where soldiers were

■lowest mass,' the real majority, and appeals to the latter, who are not infected by

marching to join the Insurgents. Workers' delegates were sent to meet them but a
Tsarist officer, Malakhov, reached them first, "delivered a passionate speech,
caused the soldiers to waver, surrounded them with dragoons, marched them off
to the barracks and locked them in." At times won't It be preferable to have some

sections of the troops be neutralized politically so that they stay in the barracks
. and don't come out on the streets to be met by a Malakhov. And won't staying In

u-L-uiyeois respectability.'*This is the essence of Marxist "tactics, . .Ana it is

therefore our duty. . ..'to go down lower and deeper, to the real masses, , ,"
(Lenin's emphasis, pg. 119-120. Voi 23. "Imperialism and the Split In Socialism")
Cast away Illusions, prepare for struggle. The line in the Draft Programme is
correct. It is a Leninist position on the labor aristocracy applied to our situation
today.
8.P.

the barracks be at times a highly political act. even If the soldiers don't take the

May First, 1981

REVOLUTIONARY

Continued from page 1

took up the political line on May First,
many revolutionary new-things were
born. The May First demonstrations
themselves were not only a blow at the

thread that ran through the day, was

good and this yea! we must build on it.

And the question must be posed:_

Continued from page' 13

vortex that drew not just attention, but

How much more broadly and deeply is
this type of revolutionary activity going
to go on around May First, 1981? How

duct of private property and class op

crowds of political controversy and

much more will the influence and the

pression. The woman question is a

ruling class, but a kind of revolutionary

struggle. Button Day, called in defiance
to the reopening of the railroad of Bob

pounded at these doctrines by their own

every sphere of social life—galvanizing

emancipation can be realized only by
first overthrowing the social system in

actions and strove to free themselves

firet of a number of actions coordinated

their hands?

We'll put it this way: May 1 is a Fri

nationwide scale leading up to May

day, a business day. But in no way will

First. Red Flag/Internationale Day,

it be business-as-usual day!

• country, in many languages but in one
voice, workers and others rose to fill the
air with the anthem of the international

working class—a dramatic demonstra
tion of the vision of a world free of all
class distinctions. And the red flags,

too. marked the general iniernaiionalist

spirit and international dimension of

May 1st, as proletarians in this country
grew conscious of the common actions
and cause of many millions worldwide.

And ihroughout'this whole period, ineluding on May First itself, many peo

ple did things on their own, not speci

Instead it will be a day imbued with

the spirit of bringing the new into be

ing. It will be a day of consciously and
actively hastening the elimination of all
that is oppressive, decaying and dying.
Everywhere the modern day overlords
look they will see the unmistakable

sights and hear the unmistakable
sounds of May First.

The Party will soon have more lo

say on its ideas and plans for May
First. But our first idea—in step with
the line of march of this year's May
Day—is to get your ideas and sugges
tions. We want lo know what you
think should be done and are begin-

fact we are still hearing about people,

■ ning to plan to do. The pages of the
Revolutionary Worker will he open

for this process, so thai May 1st,
1981 will hit the bourgeoisie like a
tornado!
fj

from feudal oppression. But owing to
the limitations of their times and class,

which there is exploitation and oppres
sion of man by man. Working women

they could not thoroughly expo.se and

in the past fought heroically in the

criticize the class content and reaction

forefront of the struggle, but because of

ary essence of the doctrines of Confu

the limitations of historical conditions

cius and Mencius, Later, the bourgeoi

they could not win real equality be
tween men and women, it w^is only
under the leadersliip of Chairman Mao
and the Chinese Communist Party that
Chinese women together with men

overthrew the three big mountains of
imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-

capitalism weighing down on the Chi

nese people, toppled the criminal sys

fically called for or directly organized
by others. How much of this went on
even beyond our present knowledge? In
who, after getting a leaflet or reading a
copy of the Revolutionary Worker—or
6ven seeing a news report, took some
revolutionary action in conjunction
with May Day. Ail of this, every red

spiritual shackles imposed on women.
Working women in the past boldly

question of class struggle. Women's

Avakian, heralded what was to be the

where at the exact same lime across the

roughly triumph over the doctrines of
Confucius and Mencius and smash the

political impact of this line permeate
tens of thousands to take history into

for a specific time and carried out on a

Second, male superiority is the pro

tem that caused all kinds of suffering to
China's women, and fundamentally re

moved the class origin^of exploitation
and oppression of women. Today they

sie took pan in the struggle against
Confucianism in the May 4th Move
ment of 1919, but it also could not tho

roughly criticize these doctrines. The
task of doing this is entrusted by lustory

to the proletariat armed with MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. Toge
ther with alt the other working people
of China, our working women are earn

estly .studying works by Marx, Engels
Lenin and Stalin and by Chairman
Mao, taking an active pan in the move
ment to criticize Lin Biao and Confu

ajfe vigorously playing their great,"one-

cius. thoroughly criticizing the doc

dry movements—class struggle, the

pying with Marxism all of the super

experiment.

ry. education, literature, art and law,

hStlf" role in the three great revolution-

Struggle for production and scientific
Third, only with Marxism-LeninisinMao Tselung Thought can. we tho

trines of Confucius and Mencius, occu

structure, including philosophy, histo
and carrying the class struggle in the

realm of ideology through to the end. □
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cities like Ahwaz, and Dezful and those
further inland such as Shirz and Isfahan

INSIDE
IRAN

• that are swollen with refugees. Even

Continued from page 7

year—have decided that they can best

realize thejr bourgeois nationalist ambi
tions

of being

new

overlords in

now—as long-range artillery duels and

Kurdestan at this time by collaborating

occasional bombing raids have become

with Iraq, U.S. lackeys such as

the main form of "battle" in the

Bakhtiar and with the Western im

war—volunteers continue to make theif

perialists in general. While news from

certainly does deserve it), the talk on

way to the front; many of them are led

Kurdestan is difficult to obtain, par

the streets is that the clergy in leader

or itifluenced by Iran's leftist forces, in

ticularly news of the work of the revolu

ship of the IRP is "American." This is

cluding the Union of Iranian Com

tionary force-s there, even if the KDP is

an iinportant development in exposing

munists.

the capitulationist content of the IRP's

While major moves towards the West
have been taken by much of the Iranian

able to score some short-term successes,
it will definitely have major difficulties

"anti-imperialist" public posturing.
Clearly, the U.S. very consciously
worjted to this end by refusing to give

the [RP such as Heiitolislam Khoeini

Iran the spare I)arts and equipment

have begun Hirting with the Soviet im

knowing full well that it would help

perialists in the hopes of getting back
ing in their struggle for power.
Especially since the war began in

discredit the IRP.

At the same time, the pro Bani-Sadr

forces have jumped into the fray on the
hostages' release, hitting the IRP for
coming out empty-handed. But they are

doing so from the equally reactionary
standpoint of claiming that the embassy
seizure was a mistake in the first place,
and that it could have been settled much

earlier without suffering from the U.S.'
military and economic blockade and
from the war with Iraq. In other words,
their line is that Iran should have

capitulated to the U.S. earlier. While
many pro-U.S. forces (including people
like ex-Prime Minister Bazargan) have
used this opportunity to Jump out with
an open program of restoring ties with
the West, this debate on the hostages'
release has mainly served 'to expose

bourgeoisie, some important Tigures in

September, a significant number of
Jong-term trade agreements have been
signed with Eastern bloc-countries. The
Soviet client state of Vietnam, as well as
others in the Soviet orbit such as Syria
and Libya, have been sending some
^military supplies to Iran to demonstrate
that their big brother superpower is

Government's Stalemated War with

Iraq
Likewise, in relation to the war with

Iraq, there is mounting popular
dissatisfaction with the government, as
well as frenzied attempts by the IRP

porters of Bani-Sadr), it does reflect the

widespread opposition building against
the government's reactionary policies.
Because the IRP presently dominates
most areas of the government, it is
under the most intense fire from the
masses. And while Bani-Sadr and oilier

great upholders of "democracy," the

efforts to turn the Kurdish struggle into
a pawn of one imperialist power or

content of their policies towards the

another.

and so on have been essentially the

Economic Crisis and Pfllllical
Another area

which

Kurds, the Left, the workers' councils
same as the JRP's,

Faced with the people's growing
anger, especially at the reactionary

Repression
the

Iranian

government's authority has been
unravelling is the economy. To put it
mildly, the economy is a mess due chief'
ly to the legacy of imperialist domina
tion and the continuing pressure ofihe

(joiicies of the IRF, Khomeini has in

creasingly thrown his support behind

President Bani-Sadr as of late, warning
the clergy in a recent speech to stop in-

ready tt> play ball with (he Iranian

U.S. on Iran. With much of the coun

terferring in "executive affairs." While
this again represents' Khomeini's
reading of the changing mood of the

government.

try's oil industry either shut down or
destroyed due to the war with Iraq,

shielding the various reactionary forces

Iran's oil export revenues have fallen

in the government and keeping the

way off. Scores of factories have shut
down due to shortages of imported
parts, as well as due to factory

masses from withdrawing their support
from the Islamic Republic and the

. ,

Noi surprisingly, (he (wo main proSovie( revisionist organizations in Iran,
the Tudeh Pa.ny and the Fedayeen (Ma
jority), have allied themselves with the

the reactionary clerics, Kianouri, the

tainly not gone unnoticed in Iran.

monopolize power (and some of the in-

lelleciuais involved are most likely sup

pro-Western elements try to pose as

of the Hostage deal at every step has cer

stay in the background and let others

letter targeted the IRP for seeking to

ihey are to landlords and other reac
tionary Kurdish forces and with (heir

catch the political fallout, his approval

both the IRP and Bani-Sadr. And while

try's minority nationalities. While this

consolidating their position, linked as

IRP and are promoting such a iirrn
towards the USSR as the way to' fight
managers* decisions in some cases to
close down plants rather than recognize
U.S. imperialism. This cooperation has
militant shoras, or workers councils, indeveloped to such an extent that Tudeh
and Fedayeen literature is being sold
dusiriat production has fallen to
around 50% of pre-revoliiiion levels,
side-by-side with the IRP's organ.
Islamic Republic, in bookstalls all over ■ while unemployment (of formerly
the country. Due to this fawning before
employed workers) is estimated to be

Khomeini has characteristically tried to

liberiarians" and using torture on
ihem, as well as suppressing the coun

-30%.

masses, his overall role continues to be

government as a whole.
Irrespective of Khomeini's wishes or

efforts, this .very process is going on
and is accelerating. On the one hand,
the

government, because

of

its

bourgeois cla.ss basis, is incapable of
satisfying the masses' needs, which re

quire the revolutionary iransforniaiion
of Iranian society and ripping out the

leader of the Tudeh, is derided as

This steadily deteriorating economic

roots of imperialism, feudalism and

"Ayatoila Kianouri." More than
pragmatic political alliances, what these
developments point to overall is the

situation has roused different sections

reaction throughout the couhiry. On
the other hand, the two imperialist

the government, from the workers to

blocs headed by the U.S. and the USSR

rapidly heating up contention for world,

the bazaar merchanJSr^ho make a liv

are determined to land Iran into their

domination

ing off buying and selling imported
goods. This is providing fertile ground
for reactionary forces to agitate and call

own camps, and the prc.ssurc on the
Iranian bourgeoisie to throw in their lot

for renewing tics with the West'to

blocs—with ilic Western imperialists

between

the

U.S. and

USSR in virtually every part of the
world.

of the Iranian people in opposition to

with

one or another of these war

and Baru-Sadr to fix blame on each

One development thai has attracted

other for the stalemated military situa
tion in which Iraqi forces are occupying
around one-third of oil-producing

comment in the U.S. press is President
Bani-Sadr's efforts to weld the regular

Khuzestan province in the south and

force—free from interference from his

smaller areas along the border tb the

clerical rivals, supplied once again by

north. Under heavy criticism from the

IRP for doing nothing but issuing pro

the Western imperialist powers, and
purged of all leftist soliders and airmen.

mises of imminent "offensives," BaniSadr (who is also commander-in-chief

Even with Khomeini's support, Bani-

declared illegal. In the face of this ban,

Republic independent of the imperialist
powers is proving itself to growing
numbers to be an illusory path to libera

Sadr's efforts have not been altogether

of the armed forces) launched a 12-day

successful. Still, the danger that a

a coalition of leftist forces, including
the Fedayeen (Minority faction) and the

tion and crucial questions are being
raised about how to push the Iranian

attack in January around Susangird.

Organization of Struggle for the Eman
cipation of the Working Class(Pcykar),

U.S. and British tanks to the battle and

rebuilt army under the command of a
reactionary officer corps (including
many trained under the U.S.)—as well

revolution forward to a new stage.
Even,though the U.S. governmeni is
making every effort to appear that ilicy

fighting on conventional terms against

as

well d^g-in Iraqi forces, the Iranian ar

guards, where pro-Soviet forces have
some influence—poses to the masses

Tehran that raised demands for jobs as
welt as denouncing the government and
the agreement releasing the hostages.

Committing an armored division of 300

my predictably made no headway and
suffered heavy losses. This is just the
most recent example of the bourgeois
military strategy employed by the Iran
ian government, and its disastrous
results. Beyond this, some reactionary
Iranian army commanders have actual
ly led their troops into ambushes and
gotten many killed. "Three officers were
hanged in Ahwaz recently for such ac

armed forces into a cohesive fighting

the

Pasdaran, or

revolutionary

should not be underestimated, precisely
because of what the reactionary leaders

of the government are preparing to use
it for In the period ahead as the internal
class struggle and the international
situation sharpens up.
.

This is already very apparent iii
Kurdestan,.where the Islamic govern
ment has launched one bloody attack

"rescue the economy." Evcii more im

holding

portantly, the situation is giving rise to
freslT outbreaks of struggle and strikes

time—is building, up steadily as they
strive to tighten up their blocs in
preparation for war. In this situation,

among the workers and other strata, in
the wake of a strike by Tehran bus
drivers in December, all "unauthorized
demonstrations"

and

strikes

were

held a demonstration on February 6 in

From 5,000-10,000 marched in the face

of vicious attacks by revolutionary
guards, who fired tear gas into the
demonstration, and the right-wing

the stronger cards at

this

the "third road" of building an Islamic

are adopting 'a" "hands off" policy
towards Iran now that they have their

precious hostages back, the question
for them is still regaining total control
of Iran, by any and all means necessary.

More desperate than ever, they are at
tempting to utilize the spreading tur

Moslems of the "Party of God," who

moil in Iran to accumulate the reac

were armed with guns, knives, and

tionary strength they need to bring a
subservient pro-imperialist regime to
power. In pursuit of this reactionary
goal, they are working both at forcing
the bourgeois forces in the Iranian
government to fully capitulate to the
U.S. and towards creating the condi

rocks. One demonstrator was killed and
over 40 were wounded after these at

tions. But whether overt treachery or

after another on "the Kurdish people

just conventional, bourgeois military
strategy and tactics, this conduct of the
war by the Iranian government boils

over the past two years. Today, more
than a quarter of Iran's regular ar
my—3 out of 11 divisions—are station
ed in Kurdestan. They are not mainly

tacks. Several days later, on the second
anniversary of the insurrection that top
pled the Shah's fascist regime, there
was street fighting in Amol in the north
and Yazd in central Iran, apparently in
volving leftists and reaciionary'Moslem

fighting the Iraqis there, but are being

forces.

government—especially some of the

used to combat and suppress the strug
gle of the Kurds.

more nationalist clergy around Kho
meini—who have continued to put up

some opposition to their drive to recap

of the active collaboration between the

The government's repressive
measures are being felt by ever broader
sections of the people. In addition to
the brutal suppression that has been
aimed at the Kurds, the People's Mo-

reactionary regime in Iraq and the

jahadeen (the

faced major obstacles in carrying out

down to using the masses as cannon
fodder for their own bourgeois and

reactionary aims.
In the first month or two of the war,

there was a tremendous outpouring of
unity and desire to resist what the
masses correctly saw as a U.S.-backed
invasion by Iraq. But the government's

The

situation

in

Kurdestan

has

become all the more complex because

main

revolutionary

pursuit of the war has largely throttled

bourgeois nationalist leaders of the

Moslem group in Iran) and other leflisi

and even - attacked any large scale

Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP).
Armed with plenty of weapons from

forces have come under stepped up at

mobilization and active role of the Iran

utilizing the deep-seated

tack. The prevailing altitude in the
governmeni was represented by the
governor of Tehran's Qasr Prison,

tions for a. successful pro-West coup
that would eliminate the forces in the

ture Iran.

However, for two years the U.S. ha/i
their counter-revolutionary plans. And
this will be no easy task for them in the
future. For one thing, they must take .

ian people in the fighting. They have
done this precisely because the govern

Iraq and

ment is scared of losing control over the
masses and because their aims in.

government in Tehran, the KDP is

when he said that as far as leftists and

beginning to take steps to set up its own

Mojahadeen supporters are.concerned.

in Iran. Bui more importantly they
must contend with the vast reservoir of

fighting the war—first and foremost

administration in some areas such as

"six cemeiaries would be belter than six

anti-imperialist sentiment and

protecting their own rule—differ
radically from those of the workers,

around Mahabad. They have been run

prisons to hold them." Since last sum

ning road tolls to collect money and

mer the country's university campuses

revolutionary political experience ac
cumulated by the Iranian people over

hatred of the Kurdish masses for the

into

consideration

the

Soviet

im

perialists' ability to counter their moves

popular

have attacked and disarmed revolu

have been doffed so a.s to "Islamicize"

the past years. And the very crisis and

strata—who want to go all-out to drive

tionary Kurdish forces in some areas.

them and many thousands of pro-

turmoil thai the imperialists hope to ex

the Iraqi occupation forces out of Iran
and to defeat imperialism and its reac

In an interview with the French daily
Le Monde in December, KDP chieftain
Ohassemlou openly admiitea

gres.sive teachers, professionals and fac

ploit is continuing to throw millions of

tory workers have been fired from their

Iranians out of their bombed out

jobs.
All this has led to mounting popular

and into a swirl of intense political ac

peasants

and

other

tionary agents within Iran, To take just
one example, the government has im
plemented a conscious policy of
generally keeping (he war and the
political ferment of the war zone away
from Tehran—even refusing to allow

refugees into the capital.
In spile of all this, there is still
rc;gcrnes.s to fight the ," r smc^ng tlic
masses, particularly in the southern

cooperating with Iraq and spoke apt
provingiy of the r^eactionary Shapour

Bakhiiar (the Shah's last prime minister
who is exiled in France) as an "oppo
nent of Khomeini's regime", who is

homes, out of their Jobs and schools

discontent and a chorus of protests,

tivity. It is this that promises new waves

This week a group of 38 well-known inteilecluals, including seven who had

of mass struggle and opportunities to

been jailed under the Shah, circulated a

the anil-imperialist, democratic stage of

make major leaps towards completing

letter charging that Iran was once again
being subjected to "repression and in-

the revolution that was begun, but left

Ghassemlou and other top leaders of
the KDP • especially after a scric: of

ju.ik'i." l! accused the .lulhorilics .(f

splits with more pro-Soviet forces last

filling the pri.sons with "militants and

pup|)Cl rcgiiiic of-the Shah iwo year.s
ago.
'

"popular in Iran." It now appears that

unfinished With the toppling df the U.S.
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new world outlook—one that fully em

COSMOS
Continued from page 9
things. He endeavors to concentrate

15-20 billion years of evolution {since
the "big bang") into 13 hours of TV
time, to compress an "observable uni
verse" of tens of billions of galaxies in
to a medium-length book. As such, he
does not respect any of the boundaries

of subject matter observed by so many
of his contemporaries, those whose tun
nel vision, Engels once noted, has its
roots in "the division of labor that had

meanwhile become dominant in aaiural
science, which more or less restricted

each person to his special sphere, there

being only a few whom it did not rob of
a comprehensive view." {Dialectics of
Nature, International, p. 10) Cosmos
spans an enormous amount of material
and

generally

provides

a

mind-

expanding view of a number of topics:

his argument.)

some of the disorder, sudden change

braces the methods and the achieve

Sagan goes on to discuss other forms

ments of science; and unless this out

of chauvinism—"carbon chauvinism,"

look is shared by the people as a whofe,

"temperature chauvinism," even

human society is set to self-destruct.

"planetary chauvinism": "Just as we

origins and evolution of the stars, the
earth, the chemical elements, life, the

tion. All the brave Athenian talk of

where' God comes frotn. And if we

decide this to be unanswerable, why not
save a step and decide that the origin of
the universe is an unanswerable ques
tion? Or, if we say that God has always
existed, why not save a step and con
clude that the universe has always ex
isted?" {Cosmos, p. 257)
The thrust of Sagan's presentation

brain, human society and science; and

democracy applied only to a privileged

the beginning steps taken by humans to

few. What slaves characteristically per

explore space and communicate with
whatever other intelligent and in
terested civilizations might exist in the
galaxy.

form is manual labor. But scientific ex

ty must advance to liberate itselfs nor of

perimentation is manual labor, from
which the slaveholders are preferential
ly distanced; while it is only the slave
holders—politely called 'genile-men' in

vance, Sagan slips into utopianism.
And. as will be gone into more below,
his interest in "exobiology" has less to

These are the kinds of broad ques
tions which the masses of people hunger

to explore; to those who feel this
hunger, Cosmos is, overall, a breath of
fresh air in a hothouse of murky
obscurantism, part of the revolt against

the scientific establishment's pious wot;shipof narrow, stultifying expertise and
its disdain for liberating science from
the laboratories and ivory towers and

bringing it to the people. "Science is
our birthright," says Sagan. It is these
characteristics and

this

basic stand

which account for the extraordinary,

popularity of Cosmos.
The Respnnsibilitie.s of Science
Indeed, in Sagan's view, the popula
rization of science is a pressing task for
writers, educators, and scientists
themselves. In a pointed analogy which
amounts to a sharp critique of the state

achievements of

classical civilization—the"discovery of
the circulation of the blood, the calcula
tion of itie %ize of the earth, the

do science. Accordingly, almost no one
did science.

develop and popularize, than with his

,

"Plato and Aristotle were comfor

table in a slave society. They offered

justifications for oppression. They serv
ed tyrants. They taught the alienation
of the body from the mind...they
separated matter from thought....
..in the suppression of disquieting

analysis of nature or religion nor, in
particular, of the contradiction between

society.
Sagan is'one of several well-known
poiJularizers of science who frequently

science and religion; but it is certainly
preferable to thai of philo.sophical reac

comment on social issues.' Whatever

tionaries such as Sagan's fellow NASA

the philosophies to which they sub

astronomer,

scribe—some are self-described mater

capitalizing on some of the limitations
of our current knowledge of the "big

Robert

Jastrow,

who,

ialists, others not—they do inject a con

bang," argue that it is /to/ religion but

even dialectics into their writings on the
natural sciences, because advances in

science that has proved to be irrelevant.
Important to Sagan's philosophy is

science are ever proceeding more clearly
along lines which embody and confirm

that he basically affirms the inFiniteness of the universe in space and

{Cosmos, pp. 186-188)

materialist dialectics. For his own part,

But Sagan finds that once again to
day, all the elements for another rever

Sagan wants to, and in the main does,
uphold materialism; that is, he
recognizes the objective existence of the
material world as being prior to and the

time, taking on a powerful current of
bourgeois metaphysics that asserts the

sal toward a "dark age" are present,

Man's Place in the Universe

It is in planetary studies and the
.search for life elsewhere in the solar sys

tem, as well as in the theory of exobio

tions to scietice. And it is here, too, in
shredding the arguments of those—

Yei a few hundred years "later, the

many of those believers in divine crea-

library had been destroyed, and with it

lion—who cannot imagine forms of life

the record of all this knowledge was lost

different from those on earth, that he is
at his best as a popularizer.

wail till the migration of the Moors to
southern Europe, the Renaissance, the

understanding of the universe. This
position is not fully materialist in its

siderable amount of materialism and

logy (the study, of extraterrestrial life),
that Sagan has made his main contribu

to mankind for a millenium, having to

religion is "irrelevant" to a scientific

kept for a .small elite, the distaste for ex
periment. the embrace of mysticism and
the easy acceptance of slave societies,
they (Pythagoras and Plato—/?M0 set
back the human enterprise...."

theory and of the theory of evolution,

tion of the universe) and much more.

pessjmism about the future of human

here, which is overall dominant in
Cosmos and his other writings, is that

facts, the sense that science should be

development of rudiments of atomic
Euclid's geometry, materialist writings
on cosmology (the study of the evolu

the class forces that must lead that ad

do with a systematic appraisal
why
this should be the key science to

some societies—who have the leisure to

•flowing particularly out of the govern
of science in the U.S. today, he speaks' ment policies of the U.S. and USSR. In
deed, with nuclear weapons, he believes
of the Alexandrian Library in Egypt
when it was the center of learning of the
that the very survival of humans is at
West, about 2000-2500 years ago. Here
stake. And thus the urgency of the
crusade to popularize science.
had been collected and systematized the

greatest scientific

Sagan associates much of the suppos
ed orderliness of the universe with the

undercut the petty narrow-mindedness

with which the bourgeoisie seeks to
smother the imagination of the people,
they play a progressive role. But since
they are not based on a scientific assess-,
mem of the stages through which socie

of the universe; the

universe are given due emphasis.

idea of god, leaving the door open to
are organisiris completely at home only
This is the basic message that Sagan
on the land, although we evolved from
what he calls a god "of remote and in
seeks to popularize.
the sea, the universe may be populated
direct temperament." {Cosmos, p. 29)
By doing so, he is violating a taboo that
with societies that arose on planets but
"The gods," he saj^s, "if they exist, no
lias a long-standing history in class
that are comfortable only in the depths
longer intervene daily in hunian
society: that'the guardians of science,
•affairs." But, since he feels that "the
the "philosopher kings" if we may use "of interstellar space." (Ibid., p. 49) in
short, in searching systematically for
Plato's term, should shun any associa
enterprise of knowledge is consistent
life elsewhere, it is necessary to sweep
with both science and religion,"
tion with the common people. In
away all manner ofearthly prejudices.
{Broca's Brain, pp. 293, 29!) Sagan
Cosmos, he traces this tradition back as
On the whole, this sort of pursuit can
argues for agno.sticism rather than
far as slave society in Greece. He
atheism.
deal a blow to all other forms of
analyzes the causes of the temporary
chauvinism on earth and have a
victory of the idealism of the
Still, the main thrust of Sagan's
liberating effect on the hunian mind, , discussion is against organized religion,
philosophers Pythagoras, and later
with its dogmas and its suppression of
much as did the discoveries of Coperni
Plato, over the radical materialism of
cus, Galileo and others. Sagan thinks
"uncomfortable" ideas, experiment
Democriius and some of the other
and critical discussion. He asks: "In
that all chauvinisms must be uprooted
earlier Ionian thinkers, showing how it
many cultures, it is customary (to say)
and cast aside, and that all forms of
was rooted in the fact that Greece was a
that God created the universe out of
society existing on earth are obsolete.
slave society and how it had serious
nothing. But this is mere temporizing.
Insofar as his discussions of the limita
harmful consequences for the develop
If we wish courageously to pursue the
tions of contemporary society from the
ment of science.. His comments are
standpoint of his "cosmic perspective"
question, we must, of course, ask next
highly relevant to the wage-slave society
of today: "Athens in the time of Pericles, Plato
and Aristotle had a vast slave-popula

the evolution

and leaps which actually mark the real

"The assumption that life elsewhere

universe is finite (thus leaving more

complete, inconsistent, and tangled up

room for god)—which is a central fea
ture of today's reactionary creationist
clamorings (such as Jastrow's), But For
Sagan, as for other scientists who are
influenced by the philosophy of
positivism (a philosophy that takes only
our perceptions as real), the idea of the

with elements of idealism. To see this, it

universe's Infiniteness, since it cannot

is useful to examine his attitude toward

be proved by any particular experiment,
is just a matter of conjecture or
"esthetic preference" and so cannot
really defeat the onslaughts of reac
tionary philosophy. They do not see, as
does Marxism, that the thesis of the in

basis for all mankind's ideas. But he

does not see the place of contradictions
in nature and society, apd, rejecting
dialectics, his materialism is thus in

a few key questions such as the relation
ships between order and disorder,
science and religion, and science and
society.
"Cosmos" and God vs. "Chaos" and

finiteness of the universe is a concentra

Nature

tion of many scientific truths and a rais

As is apparent from the title he chose
for his. latest effort, Sagan shares the
dominant bourgeois-metaphysical view

ing of them to a higher level, and in par

point that "cosmos," or order, is domi

ticular. flows from the understanding
thai everything that exists is matter
which always has been and always will

nant over disorder in the universe. In

be in one form or other of motion.

Enlightenment and after to be redis

here is a conceit 1 will call chauvi

covered. Taking us on a tour of a
reconstructed studio-set version of the
Library, Sagan comments:
"Here clearly were the seeds of the
modern world. What prevented them

nism... A popular phrase—often en

Closely bound up with Sagan's
fact, as he relates, it was the Ionian
idealist philosopher and mathemati . positivism is the fact that he does not
think it is necessary, or even valid, to
cian. Pythagoras (5ih century B.C.),

countered in popular books on the

has to be, in some major sense, like life

who first used the word "cosmos" to

talk of contradictions existing, objec

planets-is 'life as we know it.' We read

denote, in " Sagan's words, "a. well-

tively in matter. All that is needed, he

that 'life as we know it' is impossible on

ordered and harmonious universe, a

world amenable to human understand

feels, is the "scientific method"—sys
tematic investigation, careful observa

tion, the courage to follow the facts

this planet or that. But what is life as we

from taking root and flourishing? Why

know it? It depends entirely on who the

ing." {Cosmos, p. 183) Here the idea

instead did the West slumber through a

'we' is.. ..

that the-universe is knowable, a centra}
tenet of materialism, is linked by Sagan
to the idea that order is primary over
disorder, which is a concept more
characteristic of idealism. It is signifi
cant thai he docs not analyze the con

thousand years of darkness until Col
umbus and Copernicus and their con

temporaries rediscovered the work done
in Alexandria? 1 cannot give you a sim

ple answer. Btil 1 do know this: there i.s
no record, in the entire-history bf the
Library, that any of its illustrious scien
tists and

scholars ever seriously

challenged the political, economic and
religious assumptions of their society.
The permanence of the stars was ques
tioned; the Justice of slavery was not.
Science and learning in general wt;re the

"At one time it was though that ox

ides of nitrogen had been detected in
the atmosphere of Mars. A scientific
paper was published on this apparent

finding. The authors of the paper argued
that life on Mars was, therefore, im

possible, because oxides of nitrogen are
poisonous gases. There are at least two
objections to this argument. First, ox
ides o/ nitrogen are poisonous gases on

ly to some organisms on Earth. Second,
what quantity of oxides of nitrogen

were thought to be discovered on Mars?

nection between Pythagoras''mystical

conceptions." The idea of being "free
from philosophy" is a rather typical il
lusion among bourgeois scientists, as
Engels noted—and it is fed, in Sagan's

this

case, by his belief that it is possible

(presently in thought, in the future in

idealism

and

his

belief in

deed) to "rise above" the earth, above

tween the belief in the dominance of

the conflicting ideologies of different

order and the idea that the universe is

classes, and so arrive at the . "true
cosmic perspective."

knowable. (Sagan points out that in
earlier Greek philosophy, it had been

The same failure to grasp dialectics

mars Sagan's generally materialist

believed that "chaos," or disorder, was
the dominant aspect of reality; but he

presentation of physical and biological
laws in Cosmtts, causing him to over

emphasize the "harmony" and "order

When 1 calculated the amount, it turned

p. 335)

out to be less than the average abun

Sagan examines the relationship be
tween, on the one hand, the fact that all

dance above Los Angeles. The oxides of

aiiribuies this to the ignorance of the

nitrogen are an important constituent

earlier thinkers.)

this basically is true once again today,

of a smog. Life in Los Angeles may be f These views come through in the TV

and on the other, the growing danger of
a nuclear war; and he challenges his au

The same conclusion applies to Mars." I universe in his "spaceship of the im-

difficult, but it is not yet impossible. /series, as Sagan travels through the

liness" of the universe. His metaphysics
can be seen in his liking for Hindu cos

rare moments, for example in one of

mology, with its eternally repeating
cycles, and he attempts to fit the "oscil
lating univer.se" model (it alternately
expands and contracts; currently it is
expanding) into this non-developmental

the programs on stellar evolution which
depicts a supernova explosion, that

Continued on page 22

dience to grapple with this problem.

(The Cosmic Connection, pp. 41-44. It 'agination," marveling at what he con

"We know who speaks for the na

should be noted that Sagan wrote this

tions," he says with disgust, speaking
particularly of the U.S. and USSR.

essay before the Viking mission to

"But who speaks for Earth?" The

any of the hoped-for signs of life there,
also did not detract from the cogency of

needed ingredient, he thinks, rnust be a

"unfeiiered" by philosophical "pre

dominance of order, preferring instead
10 dwei! on the a,sserted connection be

preserve of a privileged few."{Cosmos,

Mars, which, while it did not confirm

wherever they may lead, and consistent

formal logic—which proceeds better if

siders the wonderful orderliness of the

heavenly bodies. It is only in relatively

framework. Lenin once remarked that
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society and history and'in their formal
altitude toward philosophy.
Science in Society & The Science of

COSMOS
Continued from page 21

Society

in opposition to dialectics, which alone

provides ihe key to understanding the
real nature of change, metaphysics cha
racterizes development as mere "de-

cease and increase, as repeti

tion"—that is, no real development at
all. This is like Sagan's cosmology.
Overall, then, while upholding the

fact that Sagan is one of the leading
popularizers of the day battling modern

obscurantism and that he does bring
out the interconneciedness of different

forms of matter and many of the

changes matter undergoes,^nd in par
ticular its transformation into con
tion, it is also important to see some of

the shortcomings in his'views, as out
derstand the material basis for contra
dictory outlook. For while he stands far

nearer the materialist pole than so many

letariat. This social position with its
contradictory influences is reflected in

science and society throughout history
IS not thoroughly scientific, because his

view of society as a whole is not. His'excursions into social theorizing, his at
tempts to understand "what has gone

wrong" in the 20th century—and
especially, to understand the basis of

modern war and to discover any possi
ble means to avert a nuclear war—are

fection and adolescents are denied sex

will be 10 learn to master them), and

Continued from page I

be able to assemble

nucleotides in any desired sequence, to
produce whatever characteristics we

think desirable—o sobering and dis
quieting prospect." And in a discussion

of evolution, while admitting that
superior intelligence was in general an
asset for humans, he qualifies this by
saying "unlit the invention of nuclear

weapons, intelligence powerfully aided
survival." (Cosmos, pp. 35, 284; em
phasis added)
Accordingly, Sagan

is

rather

pessimistic about whether humans can

survive their "technological adoles

terrestrial intelligence. But in pinning
his hopes for human survival on.this
search, he constructs a quasi-religious
program, however couched in scientific
terms.

ty. This causes him to back off from his

tion of science. He looks forward

tions, his utterances have been seized on
by the bourgeoisie. But it would be a
mistake to conclude that this has been
the major aspect of his overall effect on

Ihe masses of people, in the main, the

engineering, not seeing how with the • effect of Cosmos has been to stimulate
overthrow of Ihe bourgeoisie it can be

mastered by mankind. "Foriunaiely,

them in power-and that they are not
irreplaceable. However, as they are well

interest in, and impart some informa

be pointing toward in the Salvadoran si

tuation. This is a particularly important
qu^tion in regard to West Germany,
whose government has recalled its am

bassador to El Salvador and suspended
eco|iomlc aid to the junta while
maneuvering among the Salvadoran opposit t ion Democratic Revolutionary
Front (FDR) for a foothold in case it

should either overthrow the junta or
come to some agreement with sections

of it to form a new Salvadoran govern
ment. Exactly what effect the U.S.
pressure will immediately have is

unclear, but a Salvadoran guerrilla
spokesperson, who is also visiting West

Germany, told the Mexico City daily.
Excelsior, that West Germany "will,
participate in the reconstruction of El
Salvador, but only after the overthrow
of the junta." For the moment, at least,
the West German imperialists appear to
be keeping their options open.

Similar maneuvering has been going

and some of the more metaphysical
elements of his philosophy. They are
still able to allow a little "freedom of

the media" to those who are fed up
with all the attention given astrologers,
"ancient astronomers," mediums and

assorted crackpots, while continuing to
peddle pseudoscientific bullshit more
and more widely.
But more fundamental than that is
that once the genie of science is un

corked, it cannot be so easily channeJe'd
by the bourgeois publicists. And revolu

tionaries must not allow all the fanfare
to blind them to the importance of
uniting with Sagan's materialism, his

ultimately capable of replacing them,
In El Salvador, recent developments
on the road to "tying the Americas

together in a bastion of freedom", in

basic stand with the masses of people,
ming up his views and delving tnore

Thought will be an important part of
the iheoreiical struggle in the natural

sciences, of doing battle with the

bourgeoisie on this thoroughly

tion about, genuine science. Why, then,

ideological front.

ownership to some Ipyal—or intimidat
ed—peasants only involved 200 of these

oriented and dependent da outside
financial—especially western im

so much trouble maintaining even

tages any single imperialist power might

the "Carl Sagan phenomenon") that
their own reviewers and promoters will
be able to stress some of his more Uto
pian views on social and political issues

deeply into the broad range of ques
tions he addresses through the applica
tion of the Vevoluiionary science of
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung

of humans to master science and socie

can be expected.

that the greater interests of their bloc
outweigh whatever particular advan

small part by the profits to be made off

ticularly in his views on social ques

derstanding society scientincaily, and
closely related to this, about the ability

to explain why with support just oozing
out of the "rural sector," the junta has

pressure U.S. allies into recognizing

Time. People magazine, the Johnny
Carson show—and PBS— have taken
the attitude toward Sagan (swayed in no

and the overall thrust of Cosmos. Sum

Bourgeoisie

and more maneuvering of these regimes

Eagjeburger's mission is meant to

the bourgeoisie is forced to reckon with
this. And so the interests that control

Not surprisingly, where Sagan has
strayed from the scientific method, par

NATO-land, with planned perch stops
in West Germany, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands and Britain. At each stop,

allies. '

pularizations of genuine science, and

pessimistic about the possibility of un

has him flapping his wings all over

ism" in meetings with foreign ministers
of the U.S.' main European imperialist

The main reason is that growing
numbers of people are demanding po

Malihusianism (the problem is over
population). He has become somewtiai

aware, the U.S. is not the only force

he will screech "international terror

has the bourgeoisie promoted Sagan to
the extent that they have?

An Important Front for Battling the

gloomily to the prospects of genetic

Junta

well

side—from superior, more advanced ci
vilizations elsewhere. Thus the stress he
lays on the systematic search for extra

call for the most thorough applica

idealist, particularly in their analysis of

may

snatches from psychoanalysis (the pro
blem is that infants don't get enough af

degree or another to apply materialism
bourgeois ideology, ihey tend to be

material—RfV) to make alternative
kinds of human beings. Jn the future we

cence" without some help from the out

their contradictory world view. As
scientists, they are compelled to one

in their researches. But inHuenced by

(the building blocks of the genetic

characterized by metaphysics and
idealism. Over the years he has spun cut

ticular Ihe "reptilian instincts" built in
to our brains, and our key social task

other scientists and popularizers of

society, pulled on by the opposing
forces of the bourgeoisie and the pro

quite progressive. However, Sagan's
view of the overall relationship between

ual freedom), sociobiology (the pro
blem is our genetic makeup and in par

lined above, and more than that, to un

member of an intermediate stratum in

society and the place of science in it are

an eclectic web of frequently varying

sciousness at a certain stage of evolu

science, Sagan, like these others, is a

As illustrated earlier, Sagan's views
on some questions concerning ancient

we do not yet know how to assemble

alternative sequences of nucleotides

same "supporters." And he also failed

minimum agricultural production to
meet its financial needs.

□

perialist—support. And the govern

ment's main political supporters, the

Cuban pro-Soviet bourgeoisie, has thus
far not raised any objections to the San
dinista maneuvers in this direction.

Exactly how the Salvadoran opposi

cards, have included the killing of at

But despite the fact that U.S. and
U.S.-backed gangsterism has not—and
ultimately cannot have the desired ef

is not yet clear. As we have pointed out

least 175 people in the last month for

fect on the masses of El Salvador (or

curfewviolations-and that is only in
the city of San Salvador; figures for the

any other country), it is having some ef

petty bourgeois class forces in the FDR

rest of the country are not available—
and the recent arrest of the entire ad

The recent esclations and threats
against Nicaragua, which now includes
a delay in wheat sales at a time when
there is a growing shortage of that com

addition to the above-mentioned I.D.

ministration of the National University

just piror to a scheduled reopening of
the school which has been shut down
since last spring because of revolu

tionary activity among students and
teachers.

fect on some other forces in the region.

modity, has apparently led to quite a
.bil-of backpeddling from the Nicaraguan government in its support for Ihe

tion will respond to these developments
in previous articles, the bourgeois and

and FMLN have tended toward capitula
tion to the imperialists in line with their

own aspirations to eventually exploit the
Salvadoran masses for their own benefit.

The more pro-U.S. forces, represented

by FDR President and former junta

member Guillermo

Ungo

and

the

former ChrislfatTDemocratic elements,
have pinned much of their hopes of

of Central America has not been able to

Salvadoran opposition. Not only is the
remaining pro-U.S. minority in the
Nicaraguan government opposing fur

achieving this on their ''diplomatic of
fensive," trying to gain support from

smash either the aspirations—or the

ther support for the FDR. but Ihe San-

struggle-of the Salvadoran masses to

dinistan majority in the government,

overthrow imperialist domination of

their country. Despite a definite lull in

which has- been heavily swinging in a
pro-Cuban diteciion over thepast year,

proposed accession to power; if the
U.S.' own "diplomatic offensive"

achieves some dramatic results, these

the struggle, and the influence of"a

is apparently echoing U.S. claims of a

compromising political line among the

"failed offensive" and counseling the

leading -pro-U.S. and pro-Soviet class
forces in the FDR and the guerrilla

son of deal with the forces of the jun
ta—something the U.S. would accept

FDR and FMLN to stop fighting and
"negotiate" with the junta. Both
TomSs Borge, the Sandinista Minister

only if the junta, and especially its

of Information, and Eden Pastora, the
head of the State Militia and formerly

pro-Soviel and pro-Cuban forces were
kept out of any power positions. For
the pro-Soviet and pro-Cuban forces,
represented especially by Schafik Handal, General Secretary of. the
Salvadoran Communist Party (PCS),
and Salvador Cayetano Carpio, former
PCS general secretary who publicly left

The step up in the U.S. clampdown

coalition Farabundo Mart! National

Liberation Front (FMLN), clashes bet

ween armed Salvadorans and junta
troops continue in various parts of the
country, including suburbs of San Sal

vador and the provincial capitals of San
Miguel, Usulatan and San Francisco

Gotera in Morazan, Electricity to the

known a.s "Commander Zero" during
the struggle to overthrow Somoza, have
made public statements to that effect.
Borge told the New York Times, "In El
Salvador, the guerrillas could not
defeat (he army and the army could not

U.S. allies and neo-colonies for their

forces may be more amenable to some

military apparatus, remains firmly in
the driver's seat and the more rabid

on among certain U.S. neo-colonies in
Latin America—notably Mexico, Ecua

entire eastern third of the country has

been cut off, and the junta has publicly

dor and Panama—but here the main

defeat the guerrillas. Things cannot

fretted over the fact that it will take

it in 1970 and became a leader of a guer

concern is the "stability" of their own
comprador rule. They fear that support

continue like this. It

is convenient

them at least 15 days to reconnect it,

rilla group called the Popular Libera

neither for the government nor for the

due to armed resistance in all parts-of

tion Forces. (FPL), the FDR's "diplo

guerrillas', neither for the United States

the area.

nor for us. No defeat and no victory
seems possible, but we feel that a poJiiical
solution should be sought." Borge'did

matic offensive" has been an important
part of their aiiempis to carry out the

for the thoroughly isolated and exposed
junta—as well as the inevitable resis

tance that its rule gives rise to—will
have the effect of exposing their own
puppet strings and galvanizing "their

The New York, Times gives this ac
count of the situation in one area; "Jn

say It would be "convenient" for the

Nicaraguan government to join with

whole state apparatus and its transfor-

U.S. neo-colonies like Mexico, Vene

malion from a U.S. neo-colony into
one dominated by the Soviet Union.
How they would respond if this par
ticular form of the Soviet plan falls

general revolutionary upsurge through

zuela, Costa Rica, and Panama, arid

out the region. But the U.S., while cer

'We are in control-total control.' But

tainly uptight about this possibility, has
no alternative in the present situation

"even the jJniied Stales" in working

peasants from a mountain village near
here tell of banners over roads that pro

out such a "solution."

but to continue to back its reliable Sal

claim 'Liberated zones.'"

vadoran compradors to the hilt, since

Particularly laughable wa.s a recent
press conference answer to the ques
tion, "Who supports the junta?" from
Colonel Jaime Abdul Gutierrez, Vice

its global necessities—especially ap
proaching world war—require increas-.

ing pliability from its neo-colonies and,
very signficantiy, steps to ice out Soviet
bloc influence within them. Thus, for

President and Commander-in-Chief/of

its Latin American brand of "diploma
cy," the U.S. is sending a former depu

"the peasantry. More than 2 million
people in the rural sector." He

ty director of the CIA, Ll. Gen. Ver-

neglected to mention why it is that a re
cent highly publicized ceremony to give
the title (but not the reality) of land

non A. Walters, who is undoubtedly re
minding these forces just who keeps

the fascist armed forces. His replay;

strategy of "historic com-'

promise" with pro-U.S. elements in
preparation for an eventual grab at the

this northeastern provincial center,
where the fiercest fighting of the offen
sive look place, the commander of a
supposedly elite army unit asserted.

own" masses into struggle and lead to a

Soviet's

Of course, such a development would
be no solution at all to the problem of
Imperialist domination of El Salvador,
but it apparently meets the immediate
concerns of various competing
bourgeois and pelty bourgeois forces in
(he Nicaraguan government, where
60% of (he economy is still dominated
by private capitalists—most of whom

apart is uncertain, but it i.s certain that
whatever strategy they come up with, it
would be as equally counter-revolu

tionary as the present one. The present
situation demands, more than ever, a
break from the revisionist influence of

are tied to the U.S.—with the rest na

pro-Soviet forces by the revolutionary
masses of El Salvador, in the struggle to
drive the main "outside force," the
U.S. imperialists and their puppets, out

tionalized

of El Salvador forever,

by the Sandinistas, and

where both the private economy and
that of the government is still export-

Conlinued nn page 23
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Hostage

organizations for funds; at his in
itiative, the Iranian Students Associa

tion emptied their treasury. Another
student offered a loan of $600 for the

Continued from page 5

bail. He also joined others in picketing

Portland as well. One person, who lives
90 miles away on the Oregon coast,

City Hall, where the comrade was being

by Tuesday night. The very next day a
noontime rally was quickly called to
further step up the battle over the rib

interrogated by the FBI and threatened
with deportation.
As plans for a major campus rally
were being laid to counter-attack these
attempts to intit^date and silence the

bon

exposure of the hostage "heroes." in

raised SISO and s<?nt it to the bail fund

burning.

Over

100 students

many of them huddled under a pole
with the American flag. Why are so
many people concerned over a yellow
rag? Are American people worried that
what the RCYB has to say may be true?
American people must begin to ques
tion the actions of their government
(CIA, FBI, etc.) or they themselves will
be subject to the monster that is waging
war with Native Americans, and
preparing to wage war with other peo

ple of the world."

gathered as word spread about the ral
ly, while another 100 or so watched
from the cafeteria nearby. It was just
too much for the campus and other

tense struggle was erupting among vari
ous student organizations over whether or
not to endorse the rally. Members of
various groups who were inspired by

local authorities to take. Within a half

the action and supported the exposure

what

an hour after the rally began, police
swooped down and arrested a revolu
tionary from Turkey, claiming that he

of U.S. imperialism had to virtually
break ranks from their leadership who
nervously opposed a sharp stand

meeting—in other words, that more

polite methods should have been used:

had "hindered prosecution" by not ap

against the imperialists' patrotic swill.

that the RCYB let Victor Tomseth off

pearing in court the previous day (his
charges have since been upped to two
counts of "harassing an officer"). Im

A number of these people submitted
their own statements to the rally. One,

the hook, if they had their way. he would

by a member of New American Move
ment (NAM), and the husband of the

they really believe he would have
answered questions concerning his af
filiation with the CIA? He would have

imperialism around the world, speaking
with an authority of one who had lived

RCYBer arrested for arson, expressed
much of the growing support for the
ribbon burning. He said in part: "The
events of the past few days have
reawakened the spirit of hope in me.
The burning of a simple yellow ribbon
was a courageous and honest challenge
to the prevailing patriotic fervor."

under the domination of the U.S. And

A powerful statement from a Native

more, students were outraged over the

American student is worth quoting at
length; "Why.have the charges, levied
against the RCYB been so misdirected?

mediately a crowd of 30 angry students

surrounded the cops, chanting: "Bull-'
shit. Bullshit, Bullshit!"
For many, this arrest was the last
straw. Already many of the students
had come to see him as a very strong
force for exposing the crimes of U.S.

fact that the bust occurred on Free

Speech Square, a spot that had been
won for campus debate during the
upheavals of the 1960s. A number of

Americans need to realize or at least

question

the actions of their own

students offered to be witnesses of the • government. The Native peoples of the

This student went on to criticize cer

tain campus political activists and
organizations who opposed the RCYB

action on the basis that it disrupted
could

b

fruitful

have never been on the hook. Did

denied all of it, so in effect, they are

nuine.

"The CIA has done its job in Iran,

and the police are going to do theirs
here, unless all people decide to say
In preparation for this rally, the
moved

their

undercover

boys into position on the campus, un
sure of what was to lake place. But the

were approached by the 7th Cavalry

Over

tually believe that they can get over with
justifying their own vicious war moves
in El Salvador by pointing to those of

the weapons being shipped by "outside
forces" are American arms from pre

continue to spin out new and still more
absurd examples of imperialist

vious American conquests throughout
the world for use against a U.S. mainlained "centrist" (whatever that is) fas
cist dictatorship while the U.S. openly
talks about launching a straight-up in

their Soviet rivals. They unabashedly
"doublethink." seemingly completely

vasion to maintain their rule in El

oblivious to the fact that their very

Salvador.

words stand as vivid indictments of
their own criminal aims. Last week, you
will remember, they came up with the

more desperate struggle by the U.S. to

truly brilliant exposure that the Soviets
were shipping American guns to Salvadoran opposition forces. They declared
that this was serious intervention into
the country. Where did the guns come

from? Why they were from two former
U.S. neo-colonies, since grabbed by the
Soviet Union—Vietnam and Ethiopia.

Apparently no one was supposed to ask

or answer the question of just how

Behind these words lies a more and
hold on to El Salvador by any means

necessary. They are determined to draw
the line in Central America, declaring it

U.S. properly. They have dropped the
"human rights" rhetoric used in the

past like a hot potato declaring their in
tentions to make the area a "bastion of
freedom" (still more "doublethink"-

Of course, the human

rights talk and the imperialist maneu

vering that went with it did not preclude
massive military aid to the junta in El

those U.S. weapons got to these coun
tries and what they were used for. Per

Salvador, but it was then given under

haps they were just some more of the

the condition that it be used for "non-

"non-lethal" humanitarian aid that the
U.S. is so famous for "giving" to the

people of the world, like the napalm they
so generously and compassionately used
in Vietnam and are now dropping in Ei
Salvador,

This week Secretary of State Alexan

lethal" purposes. Recently, U.S. terms
have changed. Now arms are given
under the strict condition that they be
used "effectively and efficiently."
These new words are more in line with

U.S. necessity to make a stand in El
Salvador.
D

ed how he was sick of the hostage gar

bage and the attempt to suck Vietnam
vets into the whole reactionary current.
A group of frat-rats were shouted down
right at the beginning, and a number of

students

sponatenously

added

themselves to the rally security. The
scheduled meeting of the campus

revolutionaries are out on bail pending
the convening of a grand jury in two
weeks. That the rulers are wincing from

and Black Kettle's people were killed.

It seems that the U.S. imperialists ac

America" had spurred him to take that
action in the cafeteria. He also explain

the Association to do a bail fund

towards bail.(His job pays $3 an hour.)

up which they wish to spew out. Their

on an American flag, reading
anti-war poems written by Vietnam vets
the week before in the cafeteria, ex
plained how the sight of a group of stu
dents singing the song, "God Bless

tions such as the CIA or others, but that

The brother also approached campus

words will surely blot out the fact that

that." As some ROTC recruits tried to

disrupt the rally, they were exposed and
reduced to silence by a number of Viet
nam vets. One brother, who had stood

they are helping institutions such as the
CIA, making sure that there is no unity
against the CIA. This is done by levying
charges against the RCYB as unge-

rally went on as planned, with a solid
core of about 300 students slaying
through the entire 3 hours and around
6 to 700 participating at various points.

Junta

many

of its members plans to struggle with

with the comrade from Turkey only

Continued from page 22

politics, and

ing any action to show that they are
building a movement against institu

Cheyenne people were told to keep an
American flag in-their camp, and no

to absorb and conceal any lie or cover-

to

prefacing their remarks with, "I never
really thought America was really like

Political

authorities

discovered a brand new property of the
English language—the ability for words

awakening

cancelled due to its members' over

400 years.

American military faction would ever
cause harm to them. However, they

of freshmen and sophmores that came
up to speak was striking, many just

realty exposing Tomseth, and not tak

No!"

minutes before, was so angered by the
arrest that he immediately got an ad
vance on his paycheck and donated $50

rests and U.S. imperialism's crimes in
Iran and around the world. The number

just going to go through the motions of

Western hemisphere have been shafted
and murdered by U.S. imperialism for
"At the Sand Creek Massacre, the

been

"As for the people that have alleged

all the revolutionaries out of jail. A
former Marine Corps officer in Viet
nam who had been argiiing heatedly

arrest and to volunteer to work to get

have

microphone to speak out against the ar

25

students

came

to

Science

Association

was

whelming attendance at the rally. One

benefit. As it stands now, all 3 of the

the yellow ribbon burning and subse
quent events is evident in their plan to
skip all preliminary legal steps and
bring the revolutionaries siraighi to the
grand jury. But the students' response to
the revolutionary exposure concen
trated in events surrounding the

Tomseth appearance, and their
response to the attacks by the
authorities, shows that more than one
yellow ribbon has gone up in smoke at
the University of Oregon. And, the
campus is only getting hotter.
□

the-

Mugabe

late.si clashes between his troops and
ZANU forces, while at the same time

Continued from page 16
technicality and set free. Mugabe would
have had to pay too high a political
price if Tekere had been found guilty,
and yet Tekere had become too
outspokenly critical of Mugabe's
government to keep around. The end

reality is out of his control, as evidenc
ed by the outright refusal of ZAPU
troops to obey even their own local
commanders) and refusing to order his
men to disarm as a warning to Mugabe.
But more important than the per-,
sonal and political ambitions of
Mugabe and Nkomo are the forces of
U.S. and Soviet imperialism operating

result was that Tekere was thrown out

of the government and is reported to be
on a speaking tour throughout Zim
babwe.

The contention between Mugabe and
his political rival Joshua Nkomo, the
leader of ZAPU, has also intensified.
Aithough this contention dates back a

long way into the armed struggle and
was particularly centered around the
fact that ZANU forces did most of the

tacitly approving the fighting (which in

behind the scenes in the ZANU/ZAPU
contention. While the Soviets are un

doubtedly happy about the increasing
instability in Zimbabwe, they've also

got to act with a little caution, since at
this point their strategic interests seem
best served by maintaining whatever in
fluence they can in Zimbabwe through
the continuing participation of Nkomo

fighting and around Nkomo's proSoviet stance and attempts to seek

in the government. For the U.S. im

negotiated settlement that would put
him in power, in the last few months it

terests are also the guiding light for

has grown increasingly sharp. Mugabe

perialists, their long-range strategic in
their actions in Zimbabwe. And while

they may have originally given in to

originally brought Nkomo into the
government in his quest for "national

sharing a minor portion with

unity and stability" since Nkomo and

securing a stable Zimbabwe, firmly in

ZAPU represented a significant minori
ty (20?i'o) of the Zimbabwean popula

their war bloc, they are not about to

tion. This was done also at the urging of

through Nkomo to fish freely in the ob
viously troubled waters of Zimbabwe.

U.S. and British imperialism, despite

Nkomo's openly pro-Soviet tendencies,
since they too had every interest in

securing a stable Zimbabwe. At first

the

Nkomo/Soviet forces in the interest of

passively sit back and allow the Soviets
Most likely this is one of the main fac
tors behind Mugabe's current campaign

to put down Nkomo and ZAPU. The

minister of

U.S. press ha.s reported that most o'f

home affairs, with some significant

those killed in the recent fighting have

Nkomo was appointed

der Haig met with a "bipartisan com
mittee" of Congressmen and got their
unanimous support for still more arms

power over the police and security

shipments to the U.S.-controlled fascist
junta in El Salvador. This aid will in

forces, and three other ZAPU members

ed by RAR forces. Mugabe further

were appointed to minor cabinet posts.
However, with the sharpening up of all

stated this week that he would move to

clude patrol boats, helicopters and elec
tronic battlefield equipment along with

0

a requisite increase in U.S. military
"advisors" from the current official
number of 25 to "less than 100."
Chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee, Charles Percy said

that the stepped up weapons shipments
were "necessary to resist outside inter
vention." He added, "We wili not

A

0

m

stand idly by while outside forces—out

side our hemisphere or within our hemi
sphere—are feeding arms to one par
ticular faction attempting to bring
down what looks

to be a centrist

government." Clearly, Mr. Percy,
Haig, and ail the rest are operating
under the impression that they have

government

Mugabe has decided that Nkomo's con
tinuing infiuence is too dangerous, and

Rii'odesian African Rifles as a kind of

plans to maintain the

palace guard until the feasibility and

ha.s launched a .series of attacks on

reliability of their new national army

ZAPU, arresting 10 of its leaders in

has been .secured.

demoting

While Mugabe thrashc-s to keep his

Nkomo to the position of Minister

ears dry in his capitulationist stew, he is

December
Without

and

recently

Portfolio.

For

his

part,

meanwhile providing abundant

ex

Nkomo is fighting to maintain his

amples of the pitfalls of such a line of
capitulation to imperialism, While they

realize that his days are numbered. This

are bitter lessons for the masses of Zim

'Aharc of power" and has begun to
both sides of the fence—fearfully and

Co<onspirator

disarm all the guerrillas and that the

the other contradictions in Zimbabwe,

,Jias led Nkomo to carefully try to walk

Become a

been identified as ZAPU guerrillas kill

humbly acquie.scing to Mugabe's rule
and. trying to maintain some control
over his force.?, including eventually
working with Mugabe to coo! out the

babwean people, the likes- of Robert

Mugabe will know no peace and their

fate can only be either to be replaced by
their imperialist overlords or swept
aside by the genuine revolutionary

struggleofthemasse.s.
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Copies can be ordered in English. Spanish,
French. German and Danish from:

t.'-

RCP Publications,

P.O. Box 3486, Merch. Mart,
Chicago, IL 60654

$1.00 plus .50 postage.
Bulk rates available.
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A Call to RW Readers

The Revolutionary Worker
would like to print reader reac
tions and comments on these

two
II

I

■!!

recently

documents.

The

published

following

note was recently received:
In relationship to tttfe communi-.

jri,-

,1

t-

-r JJ

Now Available:

qua run in the 86th edition of the RW
("To the Marxist-Leninists, the
Workers and the Oppressed of All
Countries"), I myself feel that it is a
very inspiring act that revolutionary
organizations across the world have
given their utmost approval of the
question of internationalism,
because this is exactly what will be
needed to obliterate oppression and
exploitation across the world. To all
these vanguard revolutionary
organizations, thank you for your
commitment to worldwide
tion.

revolu

Yours in commitment.
An ex-Black Panther
P.S. In view of the different crises

and situations occurring not only In
the United States of Amerikkka but
f".

across the world as people attempt
to throw off the yoke of imperialism,

I

wake up mentally and seize the
time.

Basic Principles
For The Unity Of Marxist-Leninists
r

And For The Line Of The
Memationai Communist Movement

A draft document from the Revolutionary Communist Party of Chile

and the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA for discussion in the
international communist movement and within their respective Par
ties. The document was submitted to the autumn 1980 interna

tional conference of Marxist-Leninist Parties and organizations,
which held that, "on the whole, the text is a positive contribution
toward the elaboration of a correct general line for the international

communist movement. With this perspective, the text should be cir
culated and discussed not only in the ranks of those organizations

who have signed this communique, but throughout the ranks of the
international communist movement."

Now available in English, soon to be available in Spanish and French.
$2.00. Include $.50 postage.
Order from RCP Publications, P.O. Box 3486, Merchandise Mart,
Chicago, IL 60654

